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LAJDRD
By Kathy Keeton
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Close your eyes, please, and let

your mind go blank. Now try

to imagine the scene In the Omni
office as we assemble our special ninth-

anniversary issue. What impressions

do you get? Chances are you can't

envision what it's like at this particular

moment—and if you could, you probably

wouldn't believe it. But if you can
accurately envision details, researchers

are interested in your talent lor remote

viewing, the ability to sense scenes remote

in both time and space.

For years researchers have attempted
to establish scientific proof of psychic

ability. Until now, writes Omni senior

editor Pamela Weintraub (Mind, page 19),

they've been unable to replicate their

experimental results or make them Iraud-

proof. To assist in the ongoing work.

Weintraub asked laser expert Russell

Targ of the National ESP Laboratory

to devise a nationwide experiment in

remote viewing. And with "Psychic

Connections: Can You Make Them?"
(accompanying the Mind column), Omni
readers can test their psi quotients and
take part in the psychic investigations.

For "Mind Control" (page 53) writers

Mark Teich and Giselle Dodeles recruited

the assistance of a dozen accomplished

sports psychologists. Using techniques

that have been effective for athletes,

the result is a program designed to

enhance mental ability. It includes 16

exercises to relax, heighten energy, and
promote positive thinking to achieve

8 OMNI

goals ano aliam peak performance.

Some social observers say the New
Age movement—with its psychic experi-

ences, crysta consciousness, channeled
spirits, and other mystic phenomena-
is the religion of the future. Others, more
critical, believe it's nothing more than

a lad, a hodgepodge ct techniques, pure

psychobabble. Is it self-centeredness

disguised as cosmic wisdom? Or does it

metapnonca iy express Hie need lor a
transformative, creative spirit?

In an effort to determine what the New
Age really is. social h.sto' an Christopher

L asch. best known for his book The
Culture of Narcissism, analyzes the

movement in "Soul of a New Age" (page
78). And Omni contributing editor Marion

Long ("In Search of a Definition." page
80) adds insights and explanations of New
Age metaphysics as understood by such
personalities as post Afcri Ginsberg,

rock musician Frank Zappa, author Doris

Lessing, performance artist Spalding
Gray. Sxties con Abbie Hoffman, and
Jesuit priest Daniel Berrigan.

It's easier, of course, to explain individual

aspects of the movement. Among New
Age followers, channeling, lor example, is

defined as the communication of informa-

tion from otherworldly beings—usually a

god or a spirit—through a living person.

With channeling discio es multiplying, we
sent writer Katharine Lowry ("Channel-

ers." page 46) chasing after a 35,000-year-

old man and other discarnate entities

spewing universal knowledge. Lowry can't

help lliiriKing that they''e anthropomorphic
manifestations of the channels' sexual

frustrations. "They all seem to be gorgeous,

powerful studs out of some bad romance
paperback," she says in her Texas drawl. "I

guess if I ever created an entity for myself,

he'd be a miliiona re sex maniac who
does dishes."

Thanks to New Agers, rock and mineral

stores— including tne gift shop al the

American Museum of Natural History-
can i keep enough crystals in stock.

According to Jake Page, who puts the

baubles under n s lounahshc microscope
in "Supreme Quartz" (page 94), there's

airnosl nothing that believers do not

credit to the translucent stones— from

improving physcal health to purifying

water and growing houscplanls.

New Age believers laud the elfects of

personal and spiritual transformations.

And there's no reason why we can't

be both spiritual and materialistic,

according to urban shaman Lynn Andrews
(Books, page 28). But "The Pear-shaped

Man" (page 62) undergoes a personal

conversion of a different sort in author

George R.R. Martin's short story.

Omni assistant editor Kevin McKinney,

accompanying the spirit of Shakespeare's
Ariel, takes a visionary journey in

"Thirteenth Night" (page 102). Bruce
Schechter makes a computer run on

mathematical art ("Fractal Fairy Tales,"

page 86). And Gorky Park author Martin

Cruz Smith interviews Chernobyl doctor

Robert Gale (page 110).DO
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Circumcise Wise
Many individuals in Ihe health profession

are well aware of the pain and trauma

suffered by inlants who are subjected to

circumcision ["Guess What: Circumcision

Hurts," Continuum, July 1987], ll is the

only surgical procedure routinely done in

this country: 1) lor which there are no
medical indications, 2) without the patient's

.consent, 3) without anesthetic, and 4) to

amputate a normal, healthy, functioning

part of the body.

Fran Porter may feel the solution to this

dilemma is simply to administer an

anesthetic to reduce the resulting pain. I

would invite her, however, to consider

a more humane response: to call for a long-

overdue end to the primitive practice.

Brian A. Kristoph

San Mateo, CA

Psychic Law
It is hardly surprising that police depart-

ments sometimes turn to paranormal

detection when tne oub-'ic spotlight is upon
them ["Courtroom Psychics," Forum,
July 1987]. It is also good psychology for

the police to have a proclaimed psychic

standing by to help put Ihe fear of God into

anxious suspects.

But to me there is something inherently

improbable about this utterly macabre
talent for finding corpses in distant

canyons. This cynic will come around
when psychics contact :he authorities

before, not after, the fact, with a clear, un-

Delphic message: ' Vly senses tell me
that a violent crime is aboul to be commit-
ted at such and such a place, and if you
hurry, you may be able to prevent it."

Robert Owen
San Jose, CA

Say "Omm""
The excerpt from Jonathan Cott's The
Search for Omm Sety ["Walk Like an

Egyptian." July 1987] was .a wonder and
a delight. I haveexpe'iencea innumerable

"episodes" similar to those Dorothy Eady
spoke of. Colt presents the facts in a

totally unbiased manner and lets the reader

make up his or her own mind.

That is all any of us who believe in an

alternative religious orientation or in the

psychic/esoteric want—an unbiased.

open-minded hearing. Serious students

of such phenomena are just as fed up
with the frauds, the rumormongers. and
the offbeat UFO crowd as everyone else.

Renee W. Anderson
Arlington. VA

Past Its Prime

There is an error in Anthony Liversidge's

article "Primes and Love" [Continuum,

March 1987]. A 65.050-digit Mersenne
prime cannot end with 1212121.

Daryl Nazareth

Ontario. Canada

Liversidge responds; At the lime ol writing,

the discoverer of the twenty-fifth to

thirtieth Mersenne primes, Dave Slowinsky,

did not have the right numerals at hand.
The 1212121 figures were fill-ins that,

due lo a delay r- obtaining Ihe actual

figures, got away without being replaced.

Just to make sure that the curse has
finally been foiled, the number is

7460931. - .5528447.

Desert Fox
Over the years, I have spent a great deal

of time carefully obse.'v no vehicles such

as rocket cars turbine dragsters, and off-

road racing buggies. The winners of the

Omni moon buggy contest ["Prix de
Lune," July 1987] might make great

machines for sightseeing. But as race

cars Ihe designs arc totally divorced from
reality—abysmal. Was this a joke9

if any ol the w lining buggies ran againsl

a properly designed Baja-style racer

powered by a hydrazine turbine and
supplemented with rocket motors to

augment steering and propulsion, they

would get buried in the dust. And since
I

saw nothing in the rules governing pit

slops, the greater -sngc ol solar-powered

electric vehicles won't count for squat.

I suggest that Omni put up the money
and I'll build the machines. Then we'll

head for the nearest stretch of moonlike

desert and settle the matter.

Franklin Ratlifl

tvlaitland, FLOQ



EXCEPTIONAL ABILITIES
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Idiots savanis, Tibetan meditators,

champion marathon runners, and
geniuses on the order of Darwin—at

first glance they've got little in common.
But they'll soon be put under a microscope
by researchers eager to learn what
makes some human beings "exceptional."

At a symposium to be held next month
(November 14-16) in Washington. DC,
under the ausp'ces of the Institute of Noetic

Sciences, researchers will gather to

discuss the chosen few who can claim

such special talents and experiences as
photographic memory; biofeedback
mastery; exceptional athletic speed,
strength, or endurance; and out-of-body
episodes, to name just a lew.

The object of the symposium isn't to

discover how the less than extraordinary

can become exceptional, says Thomas
Hurley III, director of the Institute's Excep-
tional Abilities Program. He speculates,

though, that most people are capable
of developing skills to a much greater

degree than they probably think they can.
"In order to become the most that we
can become," says Hurley, "to maximize
health and personal satisfaction and
find the greatest degree ol meaning in

our lives, we need to study exceptional
abilities. In examining the sometimes
grotesque outer limits oi human function-

ing, we are able to gel a glimpse of the

untapped potentials in all of us,"

Here are a lew of the topics to be
discussed at the Exceptional Abilities

Symposium and some tips on how they

may help the merely average person
become perhaps a little superior:

• Idiots (or autistic) savanis: How could a
child so mentally handicapped that he
is unable to talk learn to play a Beethoven
sonata perfectly after hearing it through
only once? Researchers have long sought
to understand the phenomenon of idiots

savants— mentally disabled people
who display an exceptional skill in one
area, such as music, math, or mechanics.

Hurley, citing the work of Dr. Bernard
Rimland, theorizes that while idiots savants
are unable to focus their attention on
many simple tasks, they can narrow their

attention to one specific area that inter-

im OMNI

ests them intensely. "If you imagine atten-

tion being like light," says Hurley, "theirs

is like a laser rather than a broad-spectrum
beam." Understanding the workings of

the savant's mind could give the rest

of us some clues to reaching deeper and
more productive levels of concentration.
• Creative geniuses: Aie u'facreative
types born or bred? To uncover the secret

of creativity. Dr. Howard Gruber, profes-

sor of psychology at the University of

Geneva in Switzerland, has studied the

lives of such superbrains as Darwin
and Piagcl. His conclusion: There's no
such thing as a "creativity gene." "I think

the weight is on culture," he says. And,
he adds, more than being the product of

a eureka-type breakthrough, creativity

is the result of hard, focused work.

Does this mean that all of us have.
locked within us, the potential to become
creative geniuses? Not exactly. The
creative mind is different in the way it

assimilates and then uses information,

explains Gruber. This is what makes
his or her thinking unique.

For instance, he says, "when creative

geniuses detect a deviation from the

norm, instead of saying, 'Gee, that's

dangerous,' or 'I must have done the

experiment wrong,' they try to make the

interesting thing happen again." What we
less-than-orig.nai thinkers might learn

from this, hypothesizes Gruber, is how to

use our "mistakes" to reach new and
original conclusions.

• Getting physical with the mind: Athletes

who can run a four-minute mile or bench-
press 500 pounds, cancer victims cured
not by chemicals but with positive

thoughts— the symposium's researchers
also plan to examine the potent "mind-
body" connection in people who possess
extraordinary physical powers.

Keith Thompson, the Esalen Instifute's

expert on exceptional physical functioning,

has amassed 9,000-plus studies in more
than 60 r <

:!search fields, all of which
deal with people who manifest great

physical powers with a little help from
meditation, hypnos'S. visualization, and
suiHual healing.

As an example, Thompson points to

visual za;ion— a tactic often employed by
athletes before they compete, in which
they "see'' themselves winning the big

event. The athlete, in this way, harnesses
his great physica abilities through what's
commonly called the power of positive

thinking. With discipline and practice,

contends Thompson, all of us can achieve

supernormal physical feats, from shaving
off a few seconds from our 10k time to

healing ourselves through biofeedback.
The emotional body: Dr. Candace

Pert, chief of brain chemistry at the National

Institute of Mental Health, in Bethesda,
Maryland, will examine the ways our

emotions are manifested by physical
symptoms. She offers a new scientific

explanation for- those illnesses doctors
have always described as being "all

in the head." According to Pert, our bodies

engage in constant internal "conversa-
tions," by way of neuropeptides
(substances produced by nerve cells)

and the receptors they attach themselves
to. This action, she says, produces such
physical/emotional effects as thirst, grief,

.
pleasure, or the alleviation of pain. For

example, she says, "the lining of the

digcslive tract, from the esophagus
through the large intestine, is lined with

cells that contain neuropeptides and their

receptors. It seems entirely possible to

me that this is why a lot of people feel their

emotions in their gut—why they have a
'gut feeling.' " Pert believes that neuro-

peptides are a key to understanding the

rnind-body connection. "The more we
know about neuropeptides," she explains,

"the harder it is to think in more traditional

terms of a mind and a body. It makes
more sense to speak o' a single, integrated

entity—a bodymind."
In addition to presentations, there will

be demonstrations and performances by
mathematical and musical prodigies at

the symposium, as well as a meeting
on the research and educational-policy

implications of exceptional abilities. For

more information on the conference, write

to Thomas J. Hurley III, Institute of Noetic

Sciences, 475 Gate Five Road, Suite 300,
Sausalito, CA 94965. Phone: 415-331-

5650.—Ann HornadayOQ
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By Pamela Weintraub

^^^^ ack in 550 b c . Croesus, king of

I^^S Lydia feared a!tack by the

Im^v increasingly powerful Persians.

To gam foreknowledge ci hs enemies'

plans, he decided lo co.nsij'l an oracle. But

which one? There were half a dozen
oracles in and around Greece, and
Croesus wanted the best.

Thus began the fi'st recorded remote-

viewing experiment in history. Today
defined as the ability to mentally access
information blocked from ordinary

perception, remote viewing supposedly
enables a "viewer" to glimpse scenes
remote in both time and space. An oracle

with the power, then, was what the belea-

guered Croesus needed most.

To find the oracle of oracles. Croesus
dispatched messengers .rroughout

the ancient world. Each messenger was
to visit a dilterent oracle and ask for a

written description of Croesus' activities

af a specified time and day.

Now, Croesus was no fool. He knew
that if he did something expected on the

appointed day- -throw a discus, say— '

his behavior might be easy lor the oracles

to guess. So. :he nis'.o.'y books leil us.

he did something kind ol weird -he cuf a
tortoise and a Iamb into pieces and then

boiled the flesh in a brass caldron covered
with a big brass lid.

When his couriers returned with the

oracles' messages Croesus read what
was written by each. Only the oracle

at Delphi, it turned out, got it righl. Croesus

was so impressed, he is said to have
given Ihe oracle gifts worth more than 100
million 1987 dollars, accounting for the

oracle's extraordinary routed wealth.

This anecdote makes good copy. But if

today's skeptics were to study Croesus'

experiment, they would undoubtedly
find his methodology flawed. For inslance.-

can we prove that ;he ""esscnger going

to Delphi had not somehow learned

of Croesus' unkingly plan? Or that Croesus
himself had not pretended access to

'

foreknowledge in hopes of scaring Ihe

Persians- away? And can the result be
reproduced? That is, if a few weeks after

the first experiment. Croesus had decided
to dance naked in a fireplace, could the

De'onic orac-c have envisiored that, too?

Just such guestions and criticisms

have plagued psychic research not only

in aneienl times but through ;he modern
era as well. Back in the Thirties, when J. B.

and i ouisa Rhine joined the psychology
lab al Duke University, they began to

investigate paranomral perception with

their now-famous ESP cards. To lest

telepathy, the Rhines had an experimenter

look at the cards one at a time. A subject

sere distance away, meanwhile, tried

to determine which card, each with one of

five symbols, was being viewed,

Alter doing Ihousands of such experi-

ments for 30 years. J. B. Rhine declared he
had proved— statistically, at least—that
some ol his sub|ec:s possessed paranor-

mal skills. But his work was relentlessly

challenged. Many critics pointed out that

after a number of trials, Rhine's most

gifted subjects seemed to lose their touch.

Moreover anyone could see that Rhine's

methodology o.cn'i safeguard against

fraud, including communication between
the tester and the subject.

Fraud-proof experiments that could be

giirnpse the Mure win your mind?

replicated, then, were the key. And in

recenl years, parapsyrnobcisls iave 1'ir-i:

to do just that. By their accounts, at least,

the new experiments—including those in

the field of remote viewing—are t.gnter

than ever before.

The new era of remote viewing got its

start in the early Seventies, when physicist

Harold Puthoff and laser expert Russell

Targ of SRI International began working

with psychics such as Patrick Price, a
police offices said lo have used his powers
fo solve many a crime. According to

Targ, "We started sending lab personnel

lo ranacrmy selected San Francisco

Bay Area locations. I would sit with Price

wh :e Hal PulhO: I wen" someplace a
half hour away. I would ask Price. 'What
do you see? Ana Price would say. 'I

see a little manna. There are boats, some
with their sails up. some with their masts
stepped. The marina is next to something
that looks like a Chinese restaurant."

And a half hour later. Hal would come
back from the Redwood City Marina in

back ol Char ie Browns Restaurant."

Targ and Puthofl did nine trials with

Price. And in an article published in

the October 18. 197-1. issue of Nature

magazine, they decia'ed sever hits. Says
Targ, "It's as if terrorists had kidnapped
someone- each day and we found Ihe

victims in the first place we looked seven
out of nine times."

Though the results . ere extraordinary

and the methods an improvement over the

days of Rhine, criticism of the work was
severe. Some skeptics, for instance,

pointed out ".ha". Price's descriptions

provided judges w ;h h rts aooul the order

in which each trial took place. Since the

.uoges we re a so p'osonleri with the

large! sites in the order they were visited.

critics said, description and targel site

could be matched on '.he oasis of order.

In answer lo the criticism, Targ, Puthoff.

and ahostofolher parapsychology
researchers attempted to .none their

experiments further still. In a subseguent
sees ol experiments. SRI put nine

subjects" through 51 remote-viewing trials.

In more than half the (rials, SRI reported

in the Proceedings olthe IEEE, judges



were able lo match descr ptons lo the

correcl targets. And this time, Targ and

Puthoft added, they had carefully edited

Ihe transcripts so judges couldn't tell

which description was given when.

Perhaps most interesting was Ihe fact

that while some participants were experi-

enced psychics, most were ordinary

people— government scientists or other

officials passng :h'ough ihe lab. Though

psychics did better than olher subjects,

the lesearooers said. psi. as it is called,

seemed to exist in the rest of us as well.

That.feeling was shared by Marilyn

Schlitz, who, not long after, began her own
series of psi experiments at Ihe Institute

for Parapsychology in Durham, North

Carolina. In her most far-reaching project,

she spent ten consecutive days doing

what she cats iranscontmental remote

viewing. Acting as the !-:ub;ect. Schlitz

tried to describe: 'ici impressions of a

person visiting :en computer-selected

sites in Italy. "He had selected, prior

to the experiment, forty possible target

locations in Rome," Schlitz explains. "He

made a list of those places and numbered

them." There a group of independent

judges visited a.i len sites and matched

each to one of Schlitz's'descriptions. One
description, for instance, recalled "little

blue lights and some objects shooting up

in Ihe air." This matched up with the

Hew psychic am you? How do your

remnie-vlewmg skills compare wilh

those of your peers'? The experiment

below, devised by Russell Targ. no*
running rh.e Naiioriai ESP Laboratory m
Porioa Vai : ey California, might give

you a ciuH Aeoeiroing to Targ. ih.is

experiment win rest your ability to

psychically sense scenes n this ease.

an object to he photographed and

presented to you sometime m the

future. Five hundred participants [those

randomly p'acec in a spee^i control

group) will actually receive a picture of

rheir targe! In 'he nra-i. those partic?-

nanis no! in the control group (Ihe

rnajoniy of those game paring in Ihe

experiment; will see their large; m
a future issue o' Own: in either case

ihe ;e<eei onjed w:h be photographed

:;i the bands of won I

HellaHammid. :

io oe parr of tins experiment; please

make sure you ma' 1

in your guestioi i-

nane before October 30. "987. Your

responses should be sent to Remote
V;ewina. Ornm. "1960 Broar.iwav. No*
York. NY 10023-5965.

For- ine Nahonai ESP Laboratory s

estimate of yarn psychic abides am/i lei

infer maiion on adoitionai F3P expert

merits thai you may pariioipate in.

picase enclose a stamped, sol;

A'i'.li . ..I ''
i| 'VI

lo perform Par! Or!' e; tins experiment

in remote viewing, pick a relaxed true

an :o

space until your mind becomes blank.

Ask yourself what rile object .vij! iook !:ke

I hen make sketches oi you' impres-

sions as they none to you Jot down any

terms thai '.. : the imagi
, yo :

seo. Record your ms

cost. '-':.--
i

' 'i

rer-tember. do not try to analyze the

images or to decide what they might

represent. Take a rest lor a mnul.e

or so, then gather impressions again

Now that yoi.j have completed ihe

precognition pan oi ihe experiment,

you shoiiki" have pictures and/or veibal

descriptions to help you complete

the questionnaire in Part Two.

-,: m -:, a giwts

based on the impressions you've

gathered abu'.il your iaiget obiect.

you re not sure: about a given guest

ansvve'' to [ho host o! your aouiy

. Is it •maP
2. Is it something to wear? B iJ

3. Is it very dark? £3 i 1

*Cpulditfif;n-.ypur
;

Q
5. .Could' you use it easily

as a container? LJ I-..-I

6. is it made' of cloth? n :tt

7. Is it serpentine or twisty ' o u
8.-' Is it a relatively tight <

obiect to hold?
i ; ti

9. Does it make noises

or sounds? !
i -LJ

10. Is -there- a prominent

funnel shape? D
11. Does it took like;'

a framework? II
:

I: t-

12. Is li'basioally

. empty inside? -,n- >U
13. Does st have-parts

that normally move? I

J

14. Is its geometry

mainly circular?-. D U
15 Is it manufactured? o
16. Is it furry?

n-
Li

18. Is' there any organic
;

material .in it?. n
19. Does it have a--

complicated shape? o 1-

i

20. Is II an animal? o 1 tj

21. Does it have at least

one flat surface? D_ 'U

PART THREE; PERSONAL DATA

. .-in

A note on She proiocd: Success in

this experimen; will he achieved if

readers, as a group, describe 'heir

target picture with an accuracy thai

would oe seen by chance only one time

in 20. "Ihe researchers' have

constructed trie questionnaire above

from a poo! o- objects; By studying

your answers, the Nahonai ESP Lab

shcnlc be able io determine vjntch

cDjeci yen descriped A computer

the week

after :he Ociooer issue weni "o press

i; then ranee

a small control g-'oup and one io a

large man-! group of participants

Bi au o ho .(!" s n.:
i been coder;

by i u.irnber and Peca

r / computer, no one

will know which [argots have been

se ecteci until after the Questionnaires

have 'neon analyzed

G ;

the questionnaire;; receiveo w'"h a

oesimark of October 30 or earner.

500 win be plaeeo randomly in ;he

control group. The 500 people in the

control group wii; receive a picture

of the::; spocia; target through the mail

see'! one'- 'he October 30 cutoff rraie.

'1 he remaining participants will see their

special larger alongside a summary

o' fire results in a future issue o! Gni<;:

control group in

'ms oxporim. Incfeed.

before any experiment with a single

target can be taken seriously, it must be

shown to be free of what psychologists

call a response bias. Thai is, if the

i rose,

and almost ail the subjects say they

sense thai the tamo! is "like a rose,' the

researchers must show thai a rose is

not the; sort el description people would

be expected to give in the absence oi

some form of extrasensory perception.

To eliminate response bias, a control

group will describe a differenl picture

from rise one the main group sees

'n Omni, it response bias has no; been

a facto-. Targ says, then Ihe amount

of FSP measured in Ine control group

should be a! least as good as the'

in the main group.

Statistician Jerry Solivin of John F

Kennedy University assisted in Ihe

experimental design. Needless io say,

given the controversial history of

paranormal research, some expert's

luestiorr aspect . eth Ooioij; of

:n we print the

National ESP Lab s resells, we will

discuss a 1

! the pros and cons



SKY GRAFFITI

STARS
By Steve Nadis

^^^ century ago, when Alexandre-

^^* Gustave Eiffel announced

# % plans to build a 1.000-foot

monumenl in Paris, writers, artists, and
architects joined together to protest

the construction of what they said resem-

bled a "black and gigantic chimney

lactory." To allow such a monstrosity to

be built would be "an unavoidable and

tormenting nightmare:" complained writer

Guy de Maupassant.

Now astronomers are up in arms over

another idea, designed to celebrate

the one-huno recth anniversary ol the once

controversial = "el Tower. ~ne French

government sponsored a competition for

an "Eiffel Tower in Space," and the

winning entry was a ring of man-made
stars. It will consist of 100 reflective Mylar

balloons strung together in a 15-mile

circumference. The object—which would

appear as large as the moon and be

as bright as 100 of the sky's brightest

stars—would orbit the earth for three years

before self-destructing in the -atmosphere.

Astronomers have complained that

deep-space observations would be
impossible when such an object was in

view. Moreover, the light ring would be so

bright that if a telescope (including Ihe

Hubbe Space Telescope; were to be

pointed directly at it, sensitive light detec-

tors could be irreparably damaged.
Protests from the International Astronomy

Union (IAU) and other groups ol astrono-

mers have prompted the French govern-

ment to remove Is official backing of

the proposal. This was the opening shol

in what some see as a series ol battles in

which astronomers will be at odds with

the proponents ol space art.

Sidney van den Bergh is president of

the International Astronomy Union

commission on protecting astronomical

observing sites. He considers space art a

"silly way to entertain people— like

putting graffiti in the sky." Another astron-

omer, David Crawford of Kill Peak,

agrees. For years he has been leading

the fight against light pollution in both

Tucson, Arizona, and San Diego, cities

that border on the Kill Peak and Mount
Palomar observatories. He argues that the
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nigh: sky is already ar endangered

resource. "What is a more important part

of nature than the universe and our

ability to see it?" he asks. "Unless we get

around to preserving space, it could

be as trashy up there as it is down here."

Space artists see other motives behind

the complaints. "The astronomers don't

wan! anyone else moving into their offices,"

says Joe Davis, an artist and research

fe'owa: MIT's Center lor Advanced
Visual Studies (CAVS). His NASA-
approved project, Ruby Falls: will use an

electron gun to. simulate flashes of north-

ern lights over the course of a lew shuttle

orbits curing one flight. If it is performed

as planned, it will be visible throughout

much ot the world.

"Why are astronomers arguing about

the small fraction of a percent interference

from art, when there arc all these other

problems?" Davis asks. For example, the

North American Air Defense Command
(NORAD|, which keeps track of objects in

soace. says there is a huge amount of

debris already in orbit around the earth-

Much of it is junk from space launches

orbit: space junk or a slroke of genius?

and space exercise:- such as star-wars

experiments. Currently NORAD uses

its radar to track 6, 194 space objects the

size of a baseball or larger.
!

these,

only 300 are operati.no saleil :es In addition

to these, an estimated 40,000 golf-ball—

size objects and billions of smaller pieces

of space debris inlcrlc'e wth astronomy

and threaten the safety of astronauts,

spacocral; and science payloads.

Satellite tracks and jet trails regularly

mar astronom ca. photographs, and in at

least one instance some recently discov-

ered "stars" in the constellation of Pegasus

turned out to be reflections from satel-

lites. Even more probem; could come in

the future. The Soviets are reportedly

considering' purting argc mirrors in space

to reflect sunlight to Earth as a potential

power source.

Not all astronomers are unequivocally

opposed to the idea of space art. Roger

Malina, an astronomer at the Space
Sciences Lab at the University of California

at Berkeley, thinks there is a place for

so.me space art projects like Davis's. "I

think it's unfair to isolate art as a problem,

when other aclivil es in space have much
larger effects. " Malina says. "We are

exploring Ihe universe, and artists should

be a part of that process."

Even so, Ma ira believes rhat space art

proposals should be- subjected to the

same degree of scrutiny now applied to

other aclivities in space. While the Eiffel

Tower project would strongly interfere with

astronomy, he doesn t mirk something

as short-lived as Ruby Falls fit would last

only a few hours) could create a serious

problem: "Art objects as b.'.ght as the full

moon and lasting years would be unsatis-

factory, but we should be able lo deal

with something that lasts only a week. After

all, a full moon lasts almost a week, and
thai happens every month." To protect

their delicate components, he suggests

telescopes could be programmed to look

away from a piece of orbiting art just as

they are now programmed to look away

from the sun.

Other astronomers worry that allowing

one piece of space art in orbit will open

a Pandora's box. "The trouble is," explains

CCNilNUtlj OM F'AGF ->; S



:astro's science

EARTH
By Bill Lawren

La famosa Udra Blanca (lire famous
White Udder) was Cuba's most
celebrated cow—a real-life,

Marxist rival to Borden's Elsie. In her prime
she produced 28 gallons of milk a day.
The result of a long-term attempt by
scientists to "manufacture" a high-

production, disease-resistant tropical

dairy animal, Ud.ra was one-quarler zebu
(an Indian breed widely used in the
Tropics) and three-quarters holstein. The
cow with the pendulous udder is now
dead, bul her calves represent the first of
a brave new agricultural world.

Udra Blanca has become a potent
symbol ol Cuba's scientific revolution, (A
picture of Udra reportedly hangs in

Fidel Castro's office. ) In a mere 25 years
the government, with a great deal of

help Irom its Communis! friends, has built

a national science policy that has pulled
off some surprising scientific accomplish-
ments, from genetic engineering to

space exploration. Cuban engineers have
produced a minicomputer that compares
favorably with its American progenitors. In

the area Of agricultural research, the

Cubans have borrowed sophisticated

tissue-culture techniques for plants and
have become a world leader in the creation
of new varieties of sugarcane. Bid ogis's

have successfully usee; alpna ntcr'sron to
light a wide range of diseases such as
chronic hepatitis, dengue fever, hemor-
rhagic conjunctivitis, even breast cancer.
Animal scientists nave developed promis-
ing new treatments for a variety of

livestock diseases, ncluoing salmonellosis,

a gastrointeslv !.'-; uisease caused by
Ihe.salmonella bacterium. They also have
devised a method for cleaning the lungs
of an nfocled calf without killing the

animal. The lung-cleaning technique as
well as a diarrhea treatment has been
awarded international patents and aroused
interest in France and fhe United States.
"The important thing is the momentum,"

says Eric Hollzman, chairman of the
e'eoar !me-it ol molog.ca. science at

Columbia University in New York. Holtzman
has been traveling intermittently to Cuba
for 20 years io tram researchers. "They
started with absolutely nothing and have
managed to put in places functioning,

Cuba is milking science for all it's worth—and developing some pretty big udders.
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large-scale scientific enterprise. Their
steady progress is amazing."

In 1958. the year before the revolution,

the entire Cuban scientific establishment
consisted of a medical school in

Havana—where professors are said to

have sold grades to the highest bidder—
and one underfunded agricultural

research station near the coastal city of

Santiago. The budget of Cuba's National
Academy of Sciences was barely enough
to cover the salaries of a librarian and a
doorman. When Castro took over in 1959.
onty a handlul of scientists remained.
Half of the country's 6,000 doctors had
fled, and the medical school was staffed

by 12 professors. In 1960, in a speech
at the national academy, the new leader
se! a sfrident tone; "The future of the
country," he said, "must be the future of

men of science."

To launch Cuba into that future, Gasfro
negotiated a major commercial agree-
ment with Moscow, including a $100
million loan specifically earmarked for

science and technology. In 1959 the
" Cuban population was- i

: prepared for a
scientific explosion—fully 30 percent
of the population couldn't read. Castro
organized a massive educational
campaign that brought the literacy rate to

well above 90 percent today. Over the
next ten years top researchers I'om
all over the world, including Columbia's-
Holtzman and New York University

neurosctentisl Roy John, arrived to train a
new cadre of Cuban scientists.

Castro refounded the Academy of

Sciences in ;9G2 and opened the National

Center for Scientific Research (CENIC)
in 1965. CENIC, the largest multidiscipli-

nary institution in Cuba, spun off a number
ol sn-allcr departments whose titles

reflect the research priorities of the Castro
government: Ihe Institute for Tropical

Medicine: the National Institute for Animal
and Plant Health; the Center for the

Protection ot the Environment.
CEMIC director Juan Kouri perhaps

best typifies Ihe hardheaded, thoroughly
practical orientation of Cuba's scientific

leadership A compact, balding man
whose taste in clothes runs to Levi's and
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BOOKS
By Rose Marie Staubs

In
1973—when ihe reigning spiritual

gurus, from Carlos Caslaneda to Werner

Erhard, were all males—a Beverly

Hills art dealer named Lynn Andrews

embarked on her own search tor self-

fulfillment and enlightenment. She wound

up in Manitoba.

It was in the Canadian province that

Andrews met two elderly Native American

shamans—Agnes Whistling Elk and

Ruby Plenty Chiefs—and persuaded them

to take her on as an apprentice. She

was eventual y induc:ed as 'he only white

woman into the Sisterhood of the Shields,

a global sorority of sorceresses who'

maintain the ancient, mystical knowledge

of female consciousness :hat predates

Judeo-Christian cultures.

Today, refe r, :ng to herself as an urban

shaman, Andrews provdes orivale spiritual

counseling in her Los Angeles home.

She has recounted her spiritual quest and

her wilderness adventures : n the best-

selling novels Medicine Woman, Flight of

the Seventh Moon, and Jaguar Woman
(Harper & Row), as well as Star Woman
(Warner Books).

Andrews's sagas are similar to Casta-

neda's hallucinogenic tales of spiritualism

and have been described as visionary

anthropology Sne explores aboriginal

culture and religious ocl ofs through such

phenomena as telepathy time travel,

and communication with animals. Her

experiences—which she insists are true

—

include deadly spells cast by evil male

sorcerers and Ihe painless insertion of

magic crystals inside her solar plexus by

a friendly spirit. In her new book, Crystal

Woman (Warner), dream visions are

transmitted by dolphins via a eucalyptus

tree that acts as an antenna.

Andrews decided to write the. books

only after the sisterhood asked her lo

spread their gospel. 'They 'told me I was
needed in Los Angeles. New York, and
London," she says, citing places where

"people don't understand Ihe relatedness

of life and haven't learned how to

integrate their spiritual and material lives."

Although she had boon :aking notes

from the very bc-girrirg, even in the

woods, Andrews's sisters sometimes don't
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sound all lhal authentic. Ore aborigina'.

warrioress. for example, intones, "There's

no free lunch, my daughter, even on

the road to the. stars."

Despite such writing, the gutsy heroines,

and the New Age wrapper, Andrews is

sometimes less a harbinger of change than

a defender' of the status quo. She's

convinced that people can reconcile

spirituality and materialism.. "We have

chosen to be born into a world where we
have lo make money to survive," she

says. "But there's no reason why we can'l

a so be spirilual."

" This is not her first excursion into this

world.' According to Andrews, she and

Agnes Whistling Elk had "walked the

moccasin palh" '.ogciher curing many
previous lifetimes And sue adds, "My

shamanistic training and iniliation into the

sisterhood was a process of remember-

ing." In this lifetime. Whistling Elk told her,

Andrews was destined to be a "rainbow

warnoress ' the bridge between the

primal mind and white consciousness.

""By white consciousness, I think they

mean the world l-nal has become exhaoi-

Andiews: Gonna take a sham

dinarily patriarchal, as opposed to the

anc'onl indigenous cultures' that are usually

immersed in feminine consciousness,"

she explains.

"I view Earth as a schoolhouse," adds

Andrews, who also thinks we're on the

brink of nucleai uisas:er because men
usurped female power thousands of

years ago. ."We've c.c/.re here to heal the

feminine consciousness within men and

within women." Such healing, she believes,

will result in a "sacred androgyny."

Many of her belief sound like "Anatomy

is destiny"—for planels. In her universe,

men are naturally warlike and alien lo

the female planet Earth. "If we were on a

male planet, like Mars, we'd be healing

the male pop of ourselves." she says.

"Look at the great priests of the world,"

she adds. "Whether he's the Pope, a

rabbi, or a sun dancer, he wears a skirt

whenever he performs his ceremony.

There's a good reason tor that; Power is

female. That's always the first lesson

of shamanistic training."

Most women, even those in a loving

relationship with a man, haven't learned

that a supreme manifeslation of female

power—indeed, the obligation ol all

women— is the education of rnen.

In Crystal Woman, however, Andrews

goes beyond ihe pewer-bchind-ihe-

throne advice that once filled women's

magazines The villain in her recently

published novel is Booru, an aboriginal

chieftain who kills four children and abuses

numerous women. He even sentences

one of his six wives to death for adullery

commilted under duress. The book's

moral: A woman s g-ea:es: use of her

power is to forgive Booru.

Andrews says she really did meet

Booru in the Australian outback, healed

him with her crystals, and pardoned

him. Yet she says Ihe story of Booru should

also be understood metaphorically. "In

a sense, Booru represents my dark side,

as well as Ihe collective darkness of all

women. Once we understand that we
each individually created it, we can suck

out. the poison, eal of the darkness, and

rebalance ourselves. Then we can forgive

our own ignorance."DQ



BIRTH CONTROLLER!

BDDM
By Gregg Levoy

0y ith 350 tests already available

ill I t0 identify genetic defects

mm «J in either parents or letus, the

promise of a perfect child would seem
to be within our grasp. Tests can pinpoint

gene enzyme; c'ctle enoes and chromo-

somal abnormal t es during such proce-

dures as amniocentesis, ultrasound,

fetal blood sampling, and chorionic -villus

sampling (a placental biopsy).

Prenatal tests can Identify such condi-

tions as Down's syndrome, Tay-Sachs

disease, sickle-cell anemia, spina bitida,

and anencephaly. Furthermore, doctors

can correct certain conditions in the

fetus, by using chemicals or surgery.

Although today's tests are geared to

helping would-be parents avoid bringing

an abnormal child into the world, tomor-

row's may enable them to select their

baby's eye coloring, height, and even "

specific character traits or talents. In the

meantime, some parents are starting

to blame their doctors- for the unforeseen

birth of an abnormal child, and they

are takjng those doctors to court.

Lawyers are brought into play alter an

unhealthy child is born. Their role so far

has been to try the growing number
of "wrongful birth" and "wrongful life"

lawsuits: suits brought against doctors

and medical labs that fail lo use tests and
technigues at their disposal and use

them properly.

Wrongful birth and wrongful life suits

are extremely similar and are often filed in

tandem. The important distinction is in

the identity of the plaintiff: Wrongful birth

suits are filed on behalt of dissatisfied

parents: wrongful life suits are filed on

behalf of children by their parents or other

rep rose niatives. Both types of suits

charge that an abnormal child was born

because of a physician's or medical

laboratory's negligence.

Examples of wrongful birth claims

include misdiagnosis of a couple's previous

children: failure to test or identify risks

for such genetic defects as sickle-cell

anemia or cystic fibrosis: and inaccurate-

reporting of tests by medical labs. The

parents' claim in such suits usually implies

that had they been armed with certain

knowledge of their unborn child's condition,-

Malice rai-va.-d some? Wilt parent-
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they would have opted for abortion.

Damages are awarded for the high price

these parenls must pay— in terms oi

physical and mental suffering as well as

money—to provide appropriate care

lor their abnormal child.

Wrongful ife suits brought on an infant's

behalf assert that the child in his present

condition should not have been born:

Doctors should have detected or

prevented his defect with appropriate

diagnostic procedures or treatment in

utero. Again, there is an assumption that

the child, were he able to voice his feelings,

would have opled to be aborted rather

than lo be born in his existing condilion.

Compensation is asked for the child's

pain and suffering.

Philis and Hyam Curlender were among
the first parents to attempt this gut-

wrenching form of malpractice litigation.

When they decided to have a baby in

1977, they had themselves tested to see if

they were carriers of Tay-Sachs disease,

a fatal neurological disorder peculiar

to Eastern European Jews. Bio-Science

Laboratories, the California medical

lab that administered the tests, advised

the couple that neither had the killer gene.

Their daughter, Shauna, was born

with Tay-Sachs. It was then discovered

that Bio-Science had misinterpreted

the results of her parents' test. (The lab

had previously been warned that its

technical methods were inaccurate.) The

Curlenders hied a wrongful life suit

against the lab on Shauna's behalt. In

granting recovery for pain and suffering,

monetary loss, and punitive damages,

the court declared that "the reality of the

wrongful lite concept is that a plaintiff

both exists and suffers due lo the negli-

gence of others."

With that declaration in 1980, California

became the first state to uphold this new
form of medical malpractice. Since then,

other states have followed California's

lead. More than 150 wrongful life suits and

an egual number of wrongful birth suits

have been decided in 21 states in the

last ten years—some of them at the

highest appellate levels. Given the large

number of medca. malpractice claims



ASTRONAUT'S DIARY

By Jeffrey A. Hoffman

Editors' note: During his first space
shuttle flight. 5T-Q in April 1985,

astronaut Jeffrey Hoffman kept a

logon a small casse.'fe recorder The

following is an excerpt from some of his-

thoughts about traveling in space and
making his lirs! spacewalk.

Seven-twenty pm, April eleventh. Just a

little more than twelve hours before launch.

Everything's going well; hopefully, nolhing

will stop us now except the weather.

Just a little while ago, after dinner, I went

out for a walk—beautiful sunset. I had

wine with dinner, smoked a nice cigar had

Ihe last of my earthly pleasures for a

while. A lot O; t'iough:s going through my
mind. The STAs ;Snu"ie tra n

:

ng Aircraft,

used for training Flights and weather

checks] were flying overhead, wind

blowing through the trees. ... It makes
me feel a liitle bit different about things

knowing that twelve hours from now I'm

going to be outside it all.

Four-forty am. [April 12]. Just finished

breakfast. . . The press is already congre-

gating, ready to photograph us as we

come out !o ge: nlc the ssirovan. I don't

see any cloucs; we're going nlo the

weather briefing now. Twenty-five hundred

feet: scattered clouds. Twelve thousand

feet: overcast, and it looks like it's going to

stay that way. Not a great day for a

launch, but at least we'll be able to go up.

[On the launchpad] Out ol the elevator

at the one-hundred-ninety-five-foot level.

There's the shuttle. Steam's.coming out ol

the engines; there is water coming out

of the side of the pad; a fire's burning in

the hydrogen burn-ofl tank. It's just like

-Bo [Commander Karol J. Bobko] said: Ihe

thing seems alive. . . .

Six-fifteen, and we're strapped in.

Count checks are finished, an hour and

ten minutes on Ihe countdown clock. [The

ground crew's] removing all the ingress

paraphernalia Tor" the doc and getfing

ready to close the hatch. They're swabbing

the O-ring seal [applying fluid to ensure

a tight seal] right now. The door is

closing. , .the latch is closed and locked.

Thai's the on.y thing separating us from

the vacuum of space. My pulse rate is up

to seventy-two now. (My resting pulse

when I got up this morning was fifty-four;

coming out in the astrovan it was sixty-

six.) They're getting ready to pressurize Ihe

cockpit for the leak checks.

The last message we got from the

launch director: We have a cargo ship

problem [Ihe ship was cruising offshore

near Ihe launch area] and. potentially,

a weather -problem. Consensus of the

[weather plane] crew upstairs is that we
may have some precipitation in ihe clouds.

Of course, i! we have to do an RTLS
[return to launch site] abort, we don't want

to go flying through rain showers at four

hundred knots; it would take all the tiles off

the shuttle. So I guess for the first time

today there's an element of doubt as

to whether we are actually going.

Eight- oh-five. Launch lime has come-

and gone. The STAs continue.to report

water droplets on the windshield, which

means that there is precipitation in the

clouds. The launch director says we can

wait as late as eight-thirty-five to resume

the countdown.

Eight-fifty-two. Go! Pick up the clock!. .

.

I really didn't believe we were going to

go. They left it [the decision to launch] to

the last minute. ... I feel a thumping in

Ihe bottom of the arbiter. Another thumping.

The whole thing is shaking. I can see
the wind blowing the wires out there. Okay,

my visor's coming closed. This is the

last transmission before launch. We are

going! [Discovery lifted off at 8:59:05

EST; weightlessness began at 9:07:57.]

Fourteen hours into the mission. Every-

one else in the cabin is asleep. ... It all

happened so guickly, especially this

morning, just when wo were sure that we
were not going to launch, , .and all of a

sudden we were off. What has not sunk in

is that I'm rea//y out in space. Sitting

over here in the corner, [it] looks no differ-

ent from being in the simulator, except

I'm floating, with my head on what would

normally be the floor. And then you look

outside and see the black of space and

the ice crystals following us around and
the sunrise and sunset every hour and a

half. You look out and see the lightning

storms flashing, the cities making their light

patterns beneath the clouds, the patterns
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THE DREAM MACHINE

ARTIFICIAL
lOITELLIEEfUCE
By Steve Ditlea

^^* u:hor Howard Roingolcl began

^™^fc keerxig a diary ot his dreams n

/ \ :98i al-er oc'iinga

manuscript on lucid dreaming by Stanford

psychologist Sic-phen . aRe'ge. whose

dream experiment for Dm:;: readers was
described in the April 1987 issue.

osoa an a'hes skc:c:nbook.'' Reingotd

recalls. "On the lelt-hand page of a

spread, I would write down what I had

dreamed and what had happened during

Ihe day. On the right side I would try to

sketch some dl what I had seen in Ihe

dream, but I wasn't a good enough artist

to tell the whole.story in pictures."

AS his dream note nooks oogan to pile

up, the need to easily find recurring

themes and images mace Reingold realize

the limitations of pen and paper. "I

thought computer software could help."

he says, "but the hardware around at ,

the time wasn : advanced enough to handle

!he kind of so
!

:ware :nal wou d be needed."

Then Apple s graphics-oriented Macin-

tosh personal computer arrive..! or-, thc-

scene. with the capabilities his software

project" required. DreamWorks. Reingold's

ultimate dream book, was born. sy nbol are recorded with each aream

'/v'-ial ina\C3 DreamWorks a unique use provides verbal associations

lool," Reingo c exp ains. "is ib- ab. :-/ or nter

to record images for the nonartist and lo crs a dictionary ot personal dream

find oaiiems r dreams recorded at syr 00

dific-'er; times.

'

jres may be represented by the fathe

In "act -'it- erirc'pal Drearri'Mrk- seie-jn n. w iie others may use an image of

looks li<e a hgh-icch version of his old

diaries. On the lett side of Ihe screen, ghout ihe early stages of Ihe

which is split in half, are three blocks: The n. a figure called the Adviser—

lop block is for recording the dream: pired by one of Reingold's

the middle one is reserved for notes abou offers on-screen help and

the day (where you went, for instance, ions. "I had a dream in which a

or what you ate: and the bokom sect on n in a chef's hat fold a story.

lolher athe

n o..i:po..irn:g o" croativ

ar lo -can that I shoi

icfVrbe aeeed to w tn -he help of a f-

like image editor.

Although the images provided by

DreamWorks are Ihe same, their meaning

will be slightly different for each user.

"Everyone has his or her own symbols,"

says Reingold. "The program encourages

you [0 explore iheir moan-rigs." As

The

Elementary, rny dear Freud:
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com,niVi'.s! i:.-i::,q:a:v a-.r, nap >:;:., .;.'; .'')/e yo-.ir urca/n-

Irust the inner guide each of i

Adviser in DrcurnvVorks ooks like the

little storyteller
I
dreamed of thai night,

though you can create your own image for

him if you want

"

As the dream book grows, the user can

indicate links between drea-s. He or

sne can diect the program lo call up

dreams that have similar iconography or

[hemes. You could, for inslance, ask

for "ail dreams involving lightning in which

I'm running." The program will quickly

sort through Ihe diary, se ecfing the

appropriate dreams.

01 course, the. usefulness of Dream-

Works hinges on remembering dreams, a

ieal some peoole frd almost impossible.

Dream researchers suggest various

methods for improving dream recall, such

as telling yourself before you fall asleep

lhat you want to remember your dreams, or

being awaxenec: halfway through the

night by an alarm.

Eventually Reingold plans to attach;a
sensor to the compter capable of

delecting the rapid eye movements that

signal dreading dur nc s : ecp. The

computer will then sound a soft alarm lo

awaken the dreamer so he or she can

record a dream. Such an elaborate plan

doesn't seem odd or extreme to Reingold.

"Whatever Ihe quest," he says, "the

answer may be waiting lor you just beyond

the borders ol the waking world. "DO
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SCIENCE DISCOVERS WOMEN
^ edical researchers have discovered women. For

decades medical studies have focused on males

—

1 male rais, male hamsters, and the human male. For

instance, a 510 million study on aging began in 1958 in Baltimore

with 60 men and no women. When female scienlists protested in

1978, researchers reluctantly added six women. Slowly more
women have been added. Today there are approximately 600
men and 375 women in the ongoing study.

"We would have been years ahead in osteoporosis alone if

women had been included in the study from the very beginning,"

says Estelle Ramey, professor oi physiology at Georgetown Uni-

versity."! could give you example alter example of studies af-

fecting women where no women were included," she says. She
cites a S150 million, ten-year National Heart. Lung, and Blood

Institute sludy of cholesterol and heart disease, with no women
onboard, although the heart is hardly a secondary sexual char-

acteristic. "The excuse was that women do not have heart at-

tacks the way men do," says Ramey. "There are a lot of women
in the cemetery who would be surprised to hear that."

Rosalind Barnett, a research associate at Wellesley Center for

Research on Women, says the problem is bias, "Men are the

shakers and doers, so they get Ihe attention," she says. Stress,

she adds, is one example: "There are studieson men and stress

in the workplace but no studies on stress from both the work-

place and the home." she says. "If you did this study on women,
you would never omit the home." Unemployment studies, too,

focus on men. "The old belief is that men have jobs, and women
worK for pin money," says Barnett, noting thai recent studies show
employment contributes greatly to women's emotional well-being.

Researchers have been ingenious in explaining why their

studies omit females. Ramey cites a boys-only study of children's

performance in primary school. The researchers said girls do so
well in the early grades that including them was pointless. "The

unofficial belief is, since Eve came from Adam's rib, she has the

same genetics—except she doesn't." says Ramey. Actually, all

fetuses start out female, she says. "They have to work to become
male." she adds. "The Bible just had it backwards."

So why research's macho bias? Rockefeller University re-

searcher H. Leon Bradlow traces the habit to medical schools.

"Medical students needed volunteers for their research; so who

did they recruit? Their classmates, "he says. Until recently those

classmates were mostly males.

Another reason for overlooking females in studies is that fe-

male bodies are more complicated, their hormones ever busy.

"It's very difficult to put human females in a study because you'll

get different results from different women, depending on where
they are in their menstrual cycle," says biochemist Meira Fields

of the U.S. Department of Agriculture's Beltsville Human Nutrition

Research Center in Maryland. "Pregnancy, lactation, and meno-
pause present additional complications. A standard conclusion

is much harder to reach;" she adds.

Rockefeller University's Bradlow cites that complexity in ex-

plaining why he set up a preliminary study of the effects of a

high-fat diet on breast cancer using only male subjects. He says

the men ate ihe same foods at the same time "With women the

diets must coordinate with the beginning of their menstrual

cycles," he says. "Since each woman's menstrual cycle is differ-'

ent, diet schedules have to be designed individually."

Ramey is unappeased. "You cannot just assume that what
works for men will work for women," she says.

That insight has finally dawned on the health establishment: In

March 1987 the National Institutes of Health (NIH) issued new
guidelines. Researchers must now include women in studies,

unless they provide a "clear rationale for their exclusion."

Men may be the big winners. Biochemist Meira Fields cites a

recent heart-disease study in which she fed her rodents a diet

high in sucrose, deficient in copper. By the thirteenth week all

the males were dead, while the females were still scampering

about. Scientists may one day be able to isolate what protected

the females and feed it to the males,

"I've been doing research tor twenty years, and I never worked
with females—never, ever," says Fields. "I always worked with

male animals. Most studies are conducted on male animals."

Henceforth, she says she will include females in every appropri-

ate study. "I was absolutely surprised,"' she says. "I repeated the

experiment. I repealed it several times. The results were always

the same: The males died, the females lived. Scientists make a

big mistake drawing conclusions from just one sex" is the moral

she draws. As she puts it, "The sex difference can be a matter

Of life and death."—RICHARD AND JOYCE WOLKOMIR
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Did Adolf Hitler real!}

suicide in his underqrc,

bunker near the Berlin (

cellery? The Russians \

captured the bunker, m;

thai he did, saying that they

recovered a charred corpse

whose teeth precisely

matched descriptions of

Hitler's mouth based upon

the written records otlhe

Fuhrer's dentist. Bui a new
and exhaustive investigation

by aCanadian iorensic

dental expert casis doubl on

the authenticity ol the corpse,

lation that

leader may have

.
director

lor the-

Gen-
intreai,

itographs

irpse's teeth with

is of oponmouthed,
photos of the Fuhrer



lappened to Hitlerj, but

ution refers —Woody Allen
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MOTHERING HORMONE

neanl -the
j

When a surrogate mother
" so :i qives birth ana suddenly

erofthe : decides she mustkeep her
'

explains. "But now we're

seeing that the peptide a

has effects within foe bra

That could give a biologk

basis to the 'mothering
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If Joel Hollenberg has his

way, the knuckle ball could

replace the split-lingered

fastball as Ihe baseball pitch

ot the Nineties. Using theo-

retical aerodynamics studies

and a three-dimensional

computer model, the me-
chanical engineering profes-

sor at New York's Cooper
Union promises his work will

give pitchers far greater

control over baseballs most

baffling and erratic pilch than

ever before.

Hollenberg began studying

the mechanics of the noto-

rious pitch six years ago
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(it has virtually no spin,

making it easy to analyze),

but batters have flailed away
at it tor decades, ever since

Dutch Leonard began throw-

ing it in the Thirties.

The study includes arcane

mathematics of such things

as laminant and turbulent

flow, drag forces on the

weight of the ball, the speed

at which it's thrown (under

70 mph), the trajectory during

its 0.7-second journey to

the plate, and something

called skewed resistance

force vectors. Several of

Hollenberg's students worked

with Major Leaguer Phil

Niekro to make sure a knuck-

leball pitcher could actually

make the necessary adjust-

ments in grip and angle

of release to give him better

control over the movement
of the ball.

Hollenberg plans field

studies of his computer
model and envisions the day

when every dugout will

have a knuckleball software

program. "The knuckleball

could conceivably be used in

certain game situations

against certain hitters—

a

tailor-made pitch—especially

if you could make it change
direction during the lasf

half of its trajectory." Hollen-

berg says. "It's during the

first third of its trip to the plate

that a hitter decides whether

to swing. After that, he's just

guessing."—George Nobbe

"Christianity might be a good
thing if anyone ever tried it."

—George Bernard Shaw

"We live in a Newtonian
world of Einsteinian physics

ruled by Frankenstein logic."

—David Russell

It took three years and $2

million, but man has finally

devised what can only be
described as a horseplayer's

delight and a Thoroughbred

purist's despair, it's a 22-

pound, radio-controlled, fi-

berglass jockey whose
robotic skills al the reins of a

diminutive hackney pony
can guide the animal around

a 440-foot indoor track at

severe angles and astonish-

ing speeds.

The hackneys, too small al

500 pounds to carry human
jockeys, are perfect for indoor

racing and capable of outdis-

tancing Thoroughbreds

over short distances, as well

as maneuvering around
70° turns. The riding automa-

ton is the electronic handiT

work of David Kime, a Mis-

souri ranch manager for

Charles McVean, a Memphis
commodities broker. His

ingenious Superjock soon

attracted the backing of

a group of investors operating

as Show Me Track, Inc., of

Springfield, Missouri. They

hope to stage a six-week

racingseason—complete

with pari-mutuel betting—at
Kemper Arena in Kansas
City later this year, if they can

get a license from the state's

horse-racing commission.

Kime says that his brightly

painted riders have a guid-

ance system similar to the

joystick used by model-

airplane enthusiasts. A dou-

ble-tuned superheterodyne

unit inside the little jockeys

receives and decodes a

series of Command signals

from a multichannel AM radio

transmitter, hand held by

an operator on the infieid of.

the' racecourse.

ThArobet rider, run by self-

contained batteries and
servoinotors, can make his

mount swerve left or right

and speed up or slow down
by tugging at the reins that

connect him to his pony.

There are no electrical

shocks; the Alabama ASPCA
attested to that last year at

an exhibition in Birming-

ham.—George Nobbe

Radio-controlled, fiberglass jockey aboard hackney pony:

Purists are aghast, but who else can ride a 500-pound steed?



The lad that Reagan and Gorbachev are making nice may have
dropped global nuclear war from iirst place on She fear charts.

FUTURE PHOBIA

What do the futurists worry

about most?
Having exhaustively sur-

veyed the latest crop of

future-oriented books and
articles, Future Survey An-
nual, a volume published by
the World Future Society

of Bethesda, Maryland, has

the answer: global economic
collapse. This catastrophe

has just displaced nuclear

war (which ranks second this

year) as the number one
fear of futurists.

"Our sense is that the

reason is the improvement in

US -Soviet relations," says

Timothy Willard of the World

I Future Society. 'At the same
time, we're seeing a rapid

devolvement of the economy,

I
particularly in Third World

countries."

Other anxieties expressed

by this year's seers and
forecasters include perma-
nent environmental damage,
AIDS, instability in Mexico,

: "dedevelopment" (deteriora-

I lion of the social and indus-

trial infrastructure) in Africa,

unemployment, overpopula-

tion, energy problems, and

i

water shortages Of these, the

AIDS epidemic is rising

fastest on the charts, leading

I
Future Survey Annual editor

Michael Marien to predict

it may soon become "the

most dominant fear of ail."

But the future, like Pando-
ra's box. holds hope as

well, and the futurists' number
one hope this year is im-

proved U.S.-Soviet relations.

A global Information Age,

advances in biotechnology

and robotics, improvements
in the work world, and the

exploration of space are other

prospects that make fore-

casters more sanguine.

—Judith Hooper

BABY FACE

You see before you a

college student who moon-
lights as a waiter and was
accused of tax evasion be-

cause he forgot to report

the tips he received. Do you
believe him when he pleads

not guilty?

Leslie Zebrowitz McArlhur,

professor of psychology at

Brandeis University, finds that

people expect a baby-
faced waiter—with big eyes,

high eyebrows, and a small

chin—to be negligent. They
find it easy to believe that

he forgot to record his tips.

But faced with a mature-

looking waiter, they are more
likely to believe he's a crook.

In the same study, Mc-
Arthur also showed photos of

college students, working

as door-to-door salesmen,
who were accused of not

warning their customers

about the inherent dangers
of the cleaning product they

were hawking. As she had
predicted, the baby-faced
salesmen were often seen as
having neglected to mention

the dangers, while the ma-
ture-looking ones were easily

assumed to have deliberately

duped their customers.

We are so sensitive to the

facial features of infants, says
McArthur, that we attribute

infantile qualities to adults

who have the hallmarks of

baby-facedness. We assume
them to be more naive,

honest, and submissive than

the rest of us. Their "crimes"

tend to be seen as acts of

negligence, not premedita-

tion. Having a baby face

would not necessarily tip the

scales of justice in a real

court case. But in ambiguous
situations, she believes,

judges and jurors could be
considerably influenced

by appearances,
McArthur doesn't like

anyone to use her research

for speculation about real

criminals, but it's irresistible

to imagine how her findings

would have applied to Scar-

face or Babyface Nelson.

—Dava Sob el

"you can't say that civilization

don't advance, for in every

war they kill you a new way."

—Will Rogers
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Fibers like polypropylene are made by si

quickly, lining them up, and making them i

For years the spider's web
has been one of nature's

better-known wonders; sci- :

entists and laymen alike have !

marveled at its delicate

beauty and remarkable

strength. Intact, according to
;

Jacqueline Palmer of Har-

vard University's Museum of .

Comparative Zoology, "some
spiderwebs are stronger

than steel for their weight.

"

Now researchers at the

University of Strathclyde's Fi-
'

ber and Textile Research

Unit in Glasgow, Scotland,

say they've discovered

the secret to the strength of i

the spider's silk. It. lies in

the way it is stretched— a !

process polymer chemist

James Ferguson says is "very

much like the latest tech-

niques being used to pro-

duce many man-made
fibers," such as the tough

and resilient plastic that

holds together six-packs of

beer and soda.

Ferguson explains that

spiders extrude a polymer

called fibroin from their

abdomens and then stretch

the substance so quickly

that molecules come out of

the solution and form a
crystallized solid. "The spider

seems to do exactly what

we do. in making man-made
fibers," says Ferguson.

"Things like polypropylene

are also made by stretching

molecules .-
. j_. c.y lining

them up. and making them

crystallize .vr-: r gives them
very high strengff

Learning more about how
spiders create their ultra-

strong ;.=:.

mav fie p sc - I sts in the

development ofnew fibers.

coatings. a"~ plastics

—Sherry Baker

"The cloning ofhumans is on

most of the sfc oftf

worry about from Soence.
- behavior control,

genetic engineering,

r rJ heads,

computer poetry a .

unrestrained growtn of plastic

flowers

—Lz..

"It may Ct? those*

most. dre=' "

:

-^Stephen Leacock

MOT HE":

Tropical rain forests are

genera . thought to be the

csl fertile produc-
:- :heir lush foliage

v : -
" essiy converting the

sun s energy to nourish a rich

and robust stew of organ-

isms. But a group of botanists

from the Smithsonian Institu-

tion has now demonstrated

that as life generators, the

world's jungles are nowhere

near as fecund as the world's

beaches.

The key, according to

Egbert Leigh of the Smith-

sonian Tropical Research

Institution in Panama, is the

mammoth amount of energy

delivered to a shoreline by

crashing waves—energy that

can be as much as 15 times

greater than that derived

from the sun. Wave energy

not only facilitates the flow of

light and nutrients, but i!

protects inter tidal organ-

isms—especially mussels.

kelp, and sea palms—from

predators, at the same time

stirring up the local housing

situation so that there is

an ongoing competitive

scramble for available space.

The bottom line in terms of

fertility, according to the

Smithsonian sludy; Intertidal

communities are anywhere

from two to ten times as

productive as-even Ihe lush-

est of rain forests.

If wave energy is so good
at maintaining existing life,

might that same energy have

once fueled the origin of

life itself? Leigh thinks not.

Waves, with their fierce

crashing and thrashing, cre-

ate an environment loo

brutal and unsettled to allow

the survival of fragile proto-

life."l Ihink it would take

an organism that was already

pretty well. evolved," he

says, "to be able to profitably

use the energy in waves."

— Bill Lawren



SCIENCE SPIES

Scientists on the lookout

for new research ideas have
developed a new and poten-

tially disturbing research

tool: They use Ihe Freedom
of Information Act to obtain

otherwise confidential grant

proposals. Jerry Williams,

who does basic research in

cancer biology at Johns
Hopkins Oncology Center in

Baltimore, ought to know:

His proposal was divulged to

other scientists at least

three times.

One of the inquiries. Wil-

liams says, was by an indus-

trial scientist at a large com-
pany, while another was
by a junior researcher at a

national laboratory. The
third

—
"and the one that dis-

turbs me the most," he

says—came from a senior

investigator at a prestigious

university. In none of the

three cases did the scientists

approach Williams himself

for the information. Although

he allows that scientific

researchers "are under tre-

mendous pressure to pro-

duce," he says, "That doesn't

excuse their bending Ihe

ethics of academic protocol."

Is this legal scientific

snooping a growing trend?

Williams can't say But he
does think that some areas of

today's research are under-

cut by a "large component
of unethical behavior.

"Many of my colleagues,"

he concludes, "now say

that Ihey don't put their best

and most exciting ideas

in their granl proposals."

— Bill Lawren

"When we ail remember we
are mad, the mysteries

disappear and life stands

explained."
—Mark Twain

"We manipulate nature as ii

we were stuffing an Alsatian

goose. We create new forms

of energy: we make new
elements; we kill crops; we
wash brains. I can hear them
'in the dark sharpening their

lasers."

—Erwin Chargafl

In what one scientist has
called "[he-ultimate in tech-

nology transfer," researchers

at the University of California

at Davis are borrowing so-

phisticated star-wars equip-

ment from a government
weapons laboratory and
turning it to an unexpectedly

peaceful pursuit: the purifica-

tion and preservation of

fresh produce-

Radiation, explains Univer-

sity of California at Davis

food scientist Manuel La-

gunas-Solar, has long been
used to increase the shelf life

of foods and to rid them of

dangerous bacteria. But

existing radioactive isotope

equipment is bulky, relatively

imprecise, and, because it

tends to leave residual radio-

activity in the immediate
environment, potentially haz-

ardous to operators.

Enter ihe 100-megavolt

electron beam accelerator, a

star-wars particle beam
machine currently the focus

of weapons experiments at

nearby Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory. Be-

cause it combines adjustable

power, precise focusing.

and portability, while issuing

no residual radioactivity,

the accelerator looked like a
potentially promising re-

placement for irradiation by
isotope. Experiments at

Lawrence Livermore, where
the accelerator lies at the

bottom of a Jacuzzi-like tile

tub, proved ihe case: When
turned on oranges, potatoes,

and grapes Ihe electron

beam easily duplicated re-

sults achieved with conven-
tional equipment, in some
cases preserving foods up to

one month.

The only danger, says

Lagunas-Solar, is that an

overdose of the beam can
produce a slight change
of flavor in the irradiated food.

"Grapes can become a
liltle sweeter," he says, "and

lemons can end up tasting

like pineapples,"— Bill Lawren

"A man lives by believing

something, not by debating

and arguing about many
things."

—Thomas Carlyle

"There are two ways to slide

easily through life; lo believe

everything or to doubt every-

thing, both ways save us

from thinking."

—Alfred Korzybski

"Creative minds always have
been known to survive any
kind ofbad training."

—Anna Freud
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COD PEA
SALMON

A fisheries scientist has

opened a "school" to teach

hatchery-reared salmon

how to avoid predatory ling-

cod. Bori Olla, an Oregon
State University oceanogra-

pher and National Marine

Fisheries Service researcher,

says the results of several

experiments strongly suggest

"that salmon exposed to

predation have enhanced
survivability."

Olla used salmon s.molts

(baby salmon) that had never

been exposed to predators

or live food and placed

groups of 30 coho salmon in

a pool with two large lingcod.

Within 30 minutes about

half of the smolts had been

eaten. He collected and

tagged the survivors. Later

they were mixed with other

smolts and put back in

the pool with the cod.

Olla said the survivors

were dramatically more suc-

cessful in avoiding the cod

than were the new fish.

Newcomers were captured

in seconds, while the experi-

enced salmon eluded the

predators for several minutes

in the confined area of the

pool.

In a second training exper-

iment, salmon were placed

inside a small Plexiglas corral

that was lowered into the

cod pool. The cod banged
into Ihe Plexiglas trying to get

at the smolts. Again the

salmon exposed to predation

and its stress showed in-

creased ability to survive

when they were later placed

directly in the pool with

other salmon facing cod for

the first time,

Olla's salmon school is

continuing as he tries to de-

termine what can be done to

enhance the survival chances

of hatchery fish after they

are released. Currently only 5

percent of hatchery-raised

salmon survive to return

to their spawning ground,

largely because of predatory

fish.—Joel Schwarz

"Perceiving reality is a

biological necessity.
"

—Francois Jacob

"It is people who live by rules

that are always hoping to

get them changed."
—Robert Harbison

LIFEFROM ROCKS

West German chemist

Friedemann Freund. a pro-

fessor at Cologne University

currently conducting re-

search for NASA, thinks sci-

entists have ignored some-

thing right under their feet that

could hold the secret to the

origin of life: rocks.

Freund explains, "The

planets of our solar system

got a rich endowment of

hydrogen, carbon, and nitro-

gen. We know these gases

are present in the depths

of the earth." He continues,

"Researchers have long

overlooked the possibility.

however, that these molecules

can enter the crystal struc-

ture of different minerals

when rocks are formed deep
within our planet."

Freund theorizes that

meteorites bombarding the

earth billions of years ago
pulverized rocks and re-

leased the complex organic

molecules that could have

led to life's beginnings.

As a first test of his theory,

Freund and other NASA
researchers recently cracked

open a type of rock called

olivine inside a vacuum
chamber. The results? "In

addition to simple molecules

like water, carbon dioxide,

and methane, we found very

complex molecules with al

least six carbon atoms,"

Freund relates. "These could

well have played a role in

creating the organic mole-

cules needed for life on Earth

to begin."

Freund points out that if

you subtract the metallic core

of the earth, the rest is ap-

proximately 90 percent

olivine—a huge mineral

source for these organic ele-

ments. "When meteorites

crashed down, they trans-

formed large volumes of the

rock to powder. And I would

expect that similar or the

same molecules as we found

in our experiments would

have come oul of that pow-

der."—Sherry Baker

"Using words to describe

magic is like using a screw-

driver to cut roast beel.

"

—Tom Bobbins

"What an incredible achieve-

ment of fantasy is the scien-

tific mind!"

—E. L Doctorow



Tired of gurus who are

alive and well?

Try one who's been dead
for 35,000 years

CHANNELERS
BY KATHARINE LOWRY

t's dreary and drizzling in

File, a modern hamlet near

Seattle, but the spirits of

the 120 souls meeting at the

Best Western Inn here can't be
dampened. Settling into

folding chairs, some are laking

deep breaths, trying to contain

their excitement; others recog-

nize faces Irom previous

"intensives" and greel Ihem
like long-lost friends. Many of

the faithful gathered here

have seen J.Z. Knight channel

Ramlha before, and it's hard

to say whom they idolize more:

J.Z.—[He prelty, blond forty-

one -year-old former cable

TV executive lurned superslar

(ranee channeler—or Ramlha,

the Ihirty-live-lhousand-year-

old warrior spirit (also called a

"god" or an "entity") who
commandeers her pelile body
with scheduled regularity.

Ramlha has become so

famous, in fact, that his name
is now a trademark.

A few people file in together,

but the majorily make this

pilgrimage alone. Mosl are

middle-aged women, but there

are also solitary men, many
of them with a bearded, Sixties

look. The upscale types said

to constitute channeling's

hirjyesi audience are barely in

evidence today, but everyone

must at least be reasonably

solvent, given the S150 fee for

this daylong intensive.

Finally J.Z. Knight appears,

resplendent in a snow-white

designer warm-up outfit, to the

sound of many hands
clapping. With hervioleteyes

cast Shy Di downward, blond

hair cascading to her shoulders.

she graciously accepts their

applause with an Ultra Brite

smile, her creamy complexion

radianl. Even to a nonbeliever.

s fa i

;

-'o:: c the
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6J.Z Knight, superchanneler,

lets her body and voice be taken over by Ramtha,

a thirty-five-thousand-year-old

warrior spirit. The price of admission: $1503

edge o( the stage, a jungle

of tropical llowers her back-

drop, she teases, "I know
what some of you are think-

ing: If I'm sitting here, Ram-
tha must be coming today!"

When the laughter and ap-

plause that greet (his assur-

ance die down, J.Z. intro-

duces her seventy-eight-

year-old mother, who occu-

pies a front-row seat. This will

be the first time her mother

has seen her "change," J.Z.

confides. She praises her

progenitor as a "strong, al-

lowing kind of lady—a great

god in her own right," al-

though J.Z.'s forthcoming

autobiography depicts her

far less favorably.

Before Ramlha makes his

appearance, though, J.Z.

confesses to this sympa-
thetic audience how anguished she has been by the "slings and

arrows" of the press. First she was taken to lask for selling over-

valued Thoroughbreds from her horse ranch to wealthy Ramtha

clients who were told that they were "designed" by the god himself.

Then she caughl endless c"el tor building a $1.5 million mansion

near Yelm, Washington—even though, as she points out this

morning, "it isn't nearly as nice as the Pope's house." But the worst

attacks were provoked by her contention on ABC's 20/20 that there

is no right and wrong, including murder. Dubbing the show 30/30,

J.Z. puts an imaginary gun to her head and triggers booming ap-

plause trom her followers.

Brietly taking questions from the audience, J.Z. blushes as sev-

eral "masters" (veterans of previous intensives} sing her praises.

Many have heeded Ramtha's warnings about economic depres-

sion, earthquakes, floods, and other calamities; ri jrtedly some-

where between 500 and 2,000 people have pulled up stakes, often

leaving spouses and families behind, lo move to the rural North-

west. There, Ramtha claims, they'll be safe if fhey store up a two-

year supply of provisions and stick to high ground. "I just love you

so much!" exudes one wide-eyed, prematurely gray woman. 'And

now I just love myself so much, it's incredible."

What on earth is going on here? Why are thousands of suppos-

edly normal, functioning adults actually buying all this hocus-po-

cus about higher beings, when the only evidence offered is the

testimony of the very people who "channel" them—always for a

sizable fee? Is it the charismatic mediums or their narcissistic mes-

sage of self-love that is behind the channeling phenomenon?

In fact, for many people the experience of being with a chan-

neler is so powerful and addictive that several concerned re-

searchers, including cult expert Carl Raschke, a professor of hu-

manities at the University of Denver, consider it a form of mass

hypnosis. "There's obviously a process of collective suggestion

and a transferor unconscious content that goes on during a chan-

neling session," Raschke explains. Which might be why Ramtha
devotees commonly talk of having been "hooked" the very first

time they laid eyes on J.Z./Ramtha or heard his message, even on
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videotape. The depth of his

wisdom and the power of his

love, they say, shook them to

the core of their being. And
while detractors may be right

in maintaining that many of

these cultists are people in

crisis, lonely "cultural vaga-

bonds," or altered states

junkies continually seeking

exotic new highs, such la-

bels can't apply to all 32,000

on Ramtha's mailing list, nor

can it explain the ardent

support of celebrities like

Shirley MacLaine and Linda

Evans. For MacLaine it was
a case of brotherly love at

first sight: She just "knew,"

//fl she says, that Ramtha had

been her sibling in a pre-

vious existence in Atlantis.

WT
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And Evans, who recently

bought a house near

Knight's place, describes her Ramtha experience as "profound."

In J.Z.'s case, it's easy to see why a cult of personality has built

up around her. Along with her sensuous beauty, she has a mag-

netic, self-possessed presence that lends her an aura of authority

and credibility. When she matter-of-factly tells how she had an out-

of-body experience in Yelm and traveled to Mew York, this unusual

claim sounds almost plausible.

Though routinely described as a simple housewife, this poor girl

turned highly successful saleswoman is clearly no such thing. And
despite her chronically mangled and misused English (heathem

instead of "heathen." mediacracy instead of "mediocrity," in lieu of

when she means "in light of"), she's a spellbinding speaker, quick-

witted and droll. As for her malapropisms, no one seems to mind;

and if the lapsed Catholic convert sitting behind me, who asked

what Omni was before confessing she didn't "read much," is any

indication, perhaps they simply don't know any better.

What Ramtha followers do know is that "The Ram," as he's fondly

called, represents the second coming of Christ. I've been assured

by disciples and staffers alike that seeing Ramtha is believing.

"The love that emanates from him is just incredible," affirms ex-

patriate Texan Kitty Farmer, who is here with her fiance, Douglas

Mahr, one of Ramtha's "scribes," or recorders. Steven Weinberg,

Ramtha's other scribe and author of the white, bound Ramtha "Bi-

ble," says this otherworldly love literally "saved" him. A loner who
once dunked a military mental exam, Weinberg claims he was

suicidal until Ramtha gave him a purpose in life.

Trance channeler (channel, for short) is the New Age term for

medium or spiritualist. These seance givers have, of course, been

around for centuries, acting as intermediaries between the worlds

of the living and the dead. Today's channels, however, don't con-

tact spirits; ostensibly, they are contacted by them. And Knight is

the first to become a media star and gain an audience outside the

lunatic fringe. She's bigger already, she maintains, than Edgar

Cayce was in his day or Jane Roberts in hers. After Roberts, a

popular channeler with a hyperintellectual entity named Seth, died

in 1984, Knight virtually had the channeling field to herself, but



many of her [ohowars say tr ey grew disen-

chanted wilh Rarnlha's ccom-and-gloom

talk and his dislike of gays. Others were

lurried off during a desert retreat in which

J.Z. neglected to enter a trance before

slipping into her Ramtha role and by ru-

mors that one assistant quit when she ac-

cidentally overheard J.Z. practicing her

Ramtha voice. But In the last year or so,

perhaps inspired by the popularity and

profitability ot this New Age practice, doz-

ens of competitors have cropped up,

causing sornohhg of a ratings war among
the channels. One oi them, Penny Torres

—

married to an L.A. cop who never let her

have company— sounds and acts suspi-

ciously like Ramtha, though her entity's

' name is Mafu. But by far J.Z 's biggest rival

is Jach Pursel, who channels a friendly,

disembodied spirit called Lazaris and is

now the guru of choice among the hip Cal-

ifornia New Age set.

With tens of thousands of Americans

paying $10 to $200 an hour to seek com-
fort and counsel from these higher beings

(and at least one dolphin), channeling has

become very big business; profits from

seminars, tapes, and books range from

$100 million to S400 'rill on a year. Slephan

Schwartz, a channeling sympathizer and

the director of MOBIUS—a research foun-

dation for the study of consciousness

—

leels channeling .vin soireday be bigger

than Fundamentalism.

He may be right. A recent survey con-

ducied by Fatner Andrew G-ealey (the well-

known Jesuit priest, sociologist, and nov-

ehs!} oMhc University of Chicago National

Opinion Research Center and based on a

sample of 1,470 people has shown that a

huge potenlial market is out there: Sixty-

seven percent of Americans now profess

a. belief in the supernatural (up from 58

percent in 1973); 29. percent believe in

reincarnation or have had a psychic 'ex-

perience; and 42 percent believe they've

been in contact with someone who died.

J.Z. is returning from her backstage re-

treat, during which she tied her hair back

and entered a three-minute trance that

ended with Ihe warrior god ramming into

her body with a guttural roar. "Come for-

ward into truth and knowingness and wis-

dom!" J.Z./Ramlha commands in a husky.

scratchy baritone as she (he?) stomps

around like a sumo wrestler and makes
jerky break- dancing gestures. The con-

stant "indeeds" and "so be its" that punc-

tuate his speech are echoed by the audi-

ence, a happi y enthralled Greek chorus to

ihis cross-dressing Circe.

Before long he springs oi :he stage and

works the room with a mike. Kitty grips her

fiance s hand as The Ram says a few kind

words to his "scribe" Doug before looking

Kilty right in the eye. Her lip quivers uncon-

trollably and fears pour down her cheeks

as she clutches Doug to calm her violent

Irembling. And then, before
I
can brace

myself, J.Z.'s eyes (:he eyes of a god?) are

tunneling into my own. Pointing lo my note-

pad, she croaks, 'Ah, you write words to

describe what you learn?" After listening

lo me stammer that there are no words to

describe this, the god calls me a "very per-

ceptive entity" before continuing.

One fat lady is told to "love her tissue"

and rejoice in her voluptuousness; an arty-

looking guy learns he'll create great things

in his lifetime. A matron is advised not lo

listen to so much gossip; and one pretty

girl melts with joy, as does a chubby white-

haired fellow, when Ramtha sensuously

strokes their faces, crooning endear-

ments. (In this androgynous half-Rambo,

half-Eviia form, she's a conveniently com-

plete seductress.) Hugging a fiflyish

woman whose tears aren't happy ones.

Ramtha promises to send a "runner" who
will bring her laughter. (A runner is a per-

son or experience Ramtha sends into your

life to bring you some lesson or gift.)

The Ram then takes quasi ions from the

audience. "Why do vitamins upsel my
stomach?" asks one. "How can I

learn to

become a tree?" asks another. (In this in-

stance. J.Z./Ramtha quite sensibly sug-

gests it might be better to concentrate more

on observing nature than becoming a

plant.) When one man seeks investment

advice, he is told to invest in Taiwanese

dollars. Often, though. Ramtha's answers

are embarrassingly vacuous When as^od

what it's like where he's from. The Ram re-

plies that words can'l describe it because

"words themselves are a limitation." And
when a desperate sounding woman asks

what to do about the awful debts she has

incurred by uprooting her family to move
here, The Ram snaps, "Quit worrying I Just

let it be!" In fact, his platitudes are some-

times painful to hear, as when a sobbing

woman asks why her autistic child doesn't

want to speak. His only explanation is "Be-

cause he doesn't want to!

"

Meanwhile, J.Z.'s young husband Jeff

(her third), a onetime cowboy whom she

literally picked out of a quarter-horse mag-
azine, trails behind handing out Kleenexes

to weeping supplicants. With his square

jaw and overhanging brow, he'd be ster-

eotypically handsome if it weren't for Ihe

blank obotomized look in his eyes.

Finally J.Z. /Ramtha positions himself

before the aged mother. "You have a grand

daughter—and you are a grand dame!" he

declares, but the mother just sits there,

coolly regarding the fruil ol her womb with

implacable silence. Applause fills up the

awkward pause, but as Ramtha stands

beiore his maker, he momenlarily seems
less a god than a troubled little girl wanting

mommy dearest's attention.

mation not consciously known to the com-

municant. Slephan Scnwartz of MOBIUS
concedes that "no reputable scientist has

any handle whatever on whal is going on.

Channelers could be making all this up, or

COmiNIIFDOfJPAGE 146-
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HOW TO GET II

HOW TO USE THOW TO KEEP IT

In 1972 Colorado State

University psychologist Rich-

ard M. Suinn was called on

to help an electronics execu-

tive whose vocal cords had
been surgically repaired. The
man complained that every

time he addressed his super-

visors, a "weakness" in his

voice siill hurl his perform-

ance. His physician, however,

said no "physical" weakness
existed; perhaps, the doctor

suggested, the problem

was related to stress.

When the executive met
wilh Suinn, though, it became
clear that neither anxiety

nor stress was the problem:

He simply couldn't perform.

"For me as a psychologist,"

says Suinn, "that was an
.

important distinction. We had
behavior modification pro-

grams for undoing anxiety,

but we didn't have much
to offer people who had a

performance deficit."

Suinn decided to revise a
procedure normally used

to treat phobias. In the stan-

dard technique, known as

desensitization, phobic

patients are told to keep
imagining more and more of

the feared experience until

the negative emotion associ-

ated with it disappears.

But instead of using im-

agery to squelch fear, Suinn

had his client use it to prac-

tice a skill, in this case public

speaking. First the executive

tensed and released virtually

every major muscle until

his entire body was relaxed.

Then he envisioned himself

making a presentation to

an audience of supervisors

in extraordinary detail, down
to the very last word. "The

approach was so successful,"

says Suinn. "that I began to

SIXTEEfU EXERCISES
wonder how it might be used
to strengthen skills in a
variety of other people."

Within a week of this
"

experience, a member of the

university's Alpine ski team
came by Suinn's office saying

thai the skiers needed help

with competitive stress. In an
experiment, Suinn divided

the team into two groups:

One group received imagery
training, while the other

—

the control groups—did not.

Us ng Suinn's new method

—

"oday called visuo-motor

behavior rehearsal, or

VMBR—the test group mem-
bers spent 20 minutes tens-

ing and then releasing their

muscles. The act of tensing

and relaxing muscles is a

simple method by which

aih :eies can relax their bodies

and minds.

,
After the skiers had re-

laxed, they entered what

Suinn terms a controlled

dream, which combines the

deep concentration and
imagination of a dream with

the awareness and control

of Ihe waking state. "They

have control over events,"

Suinn explains, "but as in a
dream, they feel like they're

there" In that peculiar stale

of consciousness, they were
told to visualize, or "image,"

their athletic skills: skiing
.

slalom courses, racing down-
hill,- even finishing a race.

"The method worked
so well," Suinn says, "that the

study itself almost flopped."

During practice sessions the

VMBR-trained skiers per-

formed so much better than

those in the control group
that the coach never really

gave the control-group skiers

a chance to compete.
As a result Suinn's VMBR

method found its way to

U.S. Olympians in Nordic

skiing, the biathlon, and the

pentathlon. In research

with some of Ihese aihletes,

Suinn says, he has found that

visualizing an event in the

controlled dream state mar-

shals the involvement of

the body on the deepest lev-

els. Not long ago, an Alpine

ski racer visualized a race-

course, and as he went

through the imagery, Suinn
measured the racer's muscle
activity with electrodes.

Then Suinn asked the athlete

to describe the course ver-

.

bally. "I found," says Suinn,

"that I could match his verbal

description with the bursts

of muscle activity recorded
during thevisualizalion.

For example, he described

an area where he jumped into

the air, and we got a burst

of activity at that point. When
he described a bumpy part

of ihe course, there was
.'nclivi// again."

Suinn also suspects that

.convened dreaming can
induce the particular brain

waves you will employ during

your chosen activity, be it

public, speaking or skiing.

And, he adds, controlled

dreaming might even repre-

seni a new form of learning.

"We already know about

three types of learning in hu-

man beings," Suinn asserts.

There's classical conditioning,

in which a new stimulus

causes new reflexes to de-

velop. There's operant condi-

tioning, in which correct

responses followed by re-

wards reinforce the desired
behavior. And there's vicari-

ous learning, or modeling, in

which weacquire a new
benavioral pattern simply by
watching another person.

BY.MARK TEICH AND GISELLE DODELES
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"that visualization is z

modality of learning." When
we enter this uncharted

realm, he suggests, we. might

be creating a template—

a

baseline model for perform-

ance—that would guide

the physical and mental

processes that occur during

the actual event.

Suinn's controlled dreaming

is just one of the potent

cchnques oovoloped during

!he Seventies and Eighties

io help athletes master

what may be the single most

important factor in superper-

formance—the' mind. James
E. Loehr, psychologist in

'esitience al the Nick Bollel-

tieri Tennis Academy in

Braeenton,' Florida, has found

that different emotional

states stimulate the produc-

'tion of a whole range of neu-
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retransmitters, or brain

hormones, which affect

everything from alertness

and concentration to depres-

sion: A series of physical

exercises and stuai tech-

niques developed by Loehr

for his "mental loughness"

program can now induce. the

spprop-- ale emotional and

chemical responses.

Psychoiogisi Bruce Dgilvie,

the first psychologist to

work with large numbers ol

athletes, often relies on a

technique known as self-talk,

in which athletes rescript

;he language they use in ap-

proaching other players,

ihe racket or club, or even

the ball. For instance, a

baseball or football player

who previously saw Ihe

ball as an adversary learns

:e adorers i: r an aiieciionaio

fashion, as if it were a lover

or a close friend..

And as Suinn points out,

the techniques that are

so of-ec:ivs lor athletes can
help the rest of us prepare

for performance as well.

"We can find training meth-

ods that are not mystical

and thai are based on sound

principles of learning," Suinn

says. "Mental toughness is

not something you're born

with," Jim Loehr says. "It can

be learned."

Toward this end. Omni has

interviewed a dozen of the

most accomplished sports

psychologists n America,

along with some of the ath-

letes who have excelled

using Ihe r. methods. Betow

you can find a distillation

ol their complex techniques,

capped into 16 exercises

you can use to enhance your

oerormance in a wide vari-

ety of fields, from teats of

^liengih ;mv:\ endurance to

public speaking and the arts.

Seme experts caution that

these sports psychology

:ec- miotics may be more ef-

fective if done under the

supervision of a certified

cl.mca psychoiogisi. but if

you lack the resources to

seek the help of a profes-

sional, you can safety praclice

:hc exercises below in Ihe

comfort of your office or

home. It is important to mas-

ter the initial, simple exer-

cises—which include the

basic techniques for relaxa-

licn arousal and visuahza-

where you stood, sat, or lay?

What were you wearing?

vVnc was w;tn you? Involve

all your senses. What did

it smell I'ko there7 Were tnere

food odors?- Floral scents?

How did your body feel—your

feet, your hands, even Ihe

muscles in your legs? What
could you hear? Human
speech'5 Automotive rum-

blings7 Were the sounds

distant or near? What could

you touch7 Was it hard or

soft, hot or cold? Recall

every possible sensation of

tha: relaxed moment! until you

feel its full, calming force.

IF YOU SEEK A DOSE OF QUICK
ENERGY, VISUALIZE

A THOUGHT, FEELING, OR SOUND
THAT PUMPS YOU UP

iidn—before you go on to

stimulate right-brain alpha

waves, generate a flow stale,

or enter a controlled dream.

Visualization, probably the

core performance-enhance-

ment strategy used by sports

psychologist;. :

s ?,?. Abe", it

sounds like: visualizing an

image or scene to help you

relax, build your energy or

cpnlidence. or increase your

endurance and strength.

The concept is nowhere near

as simple as il seems, though.

To use visualization for

lelaxa-ion, recall a time when
you were totally at ease.

Get a good picture of the

mage Were you in sumighl

or shade? Inside or out?

Whal could you see from

The more you recall the first

time you visua.ize Iho scene,

the more powerful Ihe effect

will be. and the more quickly

and easily you will be able

to relax when you summon
that memory again In the

future. Every time you call up

that image after the initial

visualization, a sense of calm

should wash over you. Ac-

cording to psychoiogisi

Loehr, the method actually

causes hormone levels

to shift, changes breathing

patterns, and dissipates

accumulated muscle tension.

|
HIGH

,
ENERGY

Athletes who call on

heightened bursts or energy

for pole-vaulting, sprinting,

or high jumping must be

orepa'ed mentally as well as



physically. They have to

find a 3psc ! a! almost super-

human power within them-
selves at :he p red=e moment
of competition when perform-

ance counts. The.same
ab ii:y. sports psychologists

con'encl. m-chi help writers

to compose reams of dia-

logue or actors to stage

passionate love scenes or

viola il lights. You "'Ughi even
summon an infusion ot en-

ergy io help you assertively

ask lor a raise of negotiate a

o'ontabio doai Whatever

the goal, it you seek' an .

intense dose of short-term

on-coy visualization is again

the key. Jusl think of some-
tb-ng that oumps you up— it

can be a sight, a feeling,

or A sound. Before going out

on the ice, for instance, one
professional skater always

maginec swa owing a star

arc having it curst inside ho:,

spreading energy from the

tics of he r angers to her toes.

tagined a rubber

band of light propelling

him from the start of the race

to the end. You must think

carefully to find the image
that's right for you. Whatever
pesona 1 energizing image

'

you come up with, develop it

Use all your senses ;o create

or re-create the scene so

liaat ( is as vivid as you can
make it, You'U feel a surge of"

physical energy, literally,

an outpouring of adrenaline—

as your nervous system
espends to the stimulus. The-
reason this works,"-according

!o Loehr, is because your

cmol'ons 'up directly into your

physiology,

3 CHANGING
STATES

Some tasks require relaxa-

tion (mooting your boss for

cocktails), while others

'

(pitching a proposal) demand
t'.iij

I
you be ene rgejic. For

peak ix-'formance throughout

the day. however, you may
need to switch irom one

state to the nex\ at a mo-
ment's notice. It will help im-

mensely if you become
aware of your internal energy

'Males, which may be divided

into four basic types:

a) High positive energy,

simnar 10 ihe skater's feeling

of being suffused by a star

burst. High positive energy

generally coincides with

the moments when you

achieve your personal best.

b) Low positive energy,

including moments of deep
and pleasant relaxation.

c} High negative energy, .

markea by the times you feel

fear and bathing.

d) Low negative energy,

which is characterized by

moments oi malaise, depres-

sion, and defeat.

With a pad and pencil,

identify one real-life example
of each state, and detail

how you felt during the expe

rience. When you learned

you had received that grant

for your poetry, for instance;

were your muscles tensed or

•ola.sco"'' When you failed

Chem 101, were you de-

pressed., enraged, or re-

lieved'-' Was your breathing

shadow or deep" Once you're

farnriar wi:b Ihe boundaries of

your internal energy states,

begin to record them six

limes a day: an hour after you

awaken, mid-morning, just

a"'te' lunch late afternoon,

after dinner and about
an hour beto're you go to bed.

Whenever you notice a shift

from one state to the next,

write that down as well, After

a week or so, you will be far

more in touch with your

internal rhythms. Then you

can use Exercises 1 and 2 to

shift into appropriate states

oi arouse and relaxation.

For many people, chang-
ing from one emotional

state to another is most
easily accomplished by
-ear ranging *ac;al muscles

in specific ways. For in-

stance, something as simple

as a smile transmits nerve

repulses from iacial mus-
cles to :he limbic system,

the emotion center in the

brain. The result; positive

feelings of happiness or

'eiaxaiion. A frown or gri-

mace, which creates tension

in facial muscles, on the

other hand, lends to induce

anxiety.

According to recent re-

search by psychologists,

the emotional changes
induced by alterations in

body configuration are pow-
erful and swift.

Start facial exercises by
telling yourself. "I want

to do this right." Then as-

sess your current emotional

state: relaxed, excitable.

lethargic, or tense. Finally,

adjust :he state by putting

the desired expression

on your lace. Put on a con-

fident smile, and you will

ieo: secure and confident.

Lock angry for even a few

seconds, and you'll probao :

y

feel angry.

As simple as this sounds,

sports psychologists say,

:t 'ea.ly works. Practice your

faca: Mips as often as you

can. Start in front of a mirror,

holding ".he desred expres-

sion (a smile, lor instance)

loran extended period.

"I hen go about your busi-

ness, expression in place.

Sports psychologists add
mat becoming a truly confi-
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dent person goes beyond

facial expression. You must

conlrol your posture, your

gestures, and your voice. If

you lend to slouch, vigi-

lantly stand up straight. If

you tend to play with the

ends of your hair or beard

while talking, stop that ner-

vous, insecure behavior

at once. And make sure that

your voice is confident. It

it wavers, cracks, or trembles.

make a concerted effort to

rid it of that quality, even if

the effort feels totally unnaiu-

ral lo you.

1 PERSONAL
I BESTS

Summon an image of

yourself at your best, a time

when you were able io re-

spond effortlessly no matter

how demanding and intricate

:he challenge. Even those

who are not high-level ath-

letes, sports psychologists

say, often draw their peak-

performance-memories from

sports. Forinstance, recalling

a weekend tennis match

that you won alter storming

back from two sets behind

To be truly successiu 1 with

body language and facial

flips, you.must remem-

ber your intent throughout

the day. If confidence is

your goal, for example,

continually tell yourself, "I

must be confident. I
cannot

make myself confident,

but I can control my facial

muscles, my posture, and

my voice. So I'll control

those things, and I'll look

like a confident person." The

eventual resuli, sports

psychologists assure us,

will be conlidence in the true

sense of the word.
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might gird you in arguing a

traffic ticket .before a judge.

Recall your finest moment in

every detail, using every

sense: sight, sound, smell,

taste, touch. Etch it into your

consciousness so that you

can summon.it in an instant

when facing a crisis.

When Shane Murphy, now

head of the sports psychdl-

ogy department at the United

npic Committee

Training Center at Colorado

Spr^nys. first started working

with a'.hletes, he decided

io investigate something he'd

heard for years; that the

very thought.ot failure might

|T,x a performance or game.

In one study Murphy asked

golfers to imagine missing a

putt. In a majority of cases.

perfi-j: nance declined dra-

matically. That was particu-

larly interesfing because

prior to the experiment, the

athletes had been uniformly

skepi'cal. "You're trying to

mess with my head" was the

overwhelming response.

"That won'l work on me." Then

the athletes would miss eight

out of ten putts. Murphy
ie',:r.i cared that study and

found that, at least with

closed motor skills—things

you start and finish yourself.

such as putting, shooting

.4 basketball, or bowling—the

important thing was not that

he athlete precisely imagine

his shot or stroke but that

he imagine it in the context of

complete success.

In light of such research.

sports psychologists have

developed a series of tech-

niques geared toward putting-

athletes and nonathletes

alike in a positive, can-do

mental Iramework. Though

the concept may seem
simple, the effect can often

be profound.

One effective exercise is

the stop drill, probably the first

positivc-thinKing technique

ever used by athletes. Espe-

cially effective with those

who have recurring thoughts

of a negative or destructive'

nature, it is drawn from

the domain of strict behavior-

ism, Its goal: to banish all

negative thoughts from
:

the mind. Forinstance, the

baseball piaye; who keeps

thinking I'll never bit the

baa night pinch himself to

the point of pain and say

"Shut up! Shut up!" whenever

the thought enters his mind.

If you are plagued by

IiKps me or Hi never corwete
/::.:.:.,,:.:. you might try

snapping a h.gh-tension

luooer band against your

fingers until they burn, saying

'S:op' Stopl" Use the un-

pleasant sensation and the

i«ng jage that is best for you.

t BRAIN-
WASHING

Brainwashing attempts no;

only to obliterate negative

thoughts but also to turn

hose negatives into positives.

If there is an area in which

you have previously failed,

-.cop repeating -| can do

it" or "I love it." If certain peo-

ple intimidate you, keep

-.ellng yourself you can han-

dle them. In general, identify

your negative attitudes and

any thought that consistently

produces a pattern of nega-

tive thinking. Then repeat

over and over the positive a

titude you want to acquire—

write it down, sing it, even 1

chant it.

Self-talk, or cognitive

shifting constitutes a more,

sophisticated version of-

the positve -linking tech-

filaucs. Se;l-talk attempts to

shift the range of negative,

performance-defealing feel-

ings—including anger and
,-;:;' i

•',:;'
t;i"— inio sensations

it- at enhance s



e self-talk, follow these

instructions: It a particular

task makes you angry, hostile,

or even uncomfortable, you

can use self-talk to fill your-

self with feelings of affection,

in love. Simply determine

the precise language you

use io address your lover or

closest friend during an

intimate moment. Then, using

: same tone of voice and
the exact same words, ad-

dress your task and all the

objects associated with'

it. If you are writing a dreaded

Ph.D. thesis, for instance.

speak warmly to your word
processor and your reference

books. Repeated use of

this exercise, sports psychol-

ogists say, has met with

remarkable success.

A few years back, Shane
Murphy set out to study

diftering images and their

effects on pure, unadulterated

strength as measured by a
handgrip dynamometer.
To do the experiment, he -

asked 24 athletes to imagine

:hr-?e scenes: one that pro-

voked fear, one that inspired

anger, and one that induced

calm. Murphy found that

fearful, angry images helped

performance it, and only if,

the athlete was easily aroused

by a variety of other stimuli.

Calm images, on the other

hand, hurt performance a lot.

The suggestion is clear:

To increase your physical

strength, first of all, you must

know yourself. If you are

aroused—either excited or

angered, for instance

—

high positive energy or high

negative energy, depending
on whichever type you feel

works best for you.

ID
Psychologists who study

the brain waves of athletes

have learned that different

sports and skills require

increased activity in either

the right or the left hemi-

sphere ol the brain. If you are

doing something that re-

?+ 4-4. ,f

increase your strength by

envisioning an angry, hostile

scene. If visual stimuli don't

cause you to feel strong

emotion, however, you would
do better to immerse yourself

in a charged but positive

energy state, envisioning

yourseli performing at your

best. No matter what your

level of arousal, moreover,

don't attempt to demonstrate

supersfrength after envision1

ing a pastoral scene', a

.mountainside, or a sunset

over the sea. To sum it up,

use Exercise 3 to increase

your strength by summoning

spofiianeify and intuition

—

be it shooting an arrow,

giving a speech, or painting

a picture—you will do, best if

you put yourself on automatic

pilot, entering what athletes

call the flow state. Like actors

on a stage, individuals who
must perform a known task in

the optimum way will do
ocs: if they can avoid what's

known as the paralysis of

analysis.' Instead of asking

themselves questions each
step of the way, they must

immerse themselves in

the pure experience and
gestalt oi each individual mo-

ment, without any analysis

at all.

To help athletes do that,

researchers have recently

developed a series of exer-

cises to turn down the noise

in the left hemisphere of

(he brain and turn up the al-

pha waves on the right.

The series of steps below

has been embraced by Rick

McKinney. the world's num-
ber one archer, and his

Olympic peers. Using this

technique, among others,

McKinney was recently able

to immerse himself so deeply

in the moment that he con-

trolled his arrow, winning

a world title during a violent,

six-hour-long typhoon.

Phase One: Progressive

Relaxation. First, get into

a physically relaxed slate by

lying down and tensing and
releasing virtually every

muscle in your body. Start

with the hip muscles. Clench

your hips for two to three

seconds, then relax them for

two to three seconds. Do
the same with the thighs,

knees, calves, ankles, and
toes. Now go on to the arm
muscles. First clench, then

relax, the shoulders, upper
and lower arms, wrists,

and fingers. Do the same for

your face: forehead, eyes,

nose, cheeks, mouth, jaw, Fi-

nally, proceed to the neck,

chest, stomach, and back. If

you don't feel calm after

one go-around, repeat the

procedure again and again,

up to five or six times in a

single session, until you are

totally relaxed.

Phase Two: Choosing Your

Visual Mantra. Search through

your past for the most calm-

ing personal image you

can think of. Images that

57
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people have chosen include

pnn:ckng by a lake, sitting

by a fireplace in a comfort-

able chair and reading a

book, and fishing in a river.

Please think about this care-

fully and choose an image

that has meaning for you.

Once you have chosen the

image, a close friend or

coach should ask you ques-

tions so that if is rendered '

as vividly as possible in your

mind. For instance, if you

have chosen a picnic by a

.

lake, the friend should ask

questions like, Is the sun

shining brightly? What kind of

I SETTING LONG-
I RANGE GOALS

To set your overall goai,

first write it down. For in-

stance, you may want to in-

crease your public speak-

ing skil's tor a presentation

in the spring. Or you may
want to take off 20 pounds.

Whatever your goal, state

il concretely. Then realistically

estimate how much lime

you reasonably have to ac-

complish it.

The next step, according

lo Shane Murphy of the

United States Olympic

TO GET A RAISE, CHOOSE HOW
TO APPROACH YOUR

BOSS. THEN PREPARE FOR ALL

POSSIBLE REACTIONS.

food are you eating? Who's

with you? Are you sitting or

reclining on the grass?

Imagining this scene after

progressive relaxation should

further relax you. If it doesn't,

repeat phases one and two.

Priase Three; Choosing

a Cue Word. By repeating this

procedure daily for a few

weeks, you should be able to

achieve an ongoing calm

state. The next step is choos-

ing a cue word that will

allow you to enter this state

.

without going Ihrough phases

one and two. For instance,

if you best achieve relaxation

by envisioning a picnic at a

lake, your cue word might be

lake, water, or even some-

thing as obscure as soda

pop. Just repeat the word, let

the image wash over you,

and your right brain should

recharge automatically.
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Committee, is "superana-

lyzing" your goals. That

is. you must break each

large goal into liny micro-

goals that can be easily

accomplished in a relatively

shod span of time. For

example, if you want to be

prepared for your big oral

presentation three months

hence, make sure you '

give a smaller presentation

to co-workers (or even

friends) every week beiore

then. During the first mini-

presentation, correct only

your posture.' During the

second mini presentation,

concentrate on the power of

your voice.

As the weeks pass, your

skills should accumulate,

and by Ihe time you're

ready for your big presenta-

tion, you should be totally

prepared for it.

The next step is mentally

rehearsing the big event.

First put on some loose

clothing and lie down. Then

relax, using either Ihe pro-

gressive relax a!ion pre-

sented in Exercise 10 or

simply by listening to music.

Finally, run through the

big presentation in your

mind Imagine yourself in Ihe

actual meeting room, sur-

rounded by the bustle of

supervisors and colleagues.

How do you feel? At what

point might you get nervous

or lose control?

The se'ssion should be

almost psychotherapeutic in

nature. Here are some Ops

using the oral presentation

as an example:
• As you work through the

presentalion. talk out loud so

it is more convincing.

• Go over past presentalions

delivered by both you and

others, recalling as many

details as possible.

• Switch sides, becoming

pari of the audience and

observing yourself going

through a speech. II you .

hear a clumsy transition, fix

it. Through rehearsal you

can rearrange your presen-

talion, fine-tuning itunlil it

shines. By repeating Ihis

technique once daily for a

couple of weeks before

the big event, you will develop

a sense of confidence that

will vastly increase your

chance of success.

Conlrolled dreaming is a

powerful, sophisticated

means of achieving your

goals. Though the lechnique

seems similar to long-term

goal setting (Exercise

11), the differences are pro-

found. Conlrolled dreaming

is mosl useful in helping

you to accomplish what you

want in the shortest time

possible. If you must master

a technique in a few days
.

of a week as opposed
to several months, or if the

task fills you with a. particular

dread, controlled dreaming

is for you.

Pnase One; Goal Analysis.

If a situation fills you with

anxiety, no matter how you

prjme your right brain or how

you -try to relax, your chances

of failure will be high. But

by combining the powers of

your right brain with special

exercises developed by

sports psychologists, the

problem can be largely

overcome. The first step is

identiiying your problem and

formulating task-specific

goals. This process can be

done alone (if you feel you

know yourself), wi'Jr a thera-

pist, or with a [rusted friend.

Please take notes to focus

your -thoughts.

Ask yourself what it is you

want to achieve, be it wriling

a novel or running the New
York City Marathon. Let's say

your goal is to ask for a

raise. Prepare a list of the

reasons you deserve it. Then

decide how you might best

approach your employer:

assertively, calmly, confi-

dently. Finally, anticipate the

possible reasons you might

receive. Will your boss say,

"Make it quick"? Will she

become red-faced or tense?

Work out a response to

each possible reaction in

advance. When you imagine

yourself responding in an

inappropriate fashion, rescript



your response so that it is

ideal. Replace all the nega-
tives with positives, and
compose a finale in which

you have completed your

goal with resounding suc-

cess. What you are really

doing is writing a miniature

script defining your role

and your employer's role.

Like an interactive videotape

in which the story line

changes depending on the

viewer's reaction, you will

actually be composing
multiple scenarios leading to

a single, successful—and
highly graphic—conclusion.

Phase Two: Progressive

Relaxation. Follow the steps

tor progressive relaxation

presented in Exercise 10. The
first time you use progressive

relaxation to overcome a

task-specific anxiety, how-

ever, you should tense and
relax your muscles for 45

minutes, regardless of how
relaxed you believe you

feel after one or two go-

aroCfids. This first, intensive

session will literally train

your muscles. After a while

you will be capable of com-

pletely relaxing in as little

as a minute or two.

Phase Three: Centered
Breathing. Still lying down,
close your eyes and lake

a series of deep breaths from

your diaphragm. Slowly

breathe in and out through

your moutfvfor five to ten '

minutes. According to sports

psychologists, centered

breathing seems to change
your body's center of gravity,

increasing the feeling of

interna- stability and enhanc-
ing your ability to tocus.

Phase Four: Controlled

Dreaming. Now you are

ready for the dress rehearsal

to begin. Sports psychologist

Suinn, lather of this tech-

nique, calls this phase con-

trolled visualization, similar to

dreaming because it enables

you to tap the focusing and
imaging powers of the dream
state while awake: It is fairly

easy to enter a controlled

d'earr. state after progressive

relaxation and centered

breathing..

In your relaxed, receptive

state your lefl brain will be
tuned down and your right

brain will be at the ape/, oi ils

powers. Simply close your

eyes and immerse yourself in

mental images of the task

you wish lo perfect. You must
turn to the script you created

in phase one, playing it in

your head until it teels real.

Remember: Avoid phrases

such as "I want to . . .'"or "I'm

foci nc calm." This is not a

pep talk, nor is it wishful

thinking. The benefit derives

from experiencing ihe lask

you want to perfect. Do
his vsuanzation again and
again. And remember, the

session should revolve

around the anxiety-producing

event, minus any details

that would cause anxiety. In

other words, simply go
throng r

i the script for problem

areas and edit them out,

creating a new scrpt in which

all the details result in har-

mony, perfection, and flow,

i~hs a.lows you to take the

leap from anxiety to perform-

ance, experiencing victory

and the elation that comes
with it 3ecause your right

brain will be working full

lores during the mental prac-

tice session, it will be more
experienced and confident

during the actual event.

According to some sports

psychologists, what you

expe-r ence during controlled

dream rig is so authentic

that your brain waves and
muscle patterns, as meas-
ured by electrodes, mimic the

patterns you'll exhibit during

ihe ac/i.'d/ event.

You will benefit it you
visualize your performance in

a controlled dream state

almost every day. But right

before ihe big event a shorter

form of this exercise will

help as well. Whether you're

preserving a paper or enter-

ing the Tour de France,

spend a minute or so doing

centered breathing. This

will slow your body and clear

your mind, ridding you of

"

d s-raci ens and keeing you

for performance. Then enter

a brief controlled dream,

rehear s:ng just one or two

scones irom ihe script you

have produced. This will get

you into the flow you need
to stage the whole even!. If

your attention wanders during

the performance, a few

seconds oi centered

breathing will help,

\<4\

If the problem you have
with your task is the tedium it

induces, you may have

trouble achieving success.

Whether you're running a

marathon or typing a book
manuscript, boosting your

energy and increasing your
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endurance is the key. A
variation on the controlled

dreaming presented in

Exercise 12 can help.

To increase your endurance
j

during a tedious task, you /

must firsl_correct!y analyze

your goal. This time, though

instead of pinpointing all

the places you stutter, all the

places you slip, focus on

the instances in which bore-

dom sets in. At what point,

during a tennis match, for in-

stance, does your attention

drift? Is your partner staring

off into space? Has the

rally gone on for too long?

Once you note these mo-

ments, anticipate them and

offset them with an artful

rescript. In your goal analysis,

replace the boredom with

a more appropriate response.

If your aim is to endure a .

task you consider absolute

drudgery, use your analyss :c

link the tedious part o! the

pro]ect with that which is most

nieresting For instance, a

piano student might find

practicing chords an utter

bore; but in the rescript

the link between the neces-

o OMNI

sary "Wf" tedium and the

music it leads to is there.

After the goal analysis and

-esc;
1 pting are complete,

you can follow phases two

through four of Exercise

12. Significant improvements

n enjurance should result.

I

I— ENERGY BOOS'TRS
^3 AND PICK-ME-UPS

vigorous activity may be

the key. According to sports

psychologist Loehr, a brief

period of exercise -stimulates

production of the brain

neLrc"'a">~:*e r norepineph-

rine, making you energized

and alert.

At the same tone, the

levels of serotonin and the

endorphtns—chemicals

found in the brain—rise, en-

suring that your tension

will stay reduced.

Done correctly, moreover,

he; exercise ircreases deep
breathing, causing your

heart to pump more blood

and energizing your body.

The exercises described

below are especially potent,

Lochr exp airs because
ihsy require that you use both

sides of your body, thereby

stimulating both hemispheres

of the brain.

• flops Jumping with an

Imaginary Rope. Pretend that

you have a rope. For two to

five minutes, jump on your

toes while making as little

noise as possible with your

feet. To vary the task, try

double and triple jumps, al-

ternate your feet, and even

jump in slow motion.

• Bent-Knee Sit-ups. Lie on

your back with your knees

bent, then slowly curl up

to reach for your toes. (You

do not have to actually touch

them.) Do as many sit-ups

as you comfortably can.

RciKc^'ch shows that these

exorcises will enhance your

circulation and deepen your

breathing, providing you

with a' burst of energy for a

special day or event.

• Muscle Stretching. Muscle

stretching is especially

good for people who spend

a lot oi time at computer
terminals and develop

aching necks and backs. To

reduce these aches, de-

velop a routine that

stretches all your major

muscie groups. Extend your

arms and twist them, touch

your toes; stretch your

\y tegs; rotate your wrists,

'ankles, and neck.

IB
Stand up, clench your fists,

and tense your arms and
legs. Jerk your shoulders as

high as they will go, and hold

this pose for 10 to 15 sec-

onds. As you do this, close

your eyes and imagine

that massive leader' weights

have been placed atop

your shoulders. The only way

to release the burden is to

let the weights slide down
through your arms and legs

as you slowly drop your

shoulders. Repeat three or

four limes to release tension

while increasing energy.

Desk isometrics. Use this

exercise to release tension

whfc sitting at your desk.

Moving easily, push upward,

downward, and outward

against your desk and chair

with your arms and hands.- If

your chair is stable and

has a hard armrest, lift your-

self up and down within

your seal. If the chair is not

stable, you can push

the arms. To relax tension

in the lower body, perform

lifts while sitting, or push

against the inside of your

desk with your legs.DO
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THE
PEAR-SHAPED

MAN
A diet of Coke and

Cheez Doodles is bound to shape you-

and those you love

BY GEORGE R. R.MARTIN

The Pear-shaped Man
lives beneath the

stairs. His shoulders

are narrow and
stooped, but his but-

tocks are impres-
sively large. Or per-

haps it is only the

clothing he wears; no

one has ever admit-

ted to seeing him
nude, and no one has

ever admitted to

wanting to. His trou-

sers are brown polyester double

knils. with wide cuffs and a shiny

seal; they are always baggy, and

they have big, deep, droopy pock-

ets so stuffed with oddments and
bric-a-brac that they bulge against

his sides. He wears his pants very

high, hiked up above the swell of

his siomach. and
cinches them in place

around his chest with

a narrow brown
leather belt. He wears

them so high that his

drooping socks show
clearly, and often an

inch or two of pasty

white skin as well

His shirts are al-.

ways short-sleeved,

most often white or

pale blue, and his

breast pocket is always full oi Bic

pens, the cheap throwaway kind

that write with blue ink He has lost

the caps or tossed Ihem out, be-

cause his shirts are all stained and

splotched around the breast pock-

ets. His head is a second pear set

atop the first; he has a double chin

PAINTINGS BY CLAUDE VERLINDE



and wide, full, fleshy cheeks, and the top

of his head seems to come almost to a

point. His nose is broad and flal, with large,

greasy pores; his eyes are small and pale,

set close together. His hair is thin, dark,

limp, flaky with dandruff: it never looks

washed, and there are those who say that

\ he cuts it himself with a bowl and a dull

'

knife. He has a smell, toojhe Pear-shaped

Man; it is a sweet smell, a sour smell, a rich

smell, compounded of old butter and ran-

cid meat and vegelables rolling in the gar-

bage bin. His voice, when he speaks, is

high and thin and squeaky; it would be a

funny little voice, coming from such a large,

ugly man, but there is something unnerv-

ing about it, and somefhing even more

.chilling aboul his tight, small smile. He never

shows any teeth when he smiles, but his

lips are broad and wet.

Of course you know him. Everyone

knows a Pear-shaped Man.

Jessie met hers on her first day in the

neighborhood, while she and Angela were

moving into the vacant apartmenl on the

first floor. Angela and her boyfriend, Don-

ald the studenl shrink, had lugged the

couch inside and accidentally knocked

away the brick that had been holding open

the door to the building. Meanwhile Jessie

had gotten the recliner out of the U-Haul

all by herself and thumped it up the steps,

only to find the door locked when she

backed into it, the recliner in her arms. She

was hot and sore and irritable and ready

to scream with frustration.

And then the Pear-shaped Man emerged

from his basement apartment under the

steps, climbed onto the sidewalk at the foot

of the stoop, and looked up at her with those

small, pale, watery eyes of his. He made
no move to help her with her chair. He did

not say hello or offer to let her into the build-

ing. He only blinked and smiled a light, wet

smile that showed none of his teeth and

said in -a voice as squeaky and grating as

nails on a blackboard, "Ahhhh. There she

is." Tfien he turned and walked away. When
he walked he swayed slightly from side to

side. Jessie let go of the recliner; it bumped
down two steps and turned over. She sud-

denly felt cold, despite the sweltering July

heat. She watched the Pear-shaped Man
depart. That was her first sight of him. She

went inside and told Donald and Angela

about him, but they were not much im-

pressed. "Into every girl's life a Pear-

shaped Man must fall," Angela said, with

the cynicism of the veteran city girl. "I be!

I met him on a blind date once."

Donald, who didn't live with them but

spent so many nights with Angela that

sometimes it seemed as though he did, had

a more immediate concern. "Where do you

want this recliner?" he wanted to know.

Later they had a few beers, and Rick and

Molly and the Heathersons came over to

help them warm the apartment, and Rick

offered to pose for her (wink wink, nudge

nudge) when Molly wasn't there to hear.

and Donald drank too much and went to
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sleep on the ad

a fight that ended with Geoff storming out

and Lureen crying; it was a night like any

other night, in other words, and Jessie for-

gol a!, about the Pear shaped Man.

But not for long.

The next morning Angela roused Don-

ald, and the two of them went off, Angie to

the big downtown firm where she was a

legal secretary, Don to siudy shrinking.

Jessie was a freelance commercial illus-

trator. She did her work at home, which as

far as Angela and Donald and her mother

and the rest ol Western civilization were

concerned meant that she didn't work at

all. "Would you mind doing the shopping?"

Angie asked hoi just before she left. They

had pretty well devastated their refrigera-

tor in the two weeks before the move, so

as not to have a lot of food to lug across

town. "Seeing as how you'll be home all

day? I mean, we really need some food."

So Jessie was pushing a full cart of gro-

ceries down a crowded aisle in Santino's

•He looked

at her with pale, watery eyes.

He smiled a tight,

wet smile that showed none of

' his teeth. "Ahhh.

There she is." Then he turned

and walked away.

He swayed from side to side3

Market, on :he corner, when she saw the

Pear-shaped Man the second time. He was

at the register, counting out change into

Santino's hand. Jessie felt like making a U-

turn and busying herself until he'd gone.

But that would be silly. She'd gotten every-

thing she needed, and she was a grown

woman, after all, and he was standing at

the only open regisfer. Resolute, she got in

line behind him. Santino dumped the Pear-

shaped Man's coins into the old register

and bagged up his purchase; a big plastic

bottle of Coke .and a one-pound bag of

Cheez Doodles' As he took the bag, the

Pear-shaped Man saw her and smiled thai

little wet smile of his. "Cheez Doodles are

the best," he said. "Would you like some?"

"No, thank you," Jessie said politely. The

Pear-shaped Man put. the brown paper

sack inside a shapeless leather bag of the

sort that schoolboys use to carry their

books, gathered it up, and waddled out of

the store. Santino, a big grizzled: man with

thinning sall-ano oeppe; hair, began to ring

up Jessie's groceries. "He's something, ain't

he?" he asked her.

"Who is he?" she asked.

Santino shrugged "Helt, I dunno. Every-

body just calls him iho -'ear shaped Man.

He's been around here forever. Comes in

every morning, buys a bottle of Coke and

a big bag of Cheez Doodles. Once we run

out of Cheez Doodles, so I
tell him he

oughta try them Cheetos or maybe even

potato chips, y'know, for a change? He
wasn't having none of it, though."

Jessie was bemused. "He must buy

something besides Coke and Cheez Doo-

dles."

"Wanna bet, lady?"

"Then he must shop somewhere else."

"Besides me, the nearest supermarket

is nine blocks away. Charlie down at the

candy store tells me the Pear-shaped Man
comes in every afternoon at four-thirty and

has himself a chocolate ice-cream soda,

but far as we can tell, that's all he eats." He
rang for a iotal. "That's seventy-nine eighty-

two, lady. You new around here?"

"I live just above the Pear-shaped Man,"

Jessie confessed.

"Congratulations," Santino said.

Later that morning, after she lined the

shelves and put away the groceries, set up

her studio in the spare bedroom, made a

few desultory dabs on the cover she was

supposed to be painting for Pirouette Pub-

lishing, ate lunch and washed the dishes,

hooked up the stereo and listened to some
Carly Simon, and rearranged half of the liv-

ing room furniture, Jessie finally admitted

a certain restlessness and decided this

would be a good time to go around the

building and introduce herself to her new
neighbors. Not many people bothered with

that in the city, she knew, but she was still

a small-town kid at heart, and it made her

feel safer to know the people around her.

She decided to start with the Pear-shaped

Man down in the basement and got as far

as descending Iho stairs io his door. Then

a funny feeling came over her. Therewas
no name on the doorbell, she noticed.

Suddenly she regretted her impulse. She

retreated back upstairs to meet the rest of

the building.

The other tenants all knew him; most of

them had spoken to him at least once or

twice, trying to be friendly. Old Sadie Win-

bright, who had lived across the hall in the

other first-floor apartment for twelve years,

said he was very quiet. Billy Peabody, who
shared the big second floe apartment with

his crippled mother, thought the Pear-

shaped Man was creepy, especially that

little smile of his. Pete Pumetti worked the

late shift and told her how those basement

lights were always on. no matter what hour

of the night Pete came swaggering home,

even though it was hard to tell on account

of the way the Pear-shaped Man had

boarded up his windows. Jess and Ginny

Harris didn't like Iheir twins playing around

the stairs that led down to his apartment

and had forbidden them to talk to him. Jef-

fries the barber, whose small fwo-chair

shop was down the block from Santino's,

knew him and had no great desire for his

patronage. All of them, every one, called

him the Pear-shaped Man, That was who



he was. "Bui who is he?" Jessie asked.

None of them knew. "What does he do for

a living?" she asked.

"I think he's on welfare." Old Sadie Win-

brighl said. "The poor dear, he must be

feebleminded."

"Damned if I know," said Pete Pumeiti.

"He sure as hell don't work. I
bet he's a

queer."

"I think he might be a drug pusher." said

Jeffries the barber, whose familiarity with

drugs was limited to witch hazel.

"I betcha he writes them pornographic

books." Billy Peabody surmised.

"He doesn't do anything tor a living," said

Ginny Harris. 'Uess and I have talked about

.it. He's a shopping-bag man, he has to be."

That night, over dinner, Jessie told An-

gela aboui the Pear-shaped Man and the

other tenants and their comments. "He's

probably an attorney." Angie said. "Why do

you care so much, anyway?"

Jessie couldn't answer that. "I don't know.

He gives me goose bumps. I
don't like the

idea of some maniac living right under-

neath us."

Angela shrugged. "That's the way if goes

in the big, glamorous city. Did the guy Irom

the phone company come?"

"Maybe next week," said Jessie, "That's

the way it goes in the big, glamorous city,"

Jessie soon learned that there was no

avoiding the Pear-shaped Man. When she

visited the laundromat around the block,

there he was, washing a big load of striped

boxer shorts and ink-stained short-sleeved

shirts, snacking on Coke and Cheez Doo-

dles from the vending machines. She tried

to ignore him, but whenever she turned

around, there he was, smiling wetly, his

eyes fixed on her, or perhaps on the un-

derthings she was loading into the dryer,

When she went down to the corner candy

store one afternoon to buy a paper, there

he was, slurping his ice-cream soda, his

buttocks overflowing the stool on which he

was perched. "It's homemade." he

squeaked at her, She frowned, paid for her

newspaper, and left,

One evening when Angela was seeing

Donald, Jessie picked up an old paper-

back and went out on the stoop to read

and maybe socialize and enjoy the cool

breeze that was blowing up the street. She

got lost in the story, until she caught a whiff

of something unpleasant, and when she

looked up from the page, there he was,

standing not three feet away, staring at her.

"What do you want?" she snapped, clos-

ing the book.

"Would you like to come down and see

my house?" the Pear-shaped Man asked

in that high, whiny voice.

"No." she said, retreating to her own

apartment. But when she looked out a half

hour later, he was still standing in the same

exact spot, clutching his brown bag and

staring at her windows while dusk fell
1

around him. He made her feel very uneasy.

She wished that Angela would come home,

but she knew that wouldn't happen for
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hours. In fact. Angie mighl very well de--

cido lo spend the night at Don's place.

Jessie' shut the windows despite the heat,

checked the locks on her door, and then

went back to her studio to work. Painting

would take her mind off the Pear-shaped

Man Besides, the cover was due at Pirou-

ette by the end of the week.

She spent the rest of-the evening finish-

ing off the background and doing some of

Ihe fine detail on the heroine's gown, The

hero didn't look quite right to her when she

was done, so she worked on him, too. He

was the usual dark-haired, virile, strong-

jawed type, but Jessie decided to individ-

ualize him a bit, an effort that kept her

pleasantly occupied until she heard An-

gle's key in the lock.

She put away her paints and washed up

and decided to have some lea before call-

ing it a night. Angela was standing in the

living room, with her hands behind her

back, looking more than a little tipsy, gig-

gling. "What's so funny?" Jessie asked.

<mShe was

standing at the door to the

Pear-shaped Man's

apartment under the stairs,

standing in darkness,

waiting for something to

happen. Siowly

the door began to open^

Angela giggled again. "You've been

holding out on me," she said. "You got

yourself a new beau and you didn't tell,"

"What are you talking about?"

"He was standing on the stoop when I

got home," Angie said, grinning, She came
across the room. "He said to give you

these." Her hand emerged from behind her

back. It was full of fat. orange worms, little

flaking twists of corn and cheese that

curled between her fingers and left pow-

dery stains on the palm of her hand. "For

you," Angie repeated, laughing. "For you."

That night Jessie had a long, terrible

dream, but when the daylight came she

could remember only a small part of it. She

was. standing at the door to the Pear-

shaped Man's apartment under the stairs;

she was standing there in darkness, wait-

ing, wailing for something to happen,

something awful, the worst thing she could

imagine. Slowly, oh so slowly, the door be-

gan to open. Light fell upon her face, and

Jessie woke, trembling.

He might be dangerous Jessie decided

the next morning over Rice Krispies and

tea. Maybe he had a criminal record.

Maybe he was some kind of mental pa-

tient. She ought to check up on him. But

she needed to know his name first. She

couldn't just call up the police and say. "Do

you have anything on the Pear-shaped

Man?" After Angela had gene to work, Jes-

sie pulled a chair over by the front window

and sat down to wait and watch. The mail

usually arrived about eleven. She saw the

postman ascend the stairs, heard him put-

ting the mail in the big hall mailbox. But the

Pear-shaped Man got his mail separately,

she knew. He had his own box. right under

his doorbell, and if she remembered right

it wasn't the kind that locked, either. As soon

as the postman had departed, she was on

her feet, moving quickly down the stairs.

There was no sign of the Pear-shaped Man.

The door to his apartment was under the

stoop, and farther back she could see

overflowing garbage cans, smell their rich,

sickly sweet odor The upper half of the

door was a window, boarded up. It was

dark under the stoop. Jessie barked her

knuckles on the brick as she fumbled for

his mailbox. Her hand brushed the loose

metal lid, She got it open, pulled out two

thin envelopes. She had to squint and move

toward the sunlight to read the name. They

were both addressed to Occupant.

She was stuffing them back into the box

when the door opened. The Pear-shaped

Man was framed by bright light from within

his apartment. He smiled at her, so close

she could count the pores on his nose, see

the sheen of the saliva on his lower lip. He
said nothing,

"I," she said, startled, "I. I ... I got some

of your mail by mistake. Must be a new man

on the route. 1. 1 was just bringing it back."

The Pear-shaped Man reached up and

into his mailbox. For a second his hand

brushed Jessie's, His skin was soft and

damp and seemed much colder than it

ought to be. and the touch gave her goose

bumps all up and down her arm. He took

the two letters from her and looked at them

briefly and then stuffed them into his pants

pocket. "It's just garbage," squeaked the

Pear-shaped Man. "They shouldn't be al-

lowed to send you garbage. They ought to

be stopped, Would you like to see my
things? -I have things inside to look at,"

"I," said Jessie, "uh, no. No, I can't. Ex-

cuse me." She turned quickly, moved out

from under the stairs, back into the sun-

light, and hurried back inside the building.

All the way, she could feel his eyes on her.

She spent Ihe rest of that day working,

and the next as well, never glancing out-

side, for fear that he would be standing

there. By Thursday the painting was fin-

ished. She decided to take it in to Pirouette

herself and have dinner downtown, maybe

do a little shopping. A day away from the

apartment and the Pear-shaped Man would

do her good, soothe her nerves. She was

being overimaginative. He hadn't actually

done anything, after all. It was just that he

was so damned creep/.



Adrian, the art director at Pirouette, was
glad to see her, as always. "That's my Jes-

sie," he said after he'd given her a hug. "I

wish all my artists were like you. Never miss

a deadline, never turn in anything but the

best work, a real pro. Come on back to my
olfice, we'll look at this one and talk about

some new assignments and gossip a bit."

He told his secretary to hold his calls and

escorted her back through Ihe maze of tiny

little cubicles where the editors lived. Adri-

an himself had a huge corner office with

two big windows, a sign of his status in

Pirouette Publishing.

He gestured Jessie to a chair, poured

her a cup of herb tea, then took her port-

folio and removed the cover painting and

held it up at arm's length,

The silence went on far too long Adrian

dragged out a chair, propped up the paint-

ing, and retreated several feet to consider

it from a distance. He stroked his beard

and cocked his head this way and that.

Watching him, Jessie telt a thin prickle of

alarm. Normally, Adrian was given to exu-

berant outbursts of approval. She didn't like

this quiet. "What's wrong?" she said, set-

ting down her teacup. "Don't you like it?"

"Oh," Adrian said He put out a hand,

palm open and level, waggled it this way

and that, "It's well executed, no doubt, Your

technique is very professional. Fine detail."

"I researched all the clothing. It's all au-

thentic for the period; you know it is."

"Yes, no doubt. And the heroine is gor-

geous, as always. I wouldn't mind ripping

her bodice myself. You do amazing things

with mammaries, Jessie."

She stood up. "Then what is it? I've been

doing covers for you lor three years, Adrian.

There's never been any problem."

"Well," he said. He shook his head,

smiled. "Nothing, really. Maybe you've been

doing too many ol Ihese. I know how it can

go. They're so much alike, it gets boring,

painting all those hot embraces one after

another; so pretty soon you feel an urge to

experiment, to try something a little bit dif-

ferent." He shook a finger at her. "It won't

do, though. Our readers just want the same
old shit with the same old covers. I under-

stand, but it won't do."

"There's nothing experimental about this

painting," Jessie said, exasperated. "It's the

same thing I've done for you a hundred

times before. What won't do?"

Adrian looked honestly surprised. "Why,

the man, of course," he said. "I thought you'd

done it deliberately." He gestured. "I mean,

look at him. He's almost unattractive."

"What?" Jessie moved over to the paint-

ing. "He's the same virile jerk I've painted

over and over again."

Adrian Irowned. "Really now," he said.

"Look." He started pointing things out.

"There, around his collar, is that or is that

not just the faintest hint of a double chin?

And look at that lower lipl Beautifully exe-

cuted, yes, but it looks, well, grass. Like it

was wet or something. Pirouette heroes

ssb.

"it says up a little and rr e to the left."

rape, they plunder, they seduce, they

threaten, but they do not drool, darling. And
perhaps it's just a trick of perspective, but

I could swear"—he paused, leaned close,

shook his head—"no, it's not perspective,

the top of his head is definitely narrower

than the bottom. A pinhead 1 We can't have

pinheads on Pirouette books, Jessie. Too

much fullness in the cheeks, too. He looks

as though he might be storing nuls for the

winter." Adrian shook his head. "It won't do,

love. Look, no big problem. The rest of the

painting is fine. Just take it home and fix

him up. Howaboulit?"
Jessie was staring at her painting in hor-

ror, as if she were seeing it lor the first time.

Everything Adrian had said, everything he

had pointed out, was true. It was all very

subtle, to be sure; at first glance the man
looked almost like your normal Pirouette

hero, but there was something just the tini-

est bit off about him, and when you looked

closer, it was blatant and unmistakable.

Somehow the Pear-shaped Man had crept

into her painting. "I," she began, "I, yes,

you're right, I'll do it over. I don't know what

happened. There's this man who lives in

my building, a creepy-looking guy, every-

body calls him the Pear-shaped Man. He's

been getting on my nerves. I swear, it

wasn't intentional. I guess I've been think-

ing about him so much it just crept into my
work subconsciously."

"I understand," Adrian said. "Well, no

problem, just set it right. We do have dead-

line problems, though."

I'll fix it this weekend, have it back to

you by Monday," Jessie promised.

"Wonderful," said Adrian. "Let's talk about

those other assignments, then." He poured

her more Red Zinger, and they sat down to

talk. By the time Jessie left his office, she

was feeling much better.

Afterward she enjoyed a drink in her fa-

vorite bar, met a few friends, and had a

nice dinner at an excellent new Japanese

restaurant. It was dark by the time she got

home. There was no sign of the Pear-

shaped Man. She kept her portfolio under

her arm as she fished for her keys and un-

locked the door to the building.

When she stepped inside, Jessie heard

a faint noise and felt something crunch un-

derfoot. A nest of orange worms clustered

against the faded blue of the hallway car-

pet, crushed and broken by her foot.

She dreamed of him again. II was the

same shapeless, terrible dream. She was

down in the dark beneath the stoop, near

the trash bins crawling with all kinds of

things, waiting at his door. She was fright-

ened, too frightened to knock or open the

door, yet helpless lo leave. Finally Ihe door

crept open of its own accord. There he

stood, smiling, smiling. "Would you like to

stay7" he said, and the last words echoed,

to stay to stay to stay to stay, and he

reached out for her, and his fingers were

as soft and pulpy as earthworms when he

touched her on the cheek.

The next morning Jessie arrived at the



offices of Ci-.ywide Realty jusl as they

opened their doors. The receptionist told

her that Edward Selby was out showing

some concos; she couldn ' say when he'd

be in Thai's all r'ght," Jessie said, "I'll wail."

She settled down to leaf through some
magazines, stucymg pictures of houses

she couldn't afford,

Selby arrived just before eleven. He
looked momentarily surpesed to see her,

hoioio nis prod'ssional smio switched on

automatically. 'Jessie," ho said, 'how nice.

Something
I
can do for you?"

"1.1:1''-; 'alk she said, tossing down the

magazines.

They went to Selby's desk. He was still

only an associate wi:h the renial firm, so he

shared the office with another agent, but

she was out, and they had Ihe room to

themselves. Selby settled himself into his

chair and leaned back. He was a pleasanl-

looking man, with curly brown hair and

while teeth, his eyes careful behind silver

aviator frames. "Is there a problem?"

Jessie leaned forward. "The Pear-

shaped Man," she said.

Selby arched one eyebrow. "I see. A
harmless eccentric."

'Are you sure of that?"

He shrugged. "He hasn'l murdered any-

body yet, at least thai I know of."

"How much do you know about him? For

starters, what's his name?"
"Good question;' Selby said, smiling.

"Here at Citywidc Realty we just think of

him as the Pear shaped Man. I don't think

I've ever gotten a name out of him."

"What the hell do you mean?" Jessie de-

manded. 'Are you telling me his checks

have iiiF pear-shaped man printed on

Ihem?"

Selby cleared his throat. "Well, no. Ac-

lually, he doesn't use checks, I come by on

Ihe first of every month to collect, and knock

on his door, and he pays me in cash. One-

dollar bills, -in fact. I stand there, and he

counts oul (he money into my hand, dollar

by dollar. I'll confess. Jessie ihr-r I've nevoi

been inside the apartment, and I don't es-

pecially care to. Kind of a funny smell, you

know? But he's a good tenant, as far as

we're concerned. Always; has his rent paid

on time. Never bitches about rent hikes.

And he certain. y doesn': bounce checks

on us." He showed a lot of teeth, a broad

smile to let her know he was joking.

Jessie was not amused. "He must have

given a name -when he firsl rented the

apartment."

"I wouldn't know about that," Selby said.

"I've only hand od tnat building for six years.

He's been down in the basement a lot

longer than that."

"Why don't you check his lease?"

Selby frowned. "Well, I could dig it up, t

suppose. But really, is his name any of your

business? What's the problem here, any-

way? Exactly what has the Pear-shaped

Man done?'
Jessie sat back and crossed her arms.

"He looks at me."

"Well," Selby said, careluliy, "1. uh, well,
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you re an attractive woman. Jessie I
seem

to recall asking you out myself."

That's eiiic'eni
:

she said, "You're nor-

mal. It's the way he looks at me."

"Undressing you with his eyes?" Selby

suggested.

Jessie was nonplussed. "No," she said.

"That isn't it. It's not sexual, not in Ihe nor-

mal way. anyhow. I
don't know how to ex-

plain it. He keeps asking; me down to his

apartment. I Ids always hanging around.'

"Well, that's where he lives."

"He bothers me. He's crept into my
paintings."

This time bolh o
:

Selby's eyebrows went

i, p. "Into your paintings?' tie said. There

was a funny hitch in his voice.

Jessie was getting more and more dis-

comfited; this wasn't coming out right at

all. "Okay, it doesn't sound like much, but

he's creepy. His ips arc always wet. The
way he smiles. His eyes. His squeaky liltle

voice. And that smell. Jesus Christ, you

collect his rent, you ought to know."

6He drew

her in, and she found she was

too weak to resist.

The lights were bright, and it

was warm, and the

air seemed to move as if she

had entered the

mouth of some great beast.^

The realtor spread -us hands ne-plessly.

"It's not against the law to have body odor.

It's not even a violation ol his lease."

"Last night he snuck into the ou Iding and

lefl a pile oi Cheez Doodles r ght where I'd

step in them."

"Cheez Doodles?' Selby said. His voice

took on a sarcastic edge. "God, not Cheez
Doodles'. Howluckng heinous! Have you

informed the police?"

"It's not funny. What was he doing inside

Ihe building anyway?"
"He lives there.".
" :

He lives in the' basement. He has his

own door, he doesn't need to come into

our hallway. Nobody but ihe six regular

tenants ought to have keys to that door."

"Nobody does, as far as 1 know." Selby

said. He pulled out a notepad. 'Well, thal's

something, anyway. I'll tell you what, I'll have

the lock changed on the outer door. The
Pear-shaped Man won't get a key. Will that

make you happy?"

"A little," said Jess^e. slightly mollified.

"I can't promise that he won't get in,"

Selby cautioned. "You know how it is. If I

had a nickel for every time some lenant

has taped over a lock or propped open a

door with a doc.rstop necauso it was more
convenient, well . .

."

"Don't worry n see that nothing like that

happens. What about his name? Will you

check the lease lor me?"
Selby sighed. "This is really an invasion

of privacy. But I'll do it. A personal lavor.

You owe me one." He got up and went

across the room to a black metal riling cab-

inet, pulled open a drawer, rummaged
around, and came oul with a legal sized

folder. He was Nipping, through it as he re-

turned lo his desk.

"Well?" Jessie askec impaliently

"Hmmmm," Selby said. "Here's your

lease. And here's Ihe others.' He went back

to the beginning and checked the papers

one by one. "Wmbright. Pea body, Pumetti,

Harris, Jeffries." He closed the file, looked

up at her, and shrugged. "No lease. Well,

it's a crummy Idle aparl-ienl. and he's

been there forever. Either we've misfiled his

lease or he never had one. It's not un-

known. A month-lo-month basis . .

."

"Oh, great," Jessie said. 'Are you going

to do anything about it?"

"I'll change ihal leek." Selby said. "Be-

yond thai, I don; 1 know what you expect ol

me. I'm not going to evicl Ihe man for of-

fering you Cheez Doodles."

The Pear-shaped Man was standing on

the stoop when Jessie go
1

, home, his bat-

tered bag tucked up under one arm. He
smiled when fie saw tier approach. Let him

touch me, she thought; iust let him touch

me when I walk by. and /';',' 'nave him doomed

for assault so fast it'll make his little pointy

head swim. Bui Ihe Pear-shaped Man
made do elforl to grab her. "I have things

lo show you downstairs." fie said as Jessie

ascended the stairs. She had to pass within

a foot of him; I tie smell was overwhelming

today, a rich odor like yeast and decaying

vegetables. "Would you like lo look at my
things?" he called afler her. Jessie un-

locked Ihe doer ane slammed it behind her.

I'm not going to thin.*, about him, she iold

herself inside, over a cup of lea. She had

work to do. She'd promised Adrian the

cover by Monday, after all. She went into

her studio, drew back the curtains, and set

to work, determined :o eradicate every hinl

of the Pear-shaped Man Irom the cover.

She painted away the oouo e chin, firmed

up the jaw, redid those tight we! lips, dark-

ened the hair, made il blacker and bushier

and more wind tossed so the head didn't

seem to come to such a point. She gave
liin sharp, h gh. pronounced cheek-

bones—cheekbones like the blade of a

knife—made Ihe face almost gaunt. She
even changed the color of his eyes. Why
had she given him those weak, pale eyes?

She made Ihe eyes green, a crisp, clean,

commanding green, full of vitality.

It was almost midnight by the time she

was done, and Jessie was exhausted, bul

when she stepped back to survey her

handiwork, she was delighted. The man
was a real Pirouette hero now: a rakehell,

a rogue, a hell-raiser whose robust exterior



concealed a brooding, me anohcly. ooelie

soul. Ttiere was nothing the least bit pear-

shaped about him. Adrian- would have

puppies. It was a good kind of tiredness.

Jessie went to sloop leerno altogether sat-

isfied. Maybe Seiby was lignt. she was loo

imaginative, she'd really let the Pear-

shaped Man get to her. But work, good

hard old-fashioned work, was ihe perfect

antidote for these shapeless fears of hers.

Tonight, she was sure, 'her sleep would be

deep and dreamless.

She was wrong. There was no saiety in

her. sleep. She stood trembling on his

doorstep once again. It was so dark down

there, so filthy. The rich, ripe smell of the

. garbage cans was overwhelming, and she

thought she could hear things moving fn

the shadows. The door began to open. The

Pear-shaped Man smiled arid touched her

with cold, soft fingers like a nest of grubs.

He took hold of her by the arm and drew

her inside, inside, inside. . .

.

Angela knocked on her door Ihe next

morning at ten. "Sunday brunch," she

called out. "Don is making waffles. With

chocolate chips and Iresh strawberries.

And bacon. And coflee. And O.J. Want

some7"

Jessie sat up in bed. "Don? Is he here''"

"He stayed over," Angela said.

Jessie climbed out ol bed and pulled on

a paint-splattered pair of jeans. "You know

I'd neverturn down one of Don's brunches.

I didn't even hear you guys come in."

"I snuck my head into your studio', but

you were painting away, and you didn't

even notice. You had that intent look you

get sometimes, you know, with the tip of

your tongue peeking out of one corner of

your mouth. I figured it was better hoi lo

disturb the artist at work." She giggled.

"How you avoided hearing the bed-

springs, though, I'll never know."

Breakfast was a triumph. There were

times when Jessie couldn't understand just

what Angela saw in Donald Ihe student

shrink, but mealtimes were not among
them. He was a splendid cook. Angela and

Donald were still lingering over colfee, and

Jessie over lea. at cieven. when they heard

noises from the hall. Angela went to check.

"Some guy's out there changing the lock,"

she said when she returned. "I wonder what

that's all about."

'Tllbedamned/'Jessiesaid.'Andonthe

weekend, too. That's time and a half. I never

expected Selby to move so fast."

Angela looked at her curiously. "What do

you know about this?"

So Jessie told them all about her meet-

ing with the realtor and her encounters with

the Pear-shaped Man. Angela giggled'

once or twice, and Donald slipped into his

wise shrink face. "Tell me, Jessie," he said

when she had finished, "don't you think

you're overreacting a bit here?"

"No," Jessie said curtly.

"You're stonewalling." Donald said.

"Really now, try and look at your actions
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objectively. What has this man done to

you?"

"Nothing, and I
intend to keep it that way,"

Jessie snapped. "I didn't ask you for your

opinion."

"You don't have to ask," Donald said.

"We're friends, aren't we? I hale lo see you

getting upset over nothing. It sounds to me
as ttiongh you're developing some kind of

phobia about a harmless neighborhood

character"

Angela giggled. "He's just got a crush

on you, that's all. You're such a heart-

breaker."

Jessie was getting annoyed. "You

wouldn't think it was lunny if he was leaving

Cheez Doodles tor you," she said angrily.

"There's something. . .well, something

wrong there. I can feel it."

Donald spread his hands. "Something

wrong? Most definitely. The man is ob-

viously very poorly socialized. He's unat-

tractive, sloppy, he doesn't conform lo nor-

mal standards ot dress or personal hygiene,

'•Ihe sandwich

tasted funny. The chips seemed

soggy. She wanted

something else. Some of those

iittie orange cheese

curls. She could picture them

in her head, almost

taste them. Her mouth watered.^

he has unusual oat no. habiis and a great

deal of difficulty relating to others. He's

probably a very lonely person and no doubt

deeply neurotic as well. Bui none of this

rr.akes him a killer or a rapist, does if Why
are you becoming so obsessed with him?"

"lam-not beeom.eg obsessed with him."

"Obviously vol. are." Donald said.

"She's in love," Angela teased.

Jessie stood up. "I am nor becoming oo-

sessed with him!' she shouted, "and this.

discussion has just ended."

That night, in'her dream, Jessie saw in-

side for the first time. He drew her in, and

she found she was too weak to resist. The

lights were very bright inside, and it was

warm and oh so humid, and !he air seemed

to move as if she had entered the mouth ot

some great beast, and the walls were or-

ange and flaky and had a strange, swee!

smell, and Ihere were emply plasi c Coke

bottles everywhere and bowls of half-eat-

en Cheez- Doodles, too, and the Pear-

shaped Man said "You can see my things,

you can have my'.things," and he began to

undress, unbuttoning his short-sleeved

shirt, pulling it Off, revealing dead, white,

hair'ess Nosh and two floppy breasls. and

the right breast was stained with blue ink

Irom his leaking pens, and no was smiling,

smiling, and he undid nis thin belt, and then

pulled down the fly on his brown polyester

panls, and Jessie woke sceaming.

On Monday morning, Jessie packed up

her cover painting, phoned a messenger

service, and had them lake it down to Pir-

ouetle lor her. She wasn't up to anolher trip

downtown. Adrian would want to chat, and

Jessie wasn'l in a very sociable mood. An-

gela kept needling her about the Pear-

shaped Man, and it had left her in a foul

temper. Nobody seemed to understand.

There was son iclhing wrong with the Pear-

shaped Man, somelhing serious, some-

thing horrible. He was no joke. He was

lightening. Somehow she had to prove it.

She had to learn his name, had to find out

whal he was hiding-

She could hire a detective, except de-

tectives were expensive. There had to be

something she could do on her own. She

could try his mailbox again. She'd be bet-

ter off if she waited until the day the gas

and electric bills came, though. He had

lights in his apartment, so the electric com-

pany would know his name. The only prob-

lem was that Ihe electric o :

ii wasn't due lor

another couple of weeks.

The living room windows were wide

open. Jessie noticed suddenly. Even the

drapes had been drawn all the way back.

Angela must have done it that morning be-

fore taking off for work. Jessie hesitated

and then went to the window. She closed

it, locked ft, moved to the next, closed it,

locked it. It made her feel safer. She told

herself she wouldn't look out. It would be

better if she didn't look out.

How could she not look out? She looked

out. He was there, standing on the side-

walk below her. irjoking up. "You could see

my things." he said in his high, thin voice.

"I knew when I saw you thai you'd wanj my
things. You'd like them. We could have

food." He reached into a bulgy pocket,

brought out a single Chee/ Doodle, held it

up to her. His mouth moved silently.

"Get away from here, or I'll call the po-

lice!" Jessie shouted.

"I have something for you. Come to my
house and you can have it. It's in my pocket.

I'll give it to you."

"No you won't. Get away, I
warn you.

Leave me alone." She stepped back,

closed the drapes. It was gloomy in here

wilh the drapes pulled, but that was better

lhan knowing that the Pear-shaped Man
was looking, in. Jessie turned on a light,

picked up a paperback, and tried to read.

She found herself turning pages rapidly

and realized she didn't have the vaguest

idea of what the words meant. She
slammed down the book, marched into the

kitchen, made a tuna salad sandwich on

whole wheal toast. She wanted something

with it, but she wasn't sure whal. She took

out a dill pickle and sliced it into quarters.

arranged it neatly on her plale, searched



through her cupboard for some potato

chips. Then she poured a big fresh glass

of milk and sat down lo lunch.

She took one bite of the sandwich, made
a. face, and shoved it away. It tasted funny.

Like, the mayonnaise had gone bad or

something. The pickle was too sour, and

the chips seemed soggy and limp and

much too salty. She didn't wanl chips any-

way. She wantoc someihirq else. Some of

those little orange cheese curls. She could

picture them in her head, almost taste them.

Her mouth watered.

Then she realized whal she was thinking

and' almost gagged. She got up and
scraped her lunch into Ihe garbage. She

had to gel oul of here, she thought wildly.

She'd go see a movie or something, forget

all about the Pear-shaped Man for a few

hours. Maybe she could go to a singles'

bar somewhere, pick someone up, get laid.

At his place. Away from here. Away from

the Pear-shaped Man. That was the ticket.

A night away from I h o apartment would do

her good. She went to the window, pulled

aside the drapes, peered out.

The Pear-shaped Man smiled, shifted

from side to side. He had his misshapen

briefcase under his arm. His pockets

bulged. Jessie felt her skin crawl. He was
revolting, she thought. But she wasn't going

to let him keep her prisoner.

She gathered her things together,

slipped a little steak knife into her purse

just in case, and marched outside. "Would

you like to see what I have in my case?"

the Pear-shaped Man asked her when she

emerged. Jessisi had decided to ignore

him. If she did not reply at all, just pre-

tended he wasn't there, maybe he'd grow

bored and leave her alone, She de-

scended the slops b'iakly and set off down
the-street. The Pear-shaped Man followed

close behind her, "They're all around us,"

he whispered. She could smell him hurry-

ing a step or two behind her, puffing as he

walked. "They are. They laugh at me. They

don'l understand, but they want my things,

I can show you proof.
I
have it down in my

house. I know you want to come see."

Jessie continued to ignorehirn. He fol-

lowed her all the way to the bus stop.

The movie was a dud. Having skipped

lunch. Jessie was hungry. She got a Coke

and a tub of buttered popcorn from the.

candy counter. The Coke was three-guar-

ters crushed ice, bul it still tasted good.

She couldn't eat the popcorn. The fake

butter they usee had a vaguely rancid smell

lhal reminded her of Ihe Pear-shaped Man.

She tried two kernels and felt sick.

Afterward, though, she did a little better.

His name was Jack, he said. He was a

sound man on a local TV news show, and

he had an interesting face: an easy smile,

Clark Gable ears, nice gray eyes with

friendly little crinkles in the corners. He
bought her a drink and touched her hand;

but the way he did it was a little clumsy,
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like he was a bil si iy abour thus whole scene,

and Jessie liked that. They had a few drinks

together, and then- he suggested dinner

back al his place. Nothing fancy, he Said.

He had some cold cuts in the fridge; he

could whip up some jumbo sandwiches

and show her his stereo system, which was

some kind of special super setup he'd

rigged himself. That all sounded line to her

His apartment was on the twenty-ihird

floorof a midtown high rise, and from his

windows you could see sailboals lacking

off on the horizon, Jack put the new Linda

Ronstadt album on the stereo while he went

to make the sandwiches. Jessie watched

the sailboats. She was finally beginning to

relax, "I have beer or ice tea," Jack called

Irom the kitchen. "What'll it be?"

"Coke," she said absently.

"No Coke," he called back. "Beer or ice

lea."

"Oh," she said, somehow annoyed. "Ice

tea, then."

"You got it. Rye or wheat?"

"I don't care," she said. The boats were

very graceful. She'd like to paint Ihem

someday. She could paint Jack, loo. He
looked like he had a nice body.

"Here we go." he said, emerging from

the kitchen carrying a tray. "I hope you're

hungry."

"Famished," Jessie said, turning away
from the window. She went over to where

he was setting the table and froze.

."What's wrong?" Jack said. He was
holding out a white stoneware plate. On
top of it was a'truly gargantuan ham-and-

Swiss sandwich on tresh deli rye, lavishly

slathered with mustard, and next lo it, fill-

ing up Ihe resl ol :he plate, was a pile of

puffy orange cheese curls. They seemed
to writhe and move, to edge toward the

sandwich, toward nor. Jessie?" Jack said.

She gave a choked, inarticulate cry and

pushed the plate away wildly.

. Jack lost his grip; ham, Swiss cheese,

bread, and Cheez Doodles scattered in all

directions. A Cheez Doodle brushed
against Jessie's leg. She whirled and ran

from the apartment.

Jessie spent the night alone at a hotel

and slept poorly. Even here, miles from the

apartment, she could not escape the

dream. It was Ihe same as before, the same,

but each night it seemed to grow longer,

each night it went a little further. She was

on ihe stoop, waiting, afraid. The door

opened, and he drew her inside, the or-

ange warm, the air like fetid breath, the

Pear-shaped Man smiling. "You can see

my things," he said, "you can have my
things," and then he was undressing, his

shirt first, his skin so white, dead flesh,

heavy breasls w ih a bite ink stain, his belt,

his pants falling. pdyc-s:e' puddling around

his ankles, all the trash in his pockets scat-

tering on the floor, and he really was pear-

shaped, it wasn't just the way he dressed,

and then the boxer shorts last of all. and

Jessie looked down despite herself and

there was no hair and it was small and



wormy and kind of yellow, like a cheese

curl, and il moved slightly and ihe Pear-

shaped Man was saying, "I want your things

now, give them to me, lei me see your

things," and why couldn't she run, 'her feet

wouldn't move, but her hands did. her

hands, and she began to undress.

The hotel detective'woke her, pounding

on her door, demanding to know whal Ihe

problem was and why she was screaming.

She timed her return home so that the

Pear-shaped Man would be away on his

morning run to'Santino's Market when she

arrived. The house was empty. Angela had

already gone to work, leaving the living

room windows open again. Jessie closed

them, locked them, and pulled the drapes.

With luck, Ihe Pear-shaped Man would

never know that she'd come home.

Already the day outside was swelter-

ingly hot. It was going to be a real scorcher.

Jessie felt sweaty and soiled. She stripped,

dumped her clothing into the wicker ham-

per in her bedroom, and immersed herself

in a long, cold shower. The icy water hurt,

but it was a good clean kind o! hurting,

and it left her feeling invigorated. She dried

her hair and wrapped herself in a huge,

fluffy blue iowoi, thee padded back to her

bedroom, leaving wet footprints on the bare

wood floors.

A halter top and a pair of cutoffs would

be all she'd need in this heat, Jessie de-

cided. She had a plan for the.'day firmly in

mind. She'd get dressed, do a little work in

her studio, and after that she could read or

watch some soaps or something. She
wouldn't go outside; she wouldn't even look

out the window. If the Pear-shaped Man

was at his vigil, it would be a long, hot, bor-

ing afternoon for him.

Jessie laid out her cutolfs and a white

halter top on the bed, draped the wet towel

over a bedpost, and went to her dresser

for a fresh pair of panties. She ought to do

a laundry soon, she thought absently as

she snatched up a pair of pink bikini briefs.

A Cheez Doodle fell out.

Jessie recoiled shuddering. It had been

inside, she thought wildly, it had been in-

side the briefs. The powdery cheese had

left a yellow stain on the fabric. The Cheez

Doodle lay where it had fallen, in the open

drawer on top ol her underwear. Some-

thing like terror took hold of her. She balled

the bikini briefs up in her fist and tossed

them away with revulsion. She grabbed

another pair of panties, shook them, and

another Cheez Doodle leapt out. And then

another. Anothc She began to make a thin,

hysterical sound, but she kept on. Five

pairs, six, nine, that was all, but that was

enough. Someone had opened her drawer

and taken out every pair of panties and

carefully wrapped a Cheez Doodle in each

and put. them all back.

7/ was a ghastly joke, she thought. An-

gela, it had to-be. Angela who'd done it,

maybe she and Donald together. They

thought this whole thing about the Pear-

shaped Man was a big laugh, so they de-
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cided to see if they could rca : ly frea* nor

out. Except it hadn't been Angela. She

knew it hadn't been Angela.

Jessie began to sob uncontrollably. She

threw her balloo-uopanlics to the floor and

ran from the room, crushing Cheez Doo-

dles into the carpet. Out in the living room,

she didn't know where to turn. She couldn't

go back to her bedroom, couidn't, not just

now, not until Angela got back, and she

didn't want to go to the windows, even with

the drapes closed. He. was out there: Jes-

sie could feel it, could leel him staring up

ai the windows. She grew suddenly aware

of her nakedness and covered herself with

her hands. She backed away from the win-

dows, step by uncertain step, and re-

treated to her studio.

Inside she found a big square package

leaning up against the door, with a note

from Angela taped to it. 'Jess, this Came
for you last evening," signed with Angie's

big winged A. Jessie stared at Ihe pack-

age, uncomprehending. It was from Pirou-

6He raised

his hand, moved it toward her

face. He touched

her. Maggots crawied across

her cheek and
wriggied through her hair. His

pinkie touched her

ear and tried to burrow in3

ette. "It was her painting, the cover she'd

rushed to redo for them. Adrian had sent it-

back, Why?
She didn't want to know. She had to know.

Jessie ripped at the brown paper wrap-

pings, tore them away in long, ragged

strips, baring the cover she'd painted. Ad-

rian had written on the mat; she recog-

nized his hand. "Not funny, kid," he'd

scrawled, "Forget it."

"No," Jessie wiimpered. oacking off.

There it was, her painting, the familiar

background, the trite embrace, the period

costumes researched so carefully, but no,

she hadn't done that, someone had

changed it, it wasn't her work, the woman
was her, her, her, slender and strong with

sandy blond hair and green eyes full of

rapture, and he was crushing her to him,

to him, the. wet lips and white skin, and he

had a blue ink slain on his ruffled lace

shirlf'ont and dandruff on his velvet jacket

arid his head was pointed and his hair was

greasy "and the fingers wrapped in her

locks were stained yellow, and he was

smiling thinly and. pulling her to him and

her mouth was open and her eyes half

closed and it was him and it was her, and

there was her own signature, there, down

at the bottom.

"No," she said again. She backed away,

tripped over an easel, and fell. She curled

up into a little ball on the floor and lay there

sobbing, and that was how Angela found

her, hours later.

Angela laid her oul on the couch and

made a cold compress and pressed it to

her forehead. Donald stood in the doorway

between the living room and the studio,

frowning, glancing first at Jessie and then

in at the painting and then at Jessie again.

Angela said soothing things and held Jes-

sie's hand and got her a cup of tea; little by

little her hysteria began to ebb. Donald

crossed his arms and scowled. Finally,

when Jessie had dried the last of her tears,

he said, "This obsession of yours has gone

too far."

"Don't," Angela said. "She's terrified,"

"I can see that," Donald said. "That's why

something has to be done. She's doing it

to herself, honey."

Jessie had a hot cup of Morning Thun-

der halfway to her mouth. She stopped

dead still. "I'm doing it to myself?" she re-

peated incredulously.

"Certainly," Donald said.

The complacency in his tone made Jes-

sie suddenly, blazingly angry. "You stupid

ignorant callous son of a bitch," she roared.

"I'm doing it to myself, I'm doing it, I'm doing

il, how dare you say that I'm doing it," She

flung Ihe teacup across the room, aiming

for his fat head. Donald ducked; the cup

shattered and Ihe tea sent three long brown

fingers running down the off-while wall. "Go

on, let out your anger," he said. "I know

you're upset. When you calm down, we can

discuss this ralionaly, :"aybe get to the root

of your problem."

Angela took her arm, but Jessie shook

off the grip and stood, her hands balled

into fists. "Go into my bedroom, you jerk,

go in there right now and look around and

come back and tell me what you see."
'

"If you'd like," Donald said. He walked

over to the bedroom door, vanished, re-

emerged several moments later. 'All right,"

he said patiently.

"Well?" Jessie demanded.
Donald shrugged. "It's a mess," he said.

"Underpants all over the floor, lots of

crushed cheese curls. Tell me what you

think it means."

"He broke in here!" Jessie said.

"The Pear-shaped Man?" Donald que-

ried pleasantly.

"Ofcourse itwas the Pear-shaped Man,"

Jessie screamed. "He snuck in here while

we were all gone and he went into my bed-

room and pawed through all my things and

put Cheez Doodles in my underwear. He

was here\ He.was touching my stuff."

Donald wore an expression of patient,

compassionate wisdom.

'Jessie, dear, I want you to think about

what you just told us."

"There's nothing lo think about!"

"Of course there is," he said. "Let's think
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SOUL OF

A

BY CHRISTOPHER LASCH

The me generation's latest

panacea for angst:

crystals, mantras, and other

soothing mind cures

PAINTING BY RENE MAGRITTE

The
New Age movement—the West

Coast's latest contribution to

our long history of bizarre spiritual

fads and panaceas—invites a

mixture of ridicule and indignanl alarm.

Not just the degradation of piety but

ils blatant commercialization prompts the

suspicion of large-scale religious Iraud.

"There's no Better Business Bureau"

for spiritual shoppers, laments the San
Francisco philosopher and theologian

Jacob IMeedleman. "Let the buyer

beware." Several counseling centers

now serve those who claim to have been



victimized by New Age cults. "It's a manip-

ulation of spiritualism," says the director of

one of these establishment, "that plays on

people's vulnerabilities to make money"

The mind-cure market is booming, and

patent medicines lor the soul fetch a high

price. Secondhand goods, for the mosl

part, make up the traffic in salvation: the

power of positive thinking, communica-

tions from the spirit world, astrology, mira-

cle cures, mind over matter. But these

wares—well-worn with use—find no lack

of new buyers, many of them unaware that

they are investing in recycled equipment.

Some of the old staples have been

slightly updated. The medium now adver-

tises herself as a "channel" for messages

not only from departed friends and rela-

tives but from complete strangers like

Ramtha, a Ihirty-five-thousand-year-old

warrior who conquered the lost civilization

of Atlantis and now predicts earthquakes

in California, floods in Florida, and the im-

minent collapse of urban life. Atlantis itself
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has acquired a newly discovered sister city,

Lemuria, founded, we are told, by a race

ot beings from space and later destroyed.

The mystical properties of crystals are no

longer confined to the medium's crystal

ball. Worn next to the skin, placed under

the pillow during sleep, or strategically po-

sitioned at certain chakra points on the

body, crystals can transmit the sacred "in-

formation" stored in them, encourage

"positive thoughts and healing energy,"

inspire "lofty and prophetic dreams," or

connect you with your "source." These ob-

servations come from Katrina Raphaell's

Crystal Enlightenment, part of a small li-

brary of books, magazines, and newslet-

ters on the subject.

Notwithstanding these additions to the

spiritual pharmacy, most of its stock re-

mains curiously old-fashioned, except that

it is now sold in shopping malls, as it were,

instead of at the corner drugstore. Such

are the highly touted "cultural revolutions"

of our time; The ambience changes; the

ideas stay ihe same. Old landmarks fall to

the bulldozer, but the new temples of com-

merce house the same old commodities,

most of them shabby and second-rate,

lacking any intrinsic value and therefore

destined for immediate obsolescence.

Will the New Age phenomenon prove any

more durable than its counterparts in the

past? In the nineteenth century, many
Americans turned to mesmerism (a state

induced by hypnosis), spirit rapping (al-

leged communication'with the dead
through a medium by means of physical

phenomena such as rapping), hydropathy

(water-cure therapy), and health foods (in-

cluding the new graham crackers). In the

early years of the twentieth century the Mew
Thought movemenl presented itself as an-

other such synthesis, combining unortho-

dox discoveries in medicine, psychology,

and religion. But a spiritual stew does not

make a synthesis, and the indiscriminate

eclecticism of these movements provides

an important clue to their lack of staying

power. The mix of ingredients is too un-

stable to hold together, to provide a co-

herent explanation of things or even a co-

herent answer to the personal difficulties

that attrac! adherents in the lirst place.

The New Age movement tries to com-

bine meditation, positive thinking, faith

healing, rolfing, dietary reform, environ-

By Marion Long
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menlaliS:''"!. rvysticiST!. yoga. -W.st cures,

acupuncture, incense, astrology, Jungian

psychology, biofeedback, extrasensory

perception, spiritualism, vegetarianism,

organic gardening, the theory ot evolution,

Reichian sex therapy, ancient mytholo-

gies, archaic nature cults, Sufism, Free-

masonry, cabalistic lore, chiropractic,

herbal medic ne. hypnosis, and any num-

ber of other techniques designed to

heighten awareness, including elements

borrowed from the major religious Iradi-

tions. But such a concoction though it can

sometimes furnish temporary relief from the

symptoms o* spiritual distress, cannot bring

about Ihe equivalent of a religious conver-

sion, a real change of heart; nor can it bring

about even an irtellec :

.ual conversion to a

new point of view capable of standing up

against rigorous questioning.

What is missing in the new surrogate re-

ligions is spiritual discipline submission

to a body of teachings that has to be ac-

cepted even when it conflicts with imme-
diate interests or inclinations and cannot

constantly be redesigned lo individual

specifications. Although the specific tech-

niques used in yoga or meditation, say, un-

deniably require strenuous and disci-

plined effort (but so does jogging or

working out with weighls). eclecticism in

general makes few difficult demands, as a

believer can shuffle the ingredients to suit

his requirements for psychic comfort,

Religion, on the other hand, aims to pro-

duce- not so much inner peace as a sense

of falling short ol an absolute ethical ideal,

one impossible of absolute attainment. It

produces as much spiritual discomforl and

even anguish as emotional security. "I

came not lo bring peace but a sword"

(Matthew 10:34). The New Age replace-

ments for religion soothe the conscience

instead of rubbing il the wrong way. Their

central teaching is that if doesn't matter-

what you believe as long as it works lor

you. "It's true if you believe it": slogan of

the New Age. Such a lax slandard of truth

is appealing in the short run; but in the long

run it works no wonders.

To say this, however,- is not to say lhat

the discontents addressed by the New Age
phenomenon are unimportant. It is pre-

cisely because they are supremely impor-

tant that they deserve a better response.

The point is not :hat 'I is poilically irrespon-

sible, say, lo concern oneself with the state

of one's soul when so many social prob-

lems cry out for solutions. To this criticism,

exponents of New Age thinking make the

rejoinder that spiritual renewal is itself an

important precondition of any desirable

social change. The "new American revo-

lution" cannot be a merely political revolu-

tion, writes M. Scott Peck in New Age Jour-

nal. He argues, in ellocl -hat social change
has to include not just revolution but reve-

lation: a change in values, a rejection of the

"ethic of rugged individualism," a repudia-

tion of the p'oint of view that "teaches us to

be utterly ashamed of our limitations." A
change in political institutions unaccom-
panied by a change of heart and mind
would leave the deeoei sources of social

injustice untouched. Such a change could

make things worse— for instance, by
slrongiheriino the powers of the Stale with-

out increasing the capacity for self-re-

straint in those who wield those powers.

The case against the New Age move-

ment does not rest on the conlention that

a search for spirilual fulfillment "diverts at-

tention from what [is] really wrong in the

world," as Shirley MacLaine summarizes

this line of attack. The trouble is not that

spiritual problems are unimportant or un-

real but that this form of spirituality holds

out no real solutions to those problems.

Regarding the nature of the problems

themselves, however. New Age enthusi-

asts oflen show more understanding than

their critics. It is important to see thai the

New Age movement appeals lo large

numbers of people not only because it

promises health, happiness, and personal

"meaning" but because in its own way it

addresses the malaise of society as a

whole, not just Ihe malaise o? individuals. It

finds modern life lacking in depth. It rightly

deplores the lime we all waste on trivial

pursuits—the name of the game, il might

be said, in modern society. II reminds us

that on the scale of eternity, most of the

matters lhat seem so important in our lives

count for very little. It points out "how badly

contaminated our lives [have] become in

big cities," as MacLaine puts it—contami-

nated not merely by industrial pollutants but

by moral and spiritual decay.

In all of this, New Age spirituality offers

genuine insights. Some proponents of the

New Age, for example, believe that the way
to a better world may lie in ideas from the

past rather than in new ideas. The intuition

underlying New Age movements, the bed-

rock feeling, hard to put into words but

scarcely inchoate or confused, deserves

better than ridicule: that mankind has lost

the collective knowledge ol how to live with

dignity and grace: that this knowledge in-

cludes a respeel not just for nalure but for

the nurturant activities our society holds in

such low esteem; and that man's fulure de-

pends on a renewal of prematurely dis-

carded traditions rs. thought and practice.

Those traditions can besi be under-

stood as answers to old questions about

the meaning and purpose of human life,

questions our own society has unwisely

chosen to igno.'e as e j ther unanswerable

or unimporlant (or both). Is life good? How
can il be good if it includes suffering or

evil? What attitude should we take in the

face of suffering? Because Ihe world

doesn'l conform to our desires, should we
renounce the world or our desires?

Stoics answer, in effect, by adjusting de-

sire to reality—by training themselves to

wanl only whal is attainable. A second an-

swer goes beyond resignation. It reaflirms

Ihe goodness of being, in spile of life's fail-

ure to conform to human expectations of



happiness. This altitude is called, fittingly,

faith Like the stoics, the faithful recognize

that human happiness is not the be-all and

end-all of existence. But whereas this dis-

covery leads the stoic only to a disillu-

sioned acceptance ol the world as it is, it

leads in the second case to a joyful affir-

mation of the fitness of things; in other

words, to the faith that an imperfect order

of being, considered from a merely human
point of view, has its own order and beauty

at a higher and deeper level. Human hap-

piness, from this point of view, depends on

a gratetul (rather than a grudging) ac-

knowledgment of the principle that man

evil by driving a wedge between matter

and spirit. Matter is evil but spirit divine. It

was not God who made this wicked

world
—

"this primitive planet" with its "bru-

tal conditions," in the words of a modern

Gnostic, Robert Anton Wilson—but some
destructive power that overthrew the spirit

and inaugurated a reign of darkness. Not

man's disobedience to God but the crea-

tion of the world was the original fall frdm

grace—the creation of a world, that is, in

which human happiness does not appear

to rank as a top priority.

But man is not condemned to live indef-

initely in the material world, the Gnostics

Such are the three basic religious atti-

tudes—three attempts to come to terms

with the limits imposed on man by nature:

the first by a grudging acknowledgment of

their inescapabilfly, the second by a grate-

ful acceptance of their appropriateness; the

third by a dental of their reality. A fourth

attitude, doubtless more common than any

of the others, is hedonism. Seize the day:

Eat, drink, and be merry, for tomorrow we
die. Epicureanism is not. of course, a reli-

gious solution; it is the world's most ap-

pealing alternative to religion.

In general, the first position corresponds

to the highest ethical wisdom of the clas-

in the Rosicrucian Enlightenment, and in

many other underground movements down
through the centuries.

The influence of the Gnostic tradition on

New Age thought is unmistakable. The
transpersona! psychologist Ken Wilber,

described by an admirer as the "Einstein

of consciousness," draws heavily on
Gnosticism in books like The Atman Proj-

ect (1980) and Up from Eden (1983). A
summary of his cosmology reveals the ex-

tent ol his indebtedness to Gnostic my-

thology: "Human life is moving up tram

Eden, not down, The Fall. . .was nothing

less than the involuntary descent of God

etc., to Gnosticism, and thence back to the

Eleusinian mysteries and Egyptian cults."

The New Age movement is best under-

stood, then, as the twentieth-century re-

vival of an ancient religious tradition; but it

is a form of Gnosticism considerably adul-

lerated by other influences and mixed up

with imagery derived from science fic-

tion—flying saucers, extraterrestrial inter-

vention in human hislory, escape from the

earlh to a new home in space. What was
often figurative and metaphorical in Gnos-
ticism becomes literal in the writings of Wil-

ber. Wilson, and Doris Lessing, whose
"space fiction" has heiped to popularize

Lemuria and Atlantis

Gnostic mythology can be read as an

imaginative elaboration of an imporlanl fact

about human nature that mans capacity

to stand outside his own experience and

to view it from a higher perspective sets

him apart from the natural world New Age
cults read this mythology as a record of

actual events, which show that "this Earth

has been observed and helped and taught

throughout ils human history by beings that

know more than we do."

The New Age movement is to Gnosti-

cism what Fundamentalism is to Christi-

anity—a literal restatement of ideas whose

NOTHING ATTRACTS LIKE THE IMPORTED TASTE OF BOMBAYGIN.
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was made lor higher ends than happiness.

A third position goes further (too far, per-

haps) and claims that man was made for

ends much higher than anything imagined

by the other two—nothing short of a re-

union with the divine essence from whence

he came. This position, one that has en-

during appeal, is best described as Gnos-

ticism, as it found its fullest expression in

the Gnostic heresy of the second century,

Gnosticism is the belief that the material

world was created" by evil deities and that

salvation lies in the soul's escape from the

flesh into the spiritual realm from whence

it came. Gnosticism solves the problem of
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say, imprisoned by his own flesh. His sal-

vation lies in the knowledge that his spirit-

ual nature links him to the divine realm to

which he is destined to return. Those al-

ready initiated into the secrets of exist-

ence—those in the know, to refer to the lit-

eral meaning of gnosis—understand that

man is divine, that his divine origin and

destiny set him apart from the rest of cre-

ation, and that there is no limit to his pow-

ers. Death itself is an illusion for the Gnos-

tic. That the rest of us accept its reality only

proves once again that most of us live by

illusions, unable to distinguish the perma-

nent from the passing.

sical world, although if also appears in

many varieties of asceticism, both in the

East and in the West. The second attitude,

which finds its quintessenlial statement in

the book of Job, represents the main cur-

rent in Judaism and Christianity but can be

found in other religions as well, especially

in Islam, The third is the mystical tradition

of the East, which entered Western culture

in the Hellenistic era and has remained an

important undercurrent ever since, Re-

peatedly condemned by Ihe Catholic

Church, it reappeared m the thirteenth-

century Albigensian heresy, in the four-

teenth-century Brelhren of the Free Spirit,

into matter—the creation of the universe

itself. . . The universe is involved in a
mighty drama of awakening and re-

union. . . . Salvation [represents] a pro-

gression to the transpersonal state—to

awareness of our prior union with God.'

Wilber and other New Age thinkers not

only echo Gnostic doctrine but explicitly

acknowledge its influence on their own
views. In The Cosmic Trigger; Final Secret

of the llluminati, Robert Anton Wilson traces"

Ihe history of "higher intelligence" back
through the Rosicrucians, theRenais-

sance magic societies, "medieval witch-

craft, the Kn cints Templar Furopean Sufis.

the New Ago sensibility. Where second-

century Gnostics imagined the Savior as

spirit mysteriously made flesh, their twen-

tieth-century descendants conceive him as

a visitor from another solar system. Where
the early Gnostics sought to recover the

memory of man's original homeland else-

where without, however, assigning it an ex-

act locale. New Age enthusiasts take tho

idea ol heaven quite itcraily: Sirius seems
lo be the current favorite. (See, among
many other books. Lessing's novel The Sir-

tan Experiments.) They believe, moreover.

that visitors from space built Stonehonge.

the pyramids, and Ihe lost civilizations of

original value of lay in Iheir imaginative un-

derstanding of Ihe human condition and

Ihe psychology of religious experience.

When Shirley MacLaine finds Walt Whit-

man demanding that the universe be
"judged Irom the siancpo rt of eternity," she

lakes this to refer to fhe immortality of Ihe

soul, not to the desirability of holding hu-

mans accountable lo some kind of super-

human standard of conduct. In the same
way. she attributes to Heinrich Heine a be-

lie! in reincarnation because he once
asked. "Who can tell what tailor now inher-

es the soul of Plalo?"

The New Age movement shares with
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Are crystals stones of enlightenment and healing

orjust a bunch of pretty rocks?

SUPREME QUARTZ



A former market nc: consultant in Philadel-

phia uses quarts crystals to get rid of

'loadachcs help hoesepants grow, and
increase the efficiency of hor relrigoralcr

A Texas rancher uses them to keep flies

away from his caillc. Some people put them

in a glass of water to purify it. And then

(here's Ihe good luck they're supposed io

bring: There was, for instance, a cache of

crystals ai this year's Academy Awards.

fo many people, Ihis obsession with

hexagonal arrangements of silicon dioxide

seems merely a flaky subtext of so-called

Mew Age metaphysics—an eclectic com
bination of Eastern myslicism and claims

of paranorma powers loading to the unifi-

calion ol the human spirit and conscious-

ness with the divine. In its extreme mani-

festations, il can seem pretty loony.

Take the oplician who lives near Pitts-

burgh. In his home is a "workroom" with

purple walls, lilled with drums, candles, and

cryslals. Here he practices rnelaphysical

counseling ana healing, using crystals and

other stones, "I have lound," he says, "that

putting a person in a hypnotic trance and

placing cryslals over [he body is very ef-

fective" lor 1 resting various mild problems.

Suspended from the ceiling is a large

quartz crystal that fi :ers oul all the bad vi-

brations left in Ihe room by the ailing. It

routes this "negative energy" to a crystal-

tipped grounding rod in the basement.

Other crystals and stones are placed here

and there around his yard as protection

from the negalive energy that evidently is

emitted by his neighbors.

This seems far-out, a laughable stew of

lechnometaphysics, but crystal con-

sciousness in various forms and degrees

is spreading across the country like an ep-

idemic. Time maga/ire -ecently wrote of a

high-priced New York business executive

who keeps a $10,000 amethyst cluster on

his desk to help him keep calm. Several

New York"ehi«jpraclors use crystals as part

of their treatments Elizabeth Fleck, who
runs an Arkansas basec crystal business

with husband and crystal miner Gary, says,

'A few years ago it was only New Age types

who came in here to get crystals for heal-

ing purposes. Now regular little old ladies

and businessmen come in and snap up a

piece of rose quartz. They've heard it's

supposed to be good for the heart. 'Why

not?' they say."

At least 15 books have been published

in the last five years extolling and explain-

ing the healing
|
iowers of crystals—two of

them from mainstream ouhhsher Harper &
Row. Celebrrios who swear by crystals and

TV talk shows have amplified the hype.

From all corners of the country, rock and

mineral stores report the same thing: They
can't keep enough crystals in stock. Even

the stodgy trade publication Lapidary.

Journal recently ran a nonjudgmenlal re-

port on the current crystal craze. Naturally,

with all of this interest, prices have soared,

and many commentators see the age-old

profit motive behind at Ihe earnest palaver

about divine consciousness. People are
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making a'o"ol money ion Ihs new wave—
which some say is tidal n oroportion.

Only one small problem exisls wih all

this "crystallizing": There isn't much sci-

ence Io back up '.he bohe; that stones have

any eflect whatever on the human mind or

body. As George -anow. curator of gems
and minerals at the American Museum of

Natural History, puis il, 'All Ihis baloney only

proves thai we have failed, and failed mis-

erably, in the teaching Of science. . . .

There is simply no evidence that there is

any measurable effect from crystal to hu-

man, or as any kind of healing." Harlow

agrees that crystals are beautiful, and "If

they make you feel better, fine," he says.

"But there are a lot of Ihem around here

where I work, and I havo the same ups and

downs as anyone. Frankly, a cup of coffee

does more for me." Nevertheless. Harlow

admits that the museum's gift shop is dis-

playing a lot more cryslals now than it has

in previous years.

The one thing scientists know about the

QAll this baloney

about crystals only proves

that we have

tailed, and failed miserably, at

the teaching

of science. There's simply no

evidence that

they affect heating at ail

3

power o' crystals is that il you tap a qua'tz

crystal fane many ether types) with, a ham-

mer, it will produce an electrical charge

from the opposite face. This is called Ihe

piezoelectric effect, which results be-

cause the smallest unit of Ihe quartz struc-

ture consists ofa symmetrical—and elec-

trically balanced—array of negative and
positive ions. The compression caused by

the hammer blow squeezes the array of

negative and positive ions, and as they are

forced closer together, they create a tiny

electee current fiowing in one direction.

Once the squeezing effect ol Ihe ham-
mer blow is over, the ions return to their

original places giving off a current in ihe

Opposite direct on. Sirdar y, if you send a

tiny amount of voltage into "fie crystal, it will

deform itself, growing slightly longer. It is

the quartz cryslals piezoelectricity (par-

ticularly in man-made crystals of great pu-

rity) that has made it so useful in various

industries, especially eled'onics-. The mi-

nute mechanical vibrations of the needle

in the groove ol a .record, for example, are

converted by a chip of quartz to a tiny se-

ries ol electric currents, which in turn can

be arnpl fed rto stereophonic music.

It does not seem too great a leap of

imagination to believe that a crystal could

respond piezoelectrically to Ihe electric

field ol.a human ne'ng. augmenting such

signals or somehow 'estonng a distorted

(eis-casedj I e'o to harmony and balance.

Not too great a .eap excepi lei one thing:

The piezoeledr c eliec: s basically a one-

shot event. II Ihe hammer blow that causes

a current to flow is replaced by constant

squeezing in, say, a vise, there will be no

contnuous current. The charge occurs only

during deformation Or recovery,

"You can gei a signiiicam amount of juice

out of a crystal " says Dr. Robert Becker, a

physician and author of The Body Electric,

"but almost zero current. The only percep-

tion that people can have ol such an effect

is if you add a lot of kilowatts to increase

the current density. Then you might see a

ol'iosohene. a Hash of light.

"Cryslals," Becker adds, "can produce

a placebo ellect on the part of true believ-

ers. Placebos are great stuff, Crysta 1 heal-

ng is
J

ine if you don't have very much wrong

with you," he cautions, tcs: a crysta fancier

avoid a useful and necessary therapy when
seriously ill. He agrees that medicine needs

to be "shaken up," but, he says, "only on a

scientific basis." He ciles such alternatives

as homeopathy, acupuncture, and hypno-

sis, all ol which have proved to have some
scientific validity.

The researcher in crystal conscious-

ness with the most authoritative scientific

credentials is Marcel Vogcl, for many years

a senior scientist at IBM, who studied crys-

tals along with other, more accepied top-

ics like fiberoptics. In retirement now. he

seeks ways to wed Easlern mysticism and
Christianity to science. Long a devoted

crystal healer. Vogoi suoiects crystals fo

various measuring devices to charl their

energy. He contends that the divine force

at work in these situations, a force that the

crystals can help to align, is like electro-

magne'.ism in its oehavior but operates on

a different plane altogether. This pretty

thoroughly excludes scientific inquiry as it

is traditionally practiced.

Despite Ihe lack of scientific evidence

that crystals affect health, happiness, or

fate, the enormous demand has pumped
up prices about 100 percent annually for

the pasl five years. The whoie Ih no seems
kind of strange to Gary Fleck, one of the

country's leading crystal suppliers. For

years he agonized over the need to charge

people anything lor crystals. A miner by

training ana intention, he was drawn into

the New Age almost as if he were a pawn
ol larger forces. A product of Ihe American

Southwest, he fell in love a: age nine with

a shiny piece of green ma;ach fe lie spoi-

led in a rock shop in Arizona, In due course

hewenttothe New Mexico Institute of Min-

ing and Technology and soon was out in

the lonely reaches ol :he desert h ghlands

prospecting for green and pink tourma-

lines, red vanadinite, and other crystals ol

beauty. In those days, though, they were

of marginal value compared with, say, ura-



nun lr cave:, and underground mines

strange things would happen lo Flock every

now and then, things for which his mining

degree hadn't prepared him and that would

be enough lo scare, most people inlo the

sunshine. All he'll say is thai some mines

are haunted by Ihe ghosls ol those whose
hopes and lives ended there.

Even so, Fleck is happiest when he and

his backhoc are hard at it along a seam of

white quartz and green shale on the side

o! Hogjaw Mountain, an hour west of his

store. "Can you get more Arkansas than

Hogjaw Mountain?" he says wilh a laugh.

The saurian arm and scoop ol the back-

hoe seem like a neural extension of the

man, so delicately do its garganluan steel

iceth probe the side- of a 20-foot wall of

soggy shale, looking (on pockets of white

clay where, sometimes, crystals of clear

quartz can be found. "I'm getting some real

interesling stuff,
1

' he says.

Interesting stuff means crystals that fall

into Ihe New Age taxonomy of crystalline

shapes and are therefore believed to have

special healing powers. As a young miner

and prospector. Fleck didn't know much
about healing powers in rocks, but he was
praying lor good things, meditating two

hours a day. eating only fruits and vege-

tables; and he had a special feeling for

crystals, as did a small underground of

others who were looking for new (or old)

religious ways of confronting a world gone

almost totally materialistic. Prayer circles

and potluck dinners in the desert were re-

storative. One day a friend suggested that

Fleck lead an expedition of crystal lovers

down into his vanadinile mine -a cavern

some 50 feet deep in the Dripping Springs

Mountains near Top of the World, Ari-

zona—so everyone could perform special

prayers with their crystals.

Fleck accepted. In a few days 35 invi-

tees clambered pi oca no.,is ly down one of

(hose ladders with metal steps that you can

roll and unroll and each pilgrim lit a candle

in' the dark. The next thing Fleck knew, he

says in a calm near monotone, was that an

angel visited him I h ;s angel, whom almost

everyone in the group saw. identified her-

self as Sabatina, a spirit of the inner earth.

Wearing gold bracelets and a white gown
with many folds, she put her hands on

Fleck's head and began to enunciate the

role of crystals in human destiny. Fleck,

Icoling as if he were a conduit for a "beam,"

translated the angel's words to an awe-

struck prayer circle.

What Sabalina said, briefly, was that

crystals and gems are here to teach and

heal. If you want to learn whal they can

teach and how they can heal, then ask the

crystals themselves. They are alive. They
should be treated as Tiends Sabatina went

on to explain tha: all 35 people presenl had

been "called" to that mine, but Ihere was
no requirement lhal any of them use crys-

tals. They wore: simply one path. When you

go iishing, she said, you use a shiny lure.'

Crystals are. shiny lures as well, and they

can serve to "hook" people on the idea of
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reaching for a higher consciousness.

Needless to say, scientists don't talk

about the validity o ; crystal enlightenment.

But there has been some discussion about

the role crystals may have played in evo-

lution. A Scottish biochemist named Alex-

ander Cairns-Smith has suggested lhal

crystals may have some "inherently bio-

logical" properties. Cairns-Smilh was
bothered by the generally accepted.the-

ory that life originated on the planet from a

primordial chemical soup. It would have

been a strenuous time at the molecular

level, he says, with severe radiation bom-
barding Ihe fragile subunits of protoDNA

(original DNA). They could not, he specu-

lates, have survived long enough to hitch

into the self-reoiiealinq gene that's at the

core of life as we understand it.

Instead, Cairns Smith proooses that life

arose out of ancient clay crystals—colloi-

dal suspensions of quartz particles in water.

While not alive in the sense we typically

think of, they could have grown and repro-

QThe angel

put her hands on Fleck's head

and began to

enuciate the role of crystals

in human destiny.

Fleck translated the angel's

words to an

awestruck circle of friends.^

duced, making copies that in turn con-

tained sufficion: soll-replicatory informa-

tion to organize themselves in marriages

wi(h naturally occurring organic sub-

stances, a process that ultimately led to

livng organisms.

The idea that crystals may have lifelike

qualities has excited many crystal people.

One, who was with Fleck when he first en-

countered Sabatina, is Katrina Raphaell.

At the time she met Fleck, Raphaell was
director of a drug and alcohol rehabilita-

tion program in Tucson, Arizona. Of ne-

cessity, she had explored many ways of

making people feci better— one definition

of healing—and she had taken up yoga,

she says, "to keep sane." Fleck gave her

her first crystal.

Later she moved on to Los Angeles,

working with a foundation that ministered

to children win:) were dyne, and she found

herself using crystals in conjunction with

an ancient Hindu healing system involving

seven chakras— key energy centers in the

body. Chakras are said to function some-

what like drains: Environmental and di-

etary impurities or bad energy can clog

them. If placed on these chakra points, an

array of quarts cryslals and o'.her variously

colored stones can help clean Ihe chak-

ras, permitting the spiritual, healing ener-

gies prevalenl in Ihe universe and in each

person to move irooly through the body.

Today Raphaell holds for in in an aeooe

house outside Taos, New Mexico, called

the Crystal Academy of Advanced Heal-

ing Arts, where she is developing an en-

tirely new taxonomy of crystal shapes (each

taxon having particular powers), Most

crystal people lake he classification as

gospel, eagerly awaiting any new desig-

nation. Her first book, Crystal Enlighten-

ment, is reported to be the best-selling vol-

ume on metaphysical shelves. In Raphaell's

taxonomy you do not hear such words as

orthorhombic (a specific type of crystalli-

zation) and the other jawbreakers of the

crystallographer. Instead, you hear about

record keepers, channeling crystals, laser

wands, and eleslials.

"When
I
was a kid," she says, "1 wanted

to be an astronomer, but I
couldn't get

through all the geometry. Now, looking at

crystals my way, I find that I understand the

old geometric postulates.

"The crystals," she confinues, echoing

the angel Sabatina, "are tools, not an end

in themselves. But they serve to merge the

two worlds ol Ihe spiritual and ihe physical

.

of pure light and matter."

Healing, Raphaell says, arises when,

through the ritualized use of crystals and

stones, a person's consciousness be-
comes atluned to the divine. Without such

atlunement the body cannot be well. Hun-

dreds of people, she says, have come to

her for crystal healing and have gone

through some-limes painful bouts of deep-

ening sell-awareness before leaving

healiiror in mind and body.

"It's not like surgery," she explains.

"Crystal healing begins the process. It's up

to the person Ihereaiier to iake responsi-

bility for his own health." She makes no

claim that crystal healing will always over-

come a physical disease. People do die,

after all. But crystal healing, she says, can
help the mind adjust successfully to an in-

curable ohysical condition.

Two hours southwest of the Crystal

Academy of Advanced Heal ng Arts, in Al-

buquerque, New Mexico, and at the oppo-

site end of the world, as far as crystal pow-

er is concerned, is ihe home of Kendrick

Frazier. A congenial man, Frazier edits a

quarterly maya/mo calied The Skeptics:

Inquire? from a cluttered pair of rooms up-

stairs. The magazine is the house organ of

the Committee for Hie Scientific inves:iga

tion of Claims of ihe Paranormal (CS1COP),

a group of some 30,000 people in local

chapters around the country. Mosi mem-
bers are scientists who have grown angry

at what ihey reler to as pseudoscience.

"II doesn't bother me," says Frazier,

whose office sports a small collection of

fossils and minerals and a quartz crystal,

"if people want io invesl crystals and min-

erals with mystic or religious properties or

appreciate them for their beauty. Bui when
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they talk about energy coming through

them, they're in the realm oi science. En-

ergy can be measured."

Frazier cites the lack of scientific evi-

dence on the subject. "No one that I know
of has subjected crystal healing to any kind

ol scientific test— double-blinds and all,"

he says. "If there is a healing force in crys-

tals, then what is it? Electromagnetism? Is

it something besides the four known basic

forces oi the universe?"

Like most scientific groups that simply

have other priorities, CSICOP has done lit-

tle investigation of crystal heating. One
member, a materials engineer named
Lawrence Jerome, did survey existing lit-

erature on the matter recently and con-

cluded that there is nothing to investigate.

The key, Jerome wrote, "to understanding

'crystal power' lies no( in understanding the

physical or electrical properties of the

crystals themselves but rather in under-

standing the terminology and thought
processes" of the people who believe in

crystals. "The energies and powers Ihey

claim to use and capture in crystals," he

explains, "have nothing to do with the

everyday electromagnetic, chemical, or

other energies we ordinary humans are fa-

miliar with." Jerome despaired of finding

"somelhing solid, something demonstra-

ble we can test"

The reaction lo such commentary by

most crystal adherents: It's nice when sci-

ence confirms one of their beliefs, but they

aren't at all bothered when science can-

not. Undaunted by "hysterical rationalists,"

they will, if pressed, point out that mystics

have known all along what quantum phys-

icists are beginning to perceive: that the

universe is energy.

Ra Bonewitz, a British crystal healer and
author, says that crystals' "mundane" ener-

gies are largely undetectable by the hu-

man sensorium. But, she contends, "we

see. that there are certain parallels with the

behavior of spiritual energies in crystals."

Spiritual energies, Bonewitz says, are sim-

ply those that science (at least for now)

cannot measure.

Physics or no physics, the crystal phe-

nomenon continues to grow. In May 1988

a Brooklyn art gallery plans to host an ex-

hibition of gigantic portraits of quartz crys-

tals by Patricia Windrow. The Crystal

Academy of Advanced Healing Arts hopes

to hook up with the University of California.

A Virginia artist, Julie Lea, reports that a

crystal has so jazzed up her meditations

that she calls it her "portable home enter-

tainment center."

Evidently the crystal people are confi-

dent that whether or not science ever sup-

ports even a fraction of their beliefs, they

are helping to make the world a better place

for their friends. It could all be utterly ridic-

ulous. Or it could be another unavoidable

part of the riddle that began eons ago in

the primordial ooze or maybe even in a

colloidal suspension- of a few quartz frag-

ments—ironically, the most common min-

eral on the planet.DO
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BDDM
each year (roughly 42,000, according to

the American Medical Association) and the

percentage of live births involving defects

(7 percent of 3.6 million U.S. births an-

nually, according to the March of Dimes
Birth Defects Foundation), this represents

a small but significant trend.

'As the perception grows that science

can determine in advance whether pro-

cedures or pregnancies are safe, would-

be parents will start to believe that if any-

thing goes wrong, the doctor is responsi-

ble," says Robert Rabin, a professor of law

al Stanford University. There's an increas-

ing expectation, he says, that all birth out-

comes should be completely satisfactory.

Wrongful birth and wrongful life suits are

essentially tried as negligence cases be-

cause they involve injuries resulting from

actions that fall below "standard of care."

This might mean, for instance, the failure to

provide adequate genetic counseling for

blacks prone to sickle-cell anemia or fam-

ilies with a history of cystic fibrosis. Coun-

seling those at risk for these conditions is

considered standard care.

Because "injury" is so difficult to define,

the outcomes of these cases may remain

in flux for some time. Courts have so far

ruled almost unanimously in favor of

awarding damages to parents bringing

wrongful birth cases on their own behalf.

They have usually balked, however, at

awarding damages to children whose rep-

resentatives bring wrongful life cases in

which they claim they should never have

been born. (The Curlenders' successful suit

was an early exception to this rule.)

To assess what an injury is worth, a court

must compare the victim's actual condition

with how he or she would be without the

injury. When parents of unhealthy children

bring wrongful birth cases, it can be rela-

tively easy to demonstrate changed cir-

cumstances occasioned by a child's spe-

cial needs. But it is almost impossible to

demonstrate what a child for whom a

wrongful life suit has been filed might have

been like without his "injury."

Most courts have stood by the prevail-

ing view that life, healthy or otherwise, is

not an injury. A New Jersey appellate court,

in dismissing one of the earliest wrongful

life cases, stated- that "ultimately, the in-

fant's complaint is that he would have been

better off not to have been born. Man, who
knows nothing of death or nothingness,

cannot possibly know whether that is so."

And a New York judge, in dismissing a

Down's"syndrome child's wrongful life plea

in 1978, declared that "there is no funda-

mental right for a "child to be born as a

whole, functional being."

Since 1982 courts in California, New Jer-

sey, Washington, and North Carolina have
decreed that the genetic defects mani-

fested in children for whom wrongful life

cases are brought are measurable and

compensable injuries. They have ruled that

life with injury can be compared with

nonexistence and that precedents for doing

so have been set in rulings on wrongful-

death and right-to-die cases.

"Sometimes, with some diseases, par-

ents may believe there is a fate worse than

death," says Alex Capron,, former director

of the President's Commission for the Study

of Ethical Problems in Medicine. "Then the

question becomes. What is this child's suf-

fering worth?"

Douglas Johnson, legislative director for

the National Right lo Life Committee, thinks

wrongful life and wrongful birth cases
should be dismissed if they are based on

"abortion as the remedy." Such actions are

bad public policy and place a stigma on

being handicapped, he says, as well as

infringing on doctors' own ethical values.

Doctors are forced to participate in eu-

genic medicine—simply trying lo improve

the human gene pool.

When the patient is a fetus with a bleak

prognosis characterized by dulled senses

and an existence racked by pain before

certain, early death, some ethicists think it

may be preferable never to be born.

"1 can conceive of situations where it

would be better not to have attained con-

sciousness," says LeRoy Walters, director

of the Center for Bioethics at Georgetown
University's Kennedy Institute of Ethics. "In

that sense I think there is some ethical

foundation for wrongful life suits. But the

motivation behind these cases is not just

righting a wrong but getting it paid for."

Davits :,.,:..

gail, is dying of Tay-Sachs disease. The

Kingsbrook Jewish Medical Center in

Brooklyn told David he wasn't a carrier

—

when in fact he was. New York State does
not grant pain and suffering awards in the

kind of wrongful birth and life case the As-

tors plan to bring against Kingsbrook.

Between the doctors and the lawyers,

says David Astor, it has been a tremen-

dous financial drain. "If we could get

enough of a settlement," he says, "we could

afford another child. We also simply want

to get some justice. We want revenge."

Victor McKusick, a geneticist at the

Johns Hopkins University School of Medi-

cine, thinks increasing numbers of parents

will file suits as more tests to detect faulty

genes become standard care. Others an-

ticipate increasing malpractice insurance

costs, decreasing numbers of obstetri-

cians and gynecologists, a further eroding

of trust between doctor and patient, a
sanctioning of "therapeutic" abortions, and
the possibility of children suing their par-

ents, as well as their parents' doctors.

These new lawsuits bring us face-to-face

with our own expectations about birth and
quality of life and the technologies that can
allow them, prolong them, or end them. As
doctors' ability to reverse genetic defects

through biotechnology becomes further

refined, their patients may start to feel even

more wronged—and more justified in filing

wrongful life and wrongful birth suits.DQ



Should you ever get lost in

an enchanted woods, be very careful whom you

choose as your guide

THIRTEENTH NIGHT
PAINTINGS BY GILBERT WILLIAMS

^—veryone had warned
me Ariel was a prankster, but I decided to trust him this one time. I was hopelessly

lost in the wooes arc; believed him when he promised to show me a

shortcut home. I watched in bafflement as he slowly raised his saurian hands in

the air and began intoning some sort of weird mantra. Darkness

descended around us. Then out of the blackness rose an ancient, ifluminated

temple dripping with light. I jus! made a serious mistake, 1 thought.



<mSlowly he raised his saurian hands

in the air and began chanting. Out of the blackness rose

an ancient, itiuminated temple.^

A ball of light enveloped us, and before I knew if we wore lofted up to a high slone

perch overlooking a part of the country I had never seen. II did not

look. like home to me. Be
:

oro js yawned a .agged chasm of stone. "Let's fly across,"

Ariel said. When I
looked at him as if he were mad, he pointed at the

ground. Lying in the dust was a shimmering crystal helmet. I put it on my head and

felt a wave of ionic energy surge through me. Ariel urged me to

fry out the helmet's special.powers. I raised my arms and soared like a hawk.



'•When /.reached the top, both

man and building dissolved into the night. Behind me I heard

Ariel choking with laughter.^

We glided toward Ihe -:;-irthe:-;l neak. :~e'el"?cl on fop was ;-; iower of light. Next to it a

mysterious figure beckoned. "See what he wants." Ariel suggested.

But as I approached, man and build ng Dissolved into the dark. Behind me Ariel

was choking witr: laughter. : was trirg of his p^es. "When will I be
home?"

I asked. "Soon," he said. "Close your eyes." He led me through a break

in the trees. "Now open them," he said with a laugh. When I did. Ariel

was nowhere in sight. And I was back where I had started.—Kevin McKinneyOO



EARTH
cowboy shirts (after all. America is only 90

miles away), Kouri makes somewhat more

than the average scientist's salary of $300

a month. (This is actually less than the sal-

ary of a skilled laborer in a -sugar mill.) But

money seems to have little to do wiln what

drives him. "We don't really have eco-

nomic problems as individuals," he says.

"I don't have to worry about being fired or

about having to pay ten thousand dollars

in hospital bills. I
know research is impor-

tant for fhe development of ihe country, and

that's a strong motivation."

the son of a University of Havana par-

asitologist, Kouri received a medical de-

gree in Havana, trained as a cell biologist

in Paris, and returned to Cuba in the late

Sixties lo do research on the electric po-

tential of cell membranes. "Now I spend a

good deal of time listening to people

scream for research money," he says.

Kouri takes me to a sparkling lab, a

showroom lor the last word in Swedish and

Japanese scientific hardware. (Cuba does

not have the resources to manufacture its

own equipment, but the government has

the money to buy the best technology in

Ihe world.) From a stainless-steel cabinet

he removes Ihree small glass vials con-

taining spindles of sugarcane, cultured in

a special solution that forces Ihe plant lo

produce calli—Ihe plant's, genetic mate-

rial. The calli is then used to breed new

forms of sugarcane, including varieties re-

sistant to disease and salt. Sugar, ol course,

is Cuba's number one cash crop, attract-

ing a healthy share of research attention.

The research time necessary to develop

new strains has been cut in half, from the

anticipated 12 years lo 6 years, by using

advanced-tissue-culture techniques.

CENIC scientists are not concerned with

just producing salt-tolerant sugarcane

plants. Mandated to apply science to the

solution of the counlry's most pressing

practical problems, chemists develop

special paints to fight metal corrosion

caused by Cuba's salty air. Corrosion is

especially destructive to ships in Havana

harbor. Biologists produce high-tempera-

ture yeast strains for use in the country's

distilleries. (Cuban rum is still considered

among the world's best ) The Center for

the Protection of the Environment is bat-

tling to clean up the polluted harbor and to

convert the 580-square-mile Zapata

Swamp on the southern coast to a bird

sanctuary. The National Institute for Auto-

matic Systems and Computer Techniques

is producing a third-generation minicom-

puter—known as the Digital Investigation

Center. There are plans to construct three

nuclear-power plants—the first plant will be

completed within two years. And Castro

has issued a call to turn the country into a

"world medical power."

All this sounds impressive, and it is. But

Cuban scientists frankly admit that their

work is beset with problems. They talk freely

about economic problems and escasez,

or shortages. Many of the problems re-

volve around money, even with Moscow's

financial subsidy of $4 billion a year. "It's

never enough," says Tirso Saenz, a high-

ranking administrator. Cuba's economy
depends on its major export: sugar. As

sugar goes, so goes the country; and sugar

has been going very badly. The price ha's

plunged from 76 cents a pound in 1975 to

five cents last year. Cuba exports most of

its sugar to the Eastern Bloc or trades sugar

tor equipmenl and scientitic hardware with

nations like Japan or Sweden.

Despile an economic situation frankly

described as desperate, the country now
spends about 0.7 percent of its gross na-

tional product on science, less than the

Soviet Union (4.6 percent) or the United

States {2.5 percent), but more than the in-

dustrialized countries of Mexico (0.6 per-

cent) or Argentina (0.39 percenl). The

number of research institulions in the

^From a

stainless-steel cabinet Kouri

removes three

vials containing spindles of

sugarcane. The

plant's genetic material is used

to breed forms that

can resist disease and salt3

country has grown to 129; the number of

scientists and technicians—some coming

from Communist countries—to more than

30,000. Cuban researchers are trained by

comrades in Cuba or in the Eastern Bloc.

The basic economic problem is exac-

erbated by the American trade embargo,

which denies Cuba her most natural trad-

ing partner and scientific supplier. Cuban

scientists are unanimous in decrying the

blockade. "Regrettably, we have no sci-

entific equipment whatsoever from the

United States," says Humberto Peha, a bi-

ologist at the Higher Institute for Medical

Sciences. "It would be much better and

much less expensive to buy it ninety miles

from here than nine thousand." The em-

bargo also limits Ihe exchange of ideas.

American journals can be acquired only

through European or Japanese sources

and often arrive months or even years after

publication. Peha once contributed an ar-

ticle to a book published in the United

States but was unable to get copies of it.

• The Cubans do not, however, place the

blame for all their problems on the United

States or on their geographic isolation. They

readilyadmit that many of their problems

are essentially of their own making. "Some-

times we're too ambitious," admits Tomas

Reinoso, director of internalional relations

at Ihe Higher Institute of Medical Sciences,

in Havana. "We propose very high objec-

tives, and we don't always have the means

to solve them."

There are other problems. Researchers

who do not have space in showcase insti-

tutes like CENIC are crammed into small,

overcrowded dwellings that were, in their

last incarnation, homes or old buildings.

The availability of spare parts and main-

tenance service is a constant worry. For

example, a glitch in the huge Soviet-made

computers that handle most of the appa-

ratus of statehood (a considerable enter-

prise in a country where the state owns
everything) means effective paralysis while

the Cubans wait for parts from afar. Indus-

try is slow to adopt technical innovations

developed by scientists, and attempts to

establish a country-wide computer linkup

have been hampered because of Ihe poor

quality of telephone lines.

Hovering over the scientific enterprise,

as it hovers over all of Cuban society, is the

hand of state authority. A scientist with a

consuming interest in a research project

may find that projecl pulled out from under

him by a sudden shift in priorities. When a

number of projects at the Institute of Med-

ical Sciences were found to be too Iheo-

retical, the investigators were told to wrap

up their work and study something with

more immediate—and practical—bene-

fits. In most labs catchphrases like "the

triumph of the revolution" meld with scien-

tific jargon. Nearly every scientist de-

scribes Cuba as un pais amanezad&~ar\

endangered country. Everyone belongs to

the militia, and since Reagan's invasion of

Grenada, street drills—complete with ri-

fles and machine guns—have become
common once more.

While it is undoubtedly true that the Cu-

ban scientific push could not have suc-

ceeded without Ihe Soviet Union, it is

equally true that the initiative came from

within, from Castro, his advisers, and Cu-

ban scientists in general. So far no such

scientific enterprise has been noted from

Soviet-linked Marxist governments in

Ethiopia or South Yemen.

When asked about Cuba's scientific fu-

ture, Saenz says, "That depends on the

word of Fidel." There are certainly holes in

the fabric: no open heart surgery (coming

soon, Ihe Cubans say); no particle physics

(loo expensive); and very little in the way

of astronomy, robotics, or neuropsychol-

ogy. But Cuban scientists are producing

breakthroughs in the agricultural sci-

ences—exemplified by Udra Blanca and

sugarcane technology—and are quickly

imitating world-class efforts in molecular

biology, immunology, and recombinant

DNA. "The country is very poor," says

Malhilde Krim, microbiologist and director

of an AIDS laboratory at St. Luke's-Roo-

sevelt Hospital Center in New York City. "But

their science is very, very good. 'OO



The physician-hero of

Chernobyl discusses bone marrow

transplants, radioactivity,

and Soviet glasnost from the inside

out with Martin Cruz

Smith, the author of Gorky Park

IfUTERY/IEUU

The morning
I
interviewee Dr. Robert Gale ai his home in

the Bel Air hills of California presented a SGene he has
become accustomed to, bui one that was bizarre to me.

We were out by ihe pool. As we talked, we were being filmed by
a Soviet camera crew. Even as they filmed us, the Soviets were

being videotaped by a crew from CBS. This was no mere media
attention This was adoration. The Soviets, to whom Gale is a

hero, were filming for a show Ihey were doing on Ihe twentieth

century. Gale, the director told me, would represent medicine.

Not American medicine but medicine with a capital M.

The reason for the intense attraction Gale holds lor the media
is the explosion on April 26, 1986, that blew the roof off Reactor

4 at the Chernobyl nuclear complex north of Kiev in the USSR. It

was trie largest accident by far to befall any reactor in the world,

and we and our children and their children will have to live with

PHOTOGRAPH BY ANNIE LEIBOVJTZ

the consequences. Doctor:, across America hoard the morning

news about a radiation accident in the Soviet Union. Only one
stopped shaving, phoned Armand Hammer—the legendary go-

between with the Soviets—and offered to be on the firsf plane to

Moscow. The two men already had a (rose relationship because
Gale had advised Hammer in the industrialist's role as a member
of a presidential committee on cancer. For some time Gale had
been following USSR medical literature in translation, so he knew
the Soviets, lacked American expertise in the kind of bone mar-

row transplants that victims of a radialion accidenl would need.

Gale left the next day on Hammer's plane.

The accident at Chernobyl coincided with another explosion

in Soviet society: the call for glasnost, for openness and democ-
ratization, by the vigorous general secretary. Mikhail Gorbachev.

At first, glasnos! seemed jus! ?.o much po.'il'cai posturing. And



^Everything near

Chernobyl is boarded up.

There's a brown
forest with radioactive

trees. No one
knows whether to cut them
down or leave

them standing. It's so quiet

there that the

quiet becomes the ndse.3

when the Swedish government an-

nounced that radioactive clouds were ar-

riving from ihe Soviet Union, and Moscow
initially said nothing, suspicions seemed
contirmed. Chernobyl was ior Gorbachev
the turning point of that policy and the first

critical test of his regime.

Of course, Robert Peter Gale has cre-

dentials. He is, in alphabetical order, a ge-

neticist, hematologist (blood specialist),

immunologist, internist, oncologist (cancer

specialist), and surgeon. In his work at the

UCLA Medical Center, he has pioneered

the technique of bone marrow transplants,

and he is chairman of the International

Bone Registry. At the age of forty-three he

has the lean build of a man who puis in an

hour's run wherever he is. He also has the

gray hair and shadowed eyes of a man who
is a few thousand hours behind on his

sleep. His idiosyncrasies seem chic. He
drives to the hospital in a red sports car.

He does his hospital rounds in leather san-

dals. His lunch is frozen yogurt. To critics.

Gale seems the very model of a modern
celebrity surgeon, a doctor who performs

as well at a photo opportunity as in the op-

erating room.

In fact, while Gale may be a brilliant and
ambitious surgeon, he is also shy. His eyes

avoid the interviewer. His voice is solt and

level as he describes the most horrifying

details of Chernobyl. The California life-

style hides a religious man; his wife, Tarnar,

is Israeli, and the family speaks only He-

brew in the home. He knows Ihe Soviei

Union not only from the rarefied level of a

famous guest; In Moscow he and Tamar

spend their free time with Soviet Jews. In-

stead of rushing to the international peace
conference held in Moscow last February,

a media event tha: attracted everyone from

Graham Greene :o Kris Kristcfferson, Gale

declined to attend because, as he puts it,

he is a physician, not a politician. Besides,

Gale gets to the USSR frequently enough
as it is. traveling there every month to study

with the Soviets the long-term effects of the

Chernobyl accident.

Some notes: Rather than plunge directly

into the events around Chernobyl, I started

with Gale's family background—of which

there has been o'ac.ically rc.hing in allthe

articles about him—and with his career in

cancer research. Gale's work in Ihe under-

standing and treatment of leukemia, the

most dread of cancers, is just as fascinat-

ing as Chernooy and cxpla ns why the So-

viets accepted ms sic n the f
;,

"st piace. Also,

the reader will have the benefit of my own
abysmal ignorance of medical science. I

did not know, for example, that bone mar-

row was a pink fluid that could be drawn
by the pint from the hipbone. Accordingly,

expanalions w viis irierv^w are very clear

In one UCLA lab, Gale showed me cell

cultures that could have been violet Easter

egg dye. and in another lab I saw him ex-

amine a magnified chromosome that—to

the untutored eye—persisted in looking like

a blurry smudge. Hype is easier to under-

song .Late r the alleineor 'ho Soviets <ar

to catch the TV news to see themselves

filming Gale giving the interview you're

about to read; this is the carousel of world-

class hype. It is important to remember that

while hype may come and go. Bob Gale is

for real.— Martin Cruz Smith

(Martin Cruz Smith is the author of Gorky

Park and Stallion Gate.)

"

Omni: Did you always want to be a doctor?

Gale: No. I was [physical] science oriented

in high school. At a Wesiinghouse science

fair all the hotshols were competing. My
project was solar energy. I constructed a

huge series of parabolic mirrors that uti-

lized a mercury-vapor system. It was kind

of innovative for high school, but ihe sys-

tem was so large and unwieldy that it

couldn't fit in the car. My father, a Wall Street

stockbroker, took this huge apparatus on

a red children's wagon through the streets

of Brooklyn to Erasmus Hall High School.

Omni: It sounds tike your parents were real

New Yorkers.

Gale: Exactly. My parents belonged to most

museums. Their idea of a perfect day was
a matinee at Ihe Metropolitan Opera, an

evening at the Philharmonic. Their great

love is the opera, and I remember being

dragged there at an early age. If you want

to guarantee that someone will hate opera

all his life, take him to see Gotterdammer-

ung at ten,

Omni: Do you like Russian opera?

Gale: Russian ooera s very pretty. We don't

think of the Russian language as being

melodious, but it is. It's wonderful, with

twice the number of words for any partic-

ular statement. I'm always amazed by the

length of any document with both English

and Russian translations; the Russian ver-

sions are twice as long.

Omni: Okay, getting back to your becomi-

ng a doctor . .

.

Gale: I intended to study nuclear physics

.at Hobart, a small private college in up-

date New York.

Omni: Why Hobart?

Gale: My father felt thai New York City, al-

beit the most inieresting place to live, wasn't

truly representative of the United States.

And then Hobart won The College Bowl, a

television quiz show between colleges that

came on right before college football. So
my falher said, "Well, these people, they

must be good." In retrospect it was a good
choice. There was nothing else in Geneva,

New York, excepl iwo taverns, a cinema,

and a college community of a thousand

people. For two yea's studied only West-

ern civilization, philosophy, and religion,

and I
evolved toward waniing to be a doc-

tor. I think that maybe after so much philos-

ophy, I wanted some . . .

Omni: Application?

Gale: Well, one wants to believe that what

one ts'doing is important. Medicine can
provide ihis sense of purpose. In theoreti-

cal physics or philosophy, you have to be

a gambler; you have no guarantee that

what you are doing will have any impact

on humanity. Certainly you have no guar-



antee oi recognilion. But if you function as

a physician, there's I
tils question that you're

doing Something important. Your motive

may be- complex: One can do it for society

or for oneself or for both.

Omni: And at the end of medical school

you had to make a choice.

Gale: You have to decide: Are you going

to be a surgeon, internist, pediatrician, or

what? I didn't want to focus on technical

things. I like problem solving, the Sherlock

Holmes approach; this led me to internal

medicine. So I accepted an nternship and

residency position at UCLA.
Omni: Even then, you had targeted leuke-

mia as your major interest. Why leukemia?

Gale: Firsl ol a'l, leukemia is one of the most

. dread diagnoses in our society. If you tell

parents that their child has leukemia, they

are devastated. That's changing because

people realize we're making progress. But

they're devastated. Certainly they were

devastated in 1972. Another important

consideration is lhal leukemia is the stalk-

ing-horse of all cancer research. When we
screen new cancer-effective drugs and

compounds or test new radiation schemes,

we use mouse leukemias. Everything

hinges on our progress with leukemia be-

cause it's a cancer we can study. You take

leukemia cells from a pstienr simply by tak-

ing blood samples. In lung cancer, on the

other hand, obtaining samples becomes
very difficult. About ninety percent of what

we know about cancer in humans is de-

rived from leukemia studies.

Omni: How are popular new technologies

influencing your work?

Gale: Molecular cloning, bone marrow
transplantation, monoclonal antibodies

—

all lie in the area of leukemia research. The

first gene transplants, corrections of hu-

man genetic disorders, are going to be

done within the context of bone marrow

transplants. It's likely to occur within the next

five years and will probably involve chil-

dren with some kind of hematological or

immunological disorder. Bone marrow is

clearly going to be the vehicle. To put a

new gene into heart cells would be diffi-

cult. But you can tako bone marrow out of

the body, genetically modify it in the lab,

and reinsert it.

The same autotransplanl approach can

be used for monoclonal antibodies. Chil-

dren with neuroblastoma, a pediatric tu-

mor, have bone marrow that contains nor-

mal blood-stem cells but may also be

contaminated with malignant neuroblas-

toma cells. By adding to the bone marrow
monoclonal antibodies that recognize only

the malignant cells, we can remove Ihem.

To accomplish this we attach a little piece

of iron to the antibody molecule, pass the

bone marrow by a magnet, and the tumor

cells wilh the iron tags are selectively re-

moved. Now that we have tumor-free bone

marrow, we freeze it at minus Iwo hundred

degrees Celsius to keep the cells alive in-

definitely. Meanwhile we give (he child very

high doses ot chemotherapy and radia-

tion, whatever is appropriate.

Omni: By freezing i!, you're able to rescue

the child with his own frozen, tumor-free

sonc marrow?

Gale: Yes, and we envision other novel ap-

proaches. Let's say we don't attach iron

but ralher a single toxic molecule such as

ricin to the monoclonal aniibody. You can

think of the antibody as a guided missile,

and the ricin molecule as the payload [that

blasts the cancer cell]. In the future this

approach might be useful not only to

cleanse bone marrow in Ihe laboratory but

also to give it intravenously to patients with

leukemia. Anyway, this interface between
medicine and science is a long answer as

to why I went into leukemia research. And
finally, the stakes are high.

Omni: The pressure must be enormous.

Gale: These are young people. They
shouldn't be dying of leukemia. The major

advance in leukemia came when we
started to cure anyone. If a disease is per-

ceived to be incurable, your expectations

are low. But once you cure a patient, then

you know it can be done. In 1987, seventy

percent of children who develop eukemia

in ihe United States will be cured. In 1945

it was zero.

Omni: What about adult leukemia?

Gale: Around 1970 one of the world's most

famous hematologists wrote an editorial in

a medical journal arguing that it might not

bf] jusliiiabie to Heat adult oalients, that their

lives were being unnecessarily prolonged,

that they were Suffering for no real gain.

Fifteen years laler, one third of all adults

with leukemia were cured by chemother-

apy or bone marrow transplantation. Up to

1980, everyone who came down with

chronic myelogenous leukemia died of it.

Today, of about four hundred and fifty pa-

tients who have bone marrow trarsp.anis,

more than one half will be cured.

Omni: This brings us to Chernobyl. Why
did you call Dr. Hammer?
Gale: First of all, I made the ofler to go to

the Soviet Union because I Ihought the So-

viets might need additional help in coping

with an accident of this magnitude.

Omni: When you heard a number like two

thousand dead, a particularly outrageous

number headlined in the United States, you

mighl have thought that there could be as

many as fifty transplants.

Gale: It was highly unlikely that two thou-

sand people had instantaneously died.

People don't understand that a nuclear-

power station "explosion" is not like a nu-

clear bomb. Even the very highest doses

of radiation on a large population around

Ihe power station are nor so h.gh that they'd

kill you in minutes or days. In the unlikely

circumstance thai a large population was
affected, it would take Ihree io six weeks.

So the chance of two thousand immediate

deaths was extremely unlikely; but pre-

cisely how many patients would need
transplants was unknown. So far there are

ihirly-one fatalities. Two people were killed

at the reactor, and there were twenty-nine



deaths among [he- slightly more than two

hundred people who were exposed to

substantial doses ot radiation.

Omni: Fewer lhan fifty of the Iwo hundred

and ninety-nine people admitted lo the

hospital in Moscow were exposed lo five

grays, weren't they? [Grays are units of ra-

diation exposure. One gray equals one
hundred rads. A typical chest X ray gives

a radiation dose of less fhan twenty Ihou-

sandths ol a rad.] Doesn't five grays mean
high probability of death from bone mar-

row failure?

Gale; Pre-Chernobyl, the "lethal dose lilty"

[LDjo], ihe dose of radiation in which half

of the people exposed would die ol bone
marrow failure, was thought to be five grays.

But LD=,, for humans is extrapolated from

lab studies on animals. We take one hun-

dred mice and expose them to different

doses of radiation, and the dose where half

of them die is the LDM . To complicate mat-

ters, the concept of LDm presupposes that

nothing is being done to treat the radiation

victim. The LDW) in the Mojave Desert, for

instance, is different from the LD S0 in a hos-

pital. Another complicating iactor is the cir-

cumstances under which the radiation is

delivered, such as dose rate or uniformity

of dose. At UCLA we've engineered the

system to work in our favor. We treat some
leukemia patients with twelve or even fif-

teen grays of radiation, which is three times

the LDM . But this is in controlled circum-

stances where there is no important dam-

age to other tissues.

Omni: Chernobyl was not UCLA.
Gale: No. What happened at Chernobyl

was a fire from burning, radialion-soaked
graphite. First, ihere were thermal injuries,

burns. Also, toxic chemicals were re-

leased from burning graomte and plastic

pipes, etc. There were also traumatic inju-

ries. All this occurred in a complex setling

with radiation dcliverec at a very high dose
- in a nonuniform way, because the radio-

active plume was going upward.

Some "firemen are on top of the building,

and it's coming right up to them, and oth-

ers are coming at the ground level. Radio-

active particles are in the air and water, and
people are inhaling them. If particle size is

large enough the particles will come into

the trachea and will also be ingested. So
here you have oxlcmal radiation to the skin

plus internal radiation to the lungs and to

the gastrointestinal tract and in the blood

—

all of this going on simultaneously! When
we irradiate people at UCLA, we use only

gamma rays. At Chernobyl we have a

combination of beta and gamma in vary-

ing proportions, and they cause varying

degrees of damage.
Omni. Has a computer model been done?
Gale: Computers have been used lo de-

termine the radiation dose received, but

each patient is realty different. For people

in the middle of a radiation accident, par-

ticularly in the .early stages precise deter-

minations of dose arc diftiCL.lt. It's very hard

to distinguish if a patient suffers lung fail-

ure because he inhaled oeta particles, be-

ne OMNI

cause he inhalec coining plastics of

chemicals, because of external gamma
radiation, or a combination of .-ill three

Firemen who ran into the reactor were

burned and radiated and inhaled volatile

rad icnuc: idee
|
..nsiabe a;ornsl So we just

make the best guess for the moment.
Omni: It's impossible lo determine how
much radiation Ihe firemen received?

Gale: If you've seena picture of Ihe reactor

at Chernobyl, you can imagine people

running in and hiding behind walls.. com-
ing in helicopters. Physicists have nol yet

agreed on the dose; at I liroshirna and Na-

gasaki, lorty-two years later. For a single

person radiated at a angle industrial ac-

cident, they can give very useful informa-

tion, but not here. At Chernobyl many of the

monitoring cicv;ees wore destroyed, in-

cluding ".he Geiger counters. In fighting a

two-thousanc-degree fire, film badges
[small radiation- -neasur ng cevices clipped

to clothing] burn or go off iheir scale. When
exposed firemen gel lo rhe deconlamina-

to Orbv
went to the power plant to

pull out injured

firemen. Because he was our

age, because

he was a physician, I was

particuiarly

touched by his death.T>

tion area, before they can enter the medi-

cal treatment center, they are disrobed and

washed down. So the physicians wind'

up—and this we hope to avoid in the fu-

ture—with a pile of clothing and a pile of

burned badges. Even if we get those

badges intact, they are of limited utility. We
need to know what dose the whole body
got, not what the guy's chest got.

So we're left w;th using the patient hirn-

sell as a biologic dosimeter. Correlating the

rate of decline of various blood cells with

the dose of radiation, wo construct a curve.

By comparing the level of lymphocytes in

the blood on day four [after the initial ex-

posure] with this curve, we can estimate

the dose of radiation. Many scientists,

American and Soviet, believe that in these

kinds of accidents, biologic dosimetry is

likely Eo be the.only data we can get within

the lime frame
:

Omni: Not knowing the precise dosage
must make the liming of bone marrow
iiansniants pretty difficult.

Gale: Inevitably, the problem is timing. Ra-

diation damage to the bone marrow or sk-n

isn't immediately apparent. On day seven,

when you want to perform transplants, few

pa'uents show sevee skin carnage -rom

radiation. By day thirty, half the patients

show .skin damage I! wo wa I three monfhs
after the accident lo sec wnc else has skin

damage, no lives will be saved by trans-

plantation. It will be too late to rescue their

bone marrow. We might have saved our-

sO'Vok the
I
i.j

l

i

:

1
-/ of transplanting in pa-

tients .vim !.;ovco skin damage and there-

fore no hope ol recovery. Bet we would also

have lost other lives oy fail ng to transplant.

Wo are workng against the clock

Omni: This is al: nard lo imagine because
radiation sk n carnage isn

i apparent. How
successful is the operation?

Gale: In an accident such as Chernobyl,

probably half the people you do trans-

plants on will die of something else, such
as thermal burns from the fires or radiation

damage to other organs or tissues. The
transplant may be successful, but they die

of other toxicities. Okay, let's say out of a
group o! victims of a large- scac radiation

accident, we have only halt wo can rescue.

Let's say our procedure is fifty percent

successful. Well, then we'll save twenty-five

percent of all Ihe lives. That's exactly what

we did at Chernobyl.

Omni: There were thineen transplants, and
two lived. That's not twenty-five percent.

Gafe: Of the seven patients having trans-

plants performed by inc Soviets and us to-

gether, two lived.

Omni: Then, the Soviets performed six

transplants before you arrived. It's proba-

bly sale to assume they ielt they had to

move fast on Ihe very worst cases. Now, of

the three thousand marrow transplants

around the world, the Soviets had been

do rig only one a month which doesn't give

them an enormous base of experience.

Gale: Clearly, the Soviets don't have as

much experience as we have, and they do
not hesitate to acknowledge this. Inciden-

tally, one patient refused a transplant: he
felt he didn't need it.

Omni: What happened to him?

Gale: He died. We and the Soviets were
quite certain that he'd received a fatal dose
of radiation, and they argued very strongly

willi nm. This i a, si rales clearly thai if a So-

viet patient doesn't want a transplant, he's

not getting it, because they spent hours

trying to speak to him, bul he just refused,

and he died. The victims were young men;

their average age- was early twenties. They

were healthy and simply couldn't accept

the fact that they were gravely ill.

The firemen who went running into this

conllagralion are the homes ol the whole
story I hey didn't, know it was a nuclear re-

lease; no one did. Even if they knew, they

had to put out Ihe fire because three other

reactors were threatened.

You may know about Dr. Orlov, who went

running in from the town to the power sta-

tion ,to puli out injured firemen. He un-

doubtedly knew what was happening be-

cause he had seen the victims. He got one
of the higher doses of radiation and died

soon after the accident. Because he was
our age, because he was a physician, be-



cause he knew, and because he wasn'l

supposed lo be at Chernobyl but ran for

Ihe power sialion, I was particularly

louched by his death.

Omni: Did you get to know the victims?

Gale: One young lire tighter named Tor-

mosian had severe injuries but received a

bone marrow transplant and recovered. He
has been moved to Moscow. He speaks
English, and whenever I'm there he visits

and brings me gifts, chocolate lor my kids.

Omni: Gelting back lo Sovie! medicine, why
do they lack the competence we've
achieved in this surgery?

Gale: It's an apportionment of a society's

resources. In Ihe U.S., a bone marrow
transplant costs one hundred twenty thou-

sand dollars, We invest about eleven per-

cent of our gross national product in med-
ical care. The Soviets invest three lo five

percent. From society's point of view, bone
marrow transplants must be a poor invest-

ment compared to seat belts. This can be
intellectually shortsighted because what

society allows its doctors to do determines

not only health-care quality but the level of

sophistication of future generations of phy-

sicians. Most of the world does not do what
we do and probably shouldn't at this point.

The Soviets are not afraid of the surgery

and are no less talented than we are. Their

society is just not willing to make such ex-

tensive investments in what is envisioned

as esoteric medicine. Yet, they showed
great sophistication in estimating the doses
ol radiation. They may be slightly ahead ol

us in that way. So it sort of balances oul.

Omni: Some of the troops that moved into

Chernobyl were later identified by the So-

viet press as chemical-warfare troops. They

made a point of identifying this in their

newspapers, as it to show off glasnost. the

new press freedom. Did you have any of

these men as patients?

Gale: So far as I know, the early high-dose

victims were not military but workers from

the reactor,- fire fighters, paramedics, or the

physician I mentioned. I would nol be sur-

prised if some of the later casualties were
military. But we had a lot of military whom
we used as medics. They pitched their

tents in the courtyard and lived there for a

few weeks. Because we had three hun-

dred patients, we needed people to help

monitor with Geiger counters everyone en-

tering and leaving the hospital. These sol-

diers were quite helpful,

Omni: Did you have any idea that Gor-

bachev was going to turn this entire situa-

tion—the secrecy and panic and bad press

surrounding the accident at Chernobyl—
around as well as he did?

Gale: No. If you look at Ihe Soviel press

preceding Chernobyl, you can see a bat-

tle between Gorbachev's supporters and
more conservative elements. The percep-

tion was that Gorbachev was nol winning.

When the accident occurred, the Soviet

stance was to stonewall it, It's a typical pol-

icy of many governments.

The problem is when you're dealing with

a radioaclive cloud, it's not like shooting a
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Korean airliner. The cloud is going all ove-'

the world, ana [hare's no h ding it. The So-
viets must have realized early on that a

strategy of denial simply could nol work.

Thai allowed Gorbachev to get the upper

hand. The Soviets started using Western
news techniques— flying a reporter in.

stopping people on the street and asking

them what they thought about Ihe event. It

worked. And the long-term consequence
is that the glasnost policy is now in force.

Now, when a Soviet submarine sank last

October, they informed the U.S. govern-

ment immediately. So we benefit: This was
a by-product of Chernobyl, and this lo me
is one of the major lights in a dark event.

And it's a two-way street. We showed
them that by letting us in and giving us ac-

cess to the data, we weren't going lo use
it to embarrass them. I refused to speak to

anyone from Ihe press. Western or Soviet,

for two weeks, until we had all the medical

details. They can see now that nol every

American is there to get up and say Ihe

<mDealing with

a radioactive cloud is not

like shooting a

'Korean airliner. The cloud's

going ail over,

and there's no hiding it.

That allowed

Gorbachev the upper hand?1

Soviets do not know what they're doing. I

believe this gesiure of goodwill can stand

us in good slead in Ihe long-term.

Omni: What will be Chernobyl's effect on

this planet?

Gale: Several groups, including ihe Sovi-

ets, the International Atomic Energy
Agency,. and the U.S. Department of En-

ergy, made estimates of the potential long-

term health consequences of Chernobyl.

Their data suggesl a range of twenty-five

hundred to forly thousand cancer deaths

above the naluraj.y occurring number in Ihe

next fifty years. Only about half ol these

cases will occur in the Soviet Union: the

others will occur in Europe and throughout

the Northern Hemisphere. This geograph-
ical distribution holds true for the zero to

one thousand possible cases of severe
mental retardation and the zero to five

thousand possible severe genetic abnor-

malities in children of the exposed. A nu-

clear accident anywhere is a nuclear ac-

cident everywhere. To date, however, no

cases of severe mental rctardalion or birlh

defects directly atlributable to Chernobyl

have occurred.

Omni: Big numbers are hard to assimilate.

Is Ihere anolhe; wav to express this effect?

Gale: You could say Chernobyl confers on
the planet an extra load of radiation ap-
proximately equivalent lo len to forty per-

cent of the radiation burden of all the at-

mospheric tests conducted by the nuclear

powers. It's a great amounl. On Ihe other

hand, we have intentionally detonated
these devices in the atmosphere, and some
countries would do it again,

Omni: Bui we didn't do it all in one day.

Gale: Once it's dispersed into the bio-

sphere, there's no difference. So one an-

swer is that the entire Northern Hemi-
sphere of three and a half billion people is

at risk. Suppose there will be forty thou-

sand cancer deaths, but only five hundred
are going to occur in the evacuees from

Chernobyl. Thai means lhal ninety-five

percent will be outside Ihe Chernobyl area,

half in [he Soviet Union, half in Europe. The
population at risk is really ail of us.

Omni: You signed an agreement with Ihe

Soviet Ministry of Health to conduct a long-

term study of the biomedical conse-
quences. What will that entail?

Gale: We will probably study the one hun-

dred thirty-five thousand to Iwo hundred
thousand people who were evacuated.

These people can be divided into a group
of about twenty-four thousand who re-

ceived an average dose of around forty-

five rems [25 rems is an allowable lifetime

dose for nuclear-plant workers]. That's

quite a substantial dose. And one hundred
len thousand people received on the av-

erage nine or len rems. On a worldwide
basis all of us are going to receive radia-

tion equivalent to an extra one to five years

of natural radiation, So if you live seventy

years, you will have seventy-five years'

worth of radiation.

Omni: The top number of anticipated can-

cer deaths from Chernobyl in the United

Slales is thirty-five?

Gale: Could be less. Could be zero.

Omni: How long will your study go on?
Gale: The Hiroshima and Nagasaki studies

continue after forty years. The Chernobyl

study will need to go on for fifty years. This

study is of such magnitude in an intellec-

tual, organizational, and financial regard

that it has to be done by Ihe Soviets in con-

junction .with an international organization,

an agency of the U.S. government, or some
U.S. scientific body, So far the Soviets are

nol keen on this idea.

Omni: Could an accidenl comparable to

Chernobyl happen in the United States?

Gale: Serious accidents can happen here.

Not only can they happen anywhere in the

world, but they are likely to happen. One
can predict the rate, There's at least a

twenty-five percent probability that there

will be a serious accident somewhere in

the world within [he next len years. These
accidents are about as unavoidable as [he

Challenger disaster because we are

stretched lo the limits of our technology.

Omni: Wasn't Reactor 4 at Chernobyl of in-

ferior design to American reactors?

Gale: There are substantial differences



between American pressurized-water re-

actors and the type of Soviet reactor that

exploded at Chernobyl. The Soviet term

for what we call containment can be trans-

lated as "localization." This difference is

important. In America we call our strategy

defense in depth. There are five different

levels of defense against a radionuclide

release to the environment: These are the

ceramic fuel pellets, zirconium fuel rods,

the stainless-steel pressure vessel, a steel

containment, then a concrete-shell con-

tainment. This strategy is why Three Mile

Island [TMI], which was a serious acci-

dent, was not such a major environmental

disaster. The Soviet concept is to localize

the release of radioactivity in this type of

reactor but not to contain it. Three Mile Is-

land released approximately seventeen

million curies [one curie equals 37 billion

disintegrations of unstable atoms a sec-

ond] of radioactivity, and Chernobyl ap-

proximately fifty million curies. So the dif-

ference in release of radioactivity from the

core is only a factor of three, but the amount

released to the environment was substan-

tially different. Only seventeen of the sev-

enteen million curies released from the core

at TMI escaped to the environment,

whereas all fifty million were released from

Chernobyl. As a consequence, the health

effects of TMI were small compared to

Chernobyl. No one died at TMI.

Omni: What about other preparations, like

stocking iodine near reactors?

Gale: This is a controversial subject. Iodine

has to be distributed immediately to be ef-

fective. Giving iodine a week later, as was
done in Poland, is a political endeavor; it's

not science. Rapid administration of iodine

to people exposed to radioactivity, partic-

ularly children, can decrease the uptake of

radiative iodine by the thyroid.

The negative side of this involves ad-

verse reactions such as rashes. In certain

parts of the world where endemic goiter is

commonplace, giving iodine can precipi-

tate thyrotoxicosis. However, the Soviets

distributed iodine to a large number of

people and claim that there was not a sin-

gle adverse reaction.

Omni: Radiation damage includes the de-
struction of DNA. Supposedly, vitamins can

protect against that destruction. Has there

been any talk of stockpiling vitamins at or

near reactors?

Gale: There is a whole field called radio-

protection. Agents claimed to be effective

range from health-food-store products,

such as vitamin A or E, to some very so-

phisticated compounds specially synthe-

sized to minimize radiation-induced dam-
age. Still, the concept of using radio-

protectants post-exposure has not been
popular among experts, although one
could imagine a scenario where fire fight-

ers could take some radioprotectant com-
pound before going into a radioactive fire.

Omni: In terms Of releasing information, in

Italy, the people were first told by their gov-

ernment that background radiation was
only double normal. Later they heard that,
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in fact, the beta radiation was one hundred
times normal.

Gale: First, let's try to separate science and

politics. There are a few bona fide scien-

tific differences in measurement levels from

one country to another. One step forward

has been to develop uniform international

guidelines. Second, governments fre-

quently make political rather than scientific

decisions. Several European govern-

ments disregarded the advice of their sci-

entists, sometimes out of ignorance,

sometimes intended. Suppose you have an

anti-Soviet government, and Chernobyl

occurs. If you have an election coming up,

you might take all vegetables off the mar-

ket. For a politician it's safer to withdraw

something from the market than to face the

charge that he failed to protect the public.

Otherwise, you can be certain that some-
one in the opposition party will claim that

you are playing with the lives of citizens.

Omni: In Italy some milk initially withdrawn

from the market was later used for yogurt.

4/4 flock of

geese flying through

the plume, a

train passing through the

radioactivity—
these things show you

the artificiality

of national boundaries^

Gale: That's actually quite reasonable. The
major problem with milk is that it contains

iodine 131. Radioiodine has a half-life of

eight days. In three months it's essentially

gone. The scientific rationale is if you have

milk with high levels of iodine 131. you can
turn that milk into butter or cheese, hold it

for a few months, and then it's no different

from any other butter or cheese. Now, if

you were a politician, would you recom-
mend that your citizens buy that butter?

We had a joke with the Soviets: How
would we market previously radioactive

butter in the United States? One way would

be to put it in a lead rather than a plastic

container with some sort of eye-catching

label calling it self-melting butter. Instead

of having to thaw a frozen bagel to toast it,

you would simply put on this radioactive

butter. With a combination of Madison Av-

enue techniques, they could actually make
it attractive!

Omni: The real trick would be to put it in

paper that glows in the night. That sort of

advice aside, you go regularly to the Soviet

Union to carry out your study. Exactly what

do you do?
Gale: We're focusing on the one hundred

thirty-five thousand to two hundred thou-

sand people who were most heavily ex-

posed. A company here in Los Angeles

will give the Soviets more than one million

dollars of radioimmunoassay kits to test

Ihyroid function. People, particularly chil-

dren, with hypothyroidism as a conse-

quence of exposure may need treatment

with thyroid hormone. This identification

and treatment might prevent thyroid can-

cer. It's ironic that we use radioimmunoas-

say with radioisotopes to detect exposure

to radiation.

Because the people who were evacu-

ated from Chernobyl are now dispersed

throughout the Soviet Union, the Soviets

would like to set up ten monitoring stations

to collect data from them, and we have

agreed to help set that up. The Soviets

themselves are not totally satisfied with their

health-care system. In the United States

almost every newborn is tested for thyroid

function. This allows us to detect cases of

children with congenital hypothyroidism.

The Soviets do not do this testing routinely.

Establishing stations for monitoring the

Chernobyl population will allow them to lest

other newborns. If they prevent one thou-

sand kids a year from developing hypothy-

roidism, who cares who sent the tests and
who did the testing? That's one thousand

kids who are not retarded.

What else can we learn from the Cher-

nobyl experience? By comparing the

twenty-four thousand people who got the

highest dose of radiation with the one hun-

dred ten thousand people who got a lower

dose, we can study differences in cancer

incidences. This will add to our knowledge
of the effects of radiation-induced cancer.

We can understand the pathogenesis of

cancers by using radiation as a model,

Omni: That's in the future. Can you, today,

name a scientific benefit from Chernobyl?

Gale: Well, going into Chernobyl, we
thought the operational LDQ0 of total body
radiation was five grays. Now we can re-

vise this upward, perhaps to eight grays.

It's not that the human resistance to radia-

tion has changed; it hasn't. It's just that we
have better techniques to keep people

alive and allow them to recover. This can

probably be improved.

Why we do bone marrow transplants fol-

lowing radiation accidents is sometimes
misunderstood. If we know for certain that

the bone marrow has been irreversibly de-

stroyed, then the ultimate survival of that

person hinges upon the function of the

transplant. Look at it from a laboratory per-

spective: A lethal dose of radiation in a

mouse is nine grays. Give a mouse nine

grays, then a T- cell-depleted mismatched
transplant and you will have insfead of

ninety percent of the animals dying, ninety

percent of the animals living.

Omni: What is a T-cell-depleted mis-

matched transplant, and why give that in-

stead of a matched transplant?

Gale: Many times no fully matched donor

is available, and it is necessary to take an

incompletely matched donor. In such cir-



cumstances the donor T lymphocyte cells

attack the recipient and cause a serious

complication known as graft-versus-host

disease. This complication can be modi-

fied or prevented by removing the T cells

tram the donor bone marrow in the lab prior

to transplanting in the recipient.

Returning to the lab situation, if we test

those mice that survived after the mis-

matched transplant, we find that most have

recovery of their own bone marrow. The
graft allows them to survive long enough
for their own bone marrow to regenerate.

Omni: So it's a bridge!

Gale: Right. This is in fact our preferred ob-

jective. We'd much rather have the graft

ultimately rejected, provided it happens
under circumstances where the recipient's

own marrow can recover.

Omni: I'd think the bone marrow would be

entirely dead, irradiated and wiped out; and

that's what allows the graft to take hold.

Gale: There is no dose of radiation that can

kill one hundred percent of bone marrow
cells. You cannot kill the last cell. Given suf-

ficient time, a single stem cell can recon-

stitute an animal.

Omni: Do you do mismatched transplants

in leukemia cases?

Gale: No, because unfortunately, malig-

nant leukemia cells have the same or even

greater ability to survive radiation. So there

we're going for broke. We use much higher

doses of radiation for leukemia patients

than for radiation-accident-victim trans-'

plants. In leukemia we're trying to prevent

the survival of any recipient bone marrow
cells regardless of whether they're normal

or malignant. But victims of radiation acci-

dents don't have leukemia; recovery of their

bone marrow would be a positive thing. It's

a delicate balance. And of the three thou-

sand transplants we do a year, there is no

significant cancer caused by the radiation

treatment itself.

Ideally, we'd like a graft that functions for

some period of time without causing graft-

versus-host disease. This ideal graft even-

tually would be rejected after recovery oi

the recipient's own bone marrow and im-

mune system. And that's probably what did

happen in the two survivors from Cherno-

byl. Here we used precisely the procedure

I described to you in the mice. That is, we
took mismatched donors.

Omni: Deliberately mismatched?

Gale: No, these patients had no choice. But

their gratis ultimately reverted to their own
bone marrow. Can I prove that these two

patients are surviving because of what we
did? The answer is no; no one can. All we
can say is that they are alive and it fulfills

our predictions from mice.

Omni: The optimum is rejection and recov-

ery. The second one is no rejection but re-

covery. The third one is . . . the worst?

Gale: Yes. It brings us to another novel in-

tervention. What if a patient receives a dose

of radiation sufficiently high to destroy his

bone marrow but not sufficiently high to

destroy his immune system? This person

is going to die unless he gets a bone mar-

row transplant, but a bone marrow trans-

plant under those circumstances will be
rejected. So what do you do? The only way
to get around this dilemma is to increase

the immune suppression, either by giving

a radiation victim more radiation or a drug

that is immune suppressive, which is what

we prefer. At Chernobyl we discussed this

possibility but rejected it because we
lacked enough animal data to'support it. It

was too dangerous. We certainly will work
on this in the next couple of years because
it's likely that many patients received a dose
of radiation sufficient to cause bone mar-

row failure but not high enough to allow

rescue by a bone marrow transplant.

Omni: That's not the only thing we have to

come lo grips with. A great many of us now
perceive the Chernobyl experience in

terms of hospital beds and advances in

medicine. Chernobyl itself seems to be

fading. Pripyat, the town built for the work-

ers at Chernobyl, is fading even faster.

Gale: The deserted buildings in Pripyat are

high-rise concrete structures. It has broad

avenues, tall buildings with supermarkets

in them. Pretty ordinary. It's more moving

to see the eighty or so villages in the evac-

uation areas. These are what we usually

envision as Russian villages—wooden
houses with gates around them, covered

with snow. But completely deserted.

Omni: Is the snow itself a danger?

Gale: When the snow melts il will carry ra-

diation in the water, and [hat is one reason

lor nol letting people come back until after

the spring thaw.

The thing that has impressed me most

is the disparity between the relatively small

apparent destruction and the large im-

pact. Photographs of Hiroshima clearly

show the effectjDf a bomb; it doesn't make
too much difference that it was an atomic

bomb. At Chernobyl there are three thou-

sand square kilometers ol deserled land.

This is one of our first experiences with ra-

diation as radiation, not as a bomb, not as

a physically destructive torce. So people
cannot understand why they cannot in-

habit iheir villages.

Omni: What was Ihe experience like? One
of emptiness?

Gale: The analogy is that sometimes you

go to a forest where it's so quiet thai the

quiet becomes the noise. Everything near

Chernobyl is boarded up. There is a brown
forest that has radioactive trees; no one
knows whether to cut Ihem down or leave

them standing. Chernobyl proves the in-

ternational nature of nuclear accidents. Two
days after the accident, the Moscow-
Stockholm Express, which Iravels some
thousand miles through Europe, passed
directly in the path ol the radioactive plume.

These kinds of things, like a flock of geese
flying through the plume, a train passing

through it, show you Ihe artificiality of na-

lional boundaries. We are all in this to-

gether. When you're dealing with nuclear

energy, il's just a small planet.DO
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COME EXPLORE SPACE

Welcome to The Omni Whole Mind
Newsletter, a new publication Irom Omni
magaz ne Whcie Mind is available

monthly by subscription only (see

auve r ;isemeni and 'ep y care! al left),

but we're providing the following

sampling as a bonus to readers of this.

special anniversary issue of Omni.
The following eight pages contain

articles, or excepts oi a r
!i:;!es. that will

appear in future issues ot '//hole Mind,

the aim of which is to bring to the universe

of the human mind what Omni brings

to the cutting edge of science.

When you-.buy a computer, you get

along with it an owner's manual that tells

you how to use it. But your own brain,."

which is infinitely more complex than any

computer on Earth, comes without a

manual. That's where Whole Mind comes
in. Every month we'll bring you the latest

breakthroughs in brain research, state-of-

the-art tools tor mind expansion and
creativity, and excursions into new
realms of the spirit. We want to take you

on a magical mystery tour of your own
self.—Judith Hooper, Whole Mind Editor

COMING SOON
IN WHOLE I

appear
in upcoming issues: Whole Mind
I.O. Test: How integrated is your brain?

Institutional Shamans: How your

organization can benefit Irom shaman-
ism Goddess Worship: What every

woman (and man) must know about this

potent new form of feminine power.

Power Chemicals: New drugs that turn

wi rrps into leaders. The Overrated
Right Brain: Why you shouldn't dwell

loo '^uch in your Ira n's eight horn sphere.

The Enlightenment Pill: How the quest

for higher consciousness has moved-
into the neuropharmacology lab. The
Five .Worst Gurus: The lowdown on the

most outrageous spiritual leaders.

Neuropolitics: How your brain cells

atfeel your polrtical beliets. "

A DOSE OF
MOTHER TERESA

They sit in a darkened room and watch
a graphic documentary about lepers,

dying children, and one of the most
famous healers of our time. Mother Teresa

of Calcutta. When the lights go back
on, a re'markable thing has happened.
The viewers' immune systems are

changed. Their bodies' resistance to

disease has been boosted by a

ptienomenori now known as the Mother

Teresa effect.

The Mother Teresa effect was discov-

ered by David McClelland, an iniluential

Harvard psychologist. Some ten years'

ago, he pitted the Harvard University

Health Service against a psychic healer

and found the healer did better against

the cold and flu viruses of students. Still,

he needed a more predictable means
CONTINUFD ON PAGE 132

Gracie and Zarkov are a pair of upwardly

mobile 37-year-old San Francisco

investment bankers with six-figure

incomes and solid-gold resumes. Their

colleagues at the bank have no idea

how they spend their weekends.
They take drugs, heroic dosages of

drugs. But it's not what you think, not the

typical cocaine yuppie scene. Gracie

and Zarkov do psychedelics. And they're

deadly serious about their "research,"

as they call ii. "You see other worlds,
'

Other yous, other creatures." says Zarkov,

who boasts a remarkable number "of

advanced degrees in various scientific

disciplines. "You see entire planets

that seem to be created by your mind."

Gracie and Zarkov's hallucinations,

which they analyze like Freudians
dissecting dreams, also include Minoan
artifacts, Bronze Age cities. Near
Eastern fertility goddesses, and trave-

logues of planets 13 light-years away.

They see themselves as the modern
counterparts of "early nineteenth-century

explorers going up the Congo."
Psychedelic drugs are back. And a

fast-growing underground of well-

educated, middle-class but hip devotees

are taking them. Right now, the neopsy-

chedelic underground boasts disciples n

California, Texas, and, to a lesser

degree. New York City. They still turn on
CONTiNUf-Ti ON PAGE 132
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CORPORATE DREAMING

The corporation, a megalithic chemical

manufacturer owned by ihe gove; nmen:

of India, was having trouble in its

rcsca'ch and development oepariment.

Its scientists Ic ". L.naopreaated, their

creativity numbed by a baroque corpo-

rate bureaucracy. So the company
hired an unorthodox management tralnef

named Francis Menezes, and Menezes

came up with an imaginative solution;

He asked the scientists to dream.

Fifty-two ot the company's researchers

retired tor three days and three nights

o Mer'Kj^cs's headquarters, a comfort-

able old English colonial house in Poena,

India. After dinner each night. Menezes

as^.ec the scientists to focus on a work

issue that concerned them and to

summarize that issue in a phrase, write

it down, and insert it into an envelope.

As they lay down in bed, with soothing,

neutral music playing in the

background, they concentrated on their

phrases, hoping (hereby to "incubate"

aseriesoftftntalo dreams they could

discuss and analyze the next day.

In the. mornings, nearly all the. scien-

tists—even cynics who tola Menezes iha;

they "never dreamed"—reported

having work-relatoc dreams in whjch

they re-created the feelings of frustration,

powerlessness and anger that

permeated [heir workdays. In one dream,

a scientist found himself shouting

angrily at a colleague, while in another a

frustrated researcher actually threw

lab apparatus ai his Lnapp'eoative boss...

Menezes recorded and collated the

content of all the dreams and reported

hs find ngs 'c management which

responded with a series of changes

designed to foster freer communication

and a more flexible working environ-

ment. At the same time, the scientists

themselves were so hooked on the

dream work that they started their own
"dream clubs," with weekly meetings to

analyze the past week's dreams and

incubate new ones for the coming w@e&.

"Dreams are always urging us toward

greater wholeness, says Menezes.

"As such, they can be a very important

instrument for change."-—Bill Lawren

CREATIVE JOGGING

Regular running and other exercise can

make you more creative even if you.

hate the exercise, according to

researchers at Florida State University.

Bruce W. Tuckman, professor of

educational research at the school, says

his 46 eighlh-gvaec sublets had ahti-

aerobic attitudes. "They didn't look

forward to the run," he says. "They didn't

enjoy running and were negative after

running. Boy,-they disliked it." And even

though a physical ecucato.'i teacher

on the track acted like a drill sergeant,

"Some of them were dogging it"

But after 15 weeks, even slow runners

did signTcani y better on a standard

test for creativity than a control group.

The paper-and-pencil test involved

turning a set of parallel lines or a strange

bioC'iike snape mo a mearrngful picture

evaluated by trained judges.

Tuckman s study, done with psycholo-

gist J. Scott Hinkle, is one of several

expt;':rncnts suggesting.that exercise

coasts ceativivy. Tuckman and Joan C.

Gondola, associate professor of- physi-

cal and health education at the City

Unive r si;y of New York, found sigrificanl

gains on another creativity 'est adminis-

tered after running. The test required

dreaming up alternative uses for every-

day objects like shoes i. 'bugswatter

. . . cup holder . . . tack hammer").

Tuckman suggests that for adults, three

20-minute workouts a week will sharpen

a creative edge.—Gurney Williams

THE JOHNNY
CARSON EFFECT

On television's The

Tonight Show,

Johnny Carsor seals

his guests on his

right. Is this seating

arrangement the

key to the long-

standing host's success?

Maybe so, says neuropsychologist

Roger Drake. Consider that the left side

c! the brain governs the right half of

the body and vice versa, and that when
we direct our attention toward one

side or the othec; our opposite brain

hemisphere becomes more activated.

When Johnny turns rightward to chat

with Cher, therefore, we can assume his

left hemisphere is in charge.

Drake, a psyche- cars I s; Western State

Colege of Colorado in Gunnison, calls

this the Johnny Carson effect. He'd

wage: mat lac.ng right gives the talk-

show giant a quicker reaction lime,

a more positive mood and riskier impul-

ses. At the same time, the fact that

Johnny's guests must turn toward their

left to talk to him produces in them a

greater admiration for him.

In his research, Drake found that

activating the lett brain (in. right-nanoors)

produces a more positive mood, higher

expectations for the future, and a greater

sense of control. When people are

more optimistic about the future, they

are willing to take more risks. When the

riant hemisphere is activated, most

people aie more o-asi.y persuaded.

There are practical implications,

according to Drake. Insurance brokers:

Design your offices so that clients are

turned toward the lett. That way, they will

be more pessimistic about the future.

Trial lawyers: Arrange to have your

jurors oriented leftward, where they'll be

more receptive to your arguments.

Adverser' 1
;. Youi most elective presen-

tation of a product is to show a picture

to the right and play a message from

the lef
: audio channel —Connie- Zwelg



The Synchro-Energi.

Anna Wise and the Mind Mirror. *

BRAIN TECH

MIND MACHINES

One of the most fascinating suggestions

found m Michael Hutchison's Megabrain
(Ballantine, 1986) is that the brain can
be exercised like a muscle. Hutchison

proposes, further, thai electrical stimula-

tion can boost your I.Q. and creativity,

Who can resist the appeal of

compressing the 40-year rigors of a

yogi into a few plugged-in minutes? As
a veteran of human potential practices

from fire walking to est, I was curious

enough to accept Michael's invitation to

a Megabrain party in New York City,

where I sampled the latest brain

machines. Here is a brief survey:

HEMI-SYNCrThe brainchild of Robert
Monroe, head of the Monroe Institute of

Applied Science in Faber, Virginia,

the Hem i-Sync consists of a stereophonic

headset and sound system. As the

earphones send puis-ng tones of d-tfsren:

'ogman out of a science-fiction film.

frequencies to each ear, your brain

waves become entrained (pulse in

synchrony) to a slow-wave delta rhythm

of about four hertz, the brain-wave

pattern of deep sleep.

In this state, paradoxically asleep yet

alert, the mind can be easily

"programmed," and mine was massaged
by the subliminal affirmations contained

in a tape, "Beyond Limitations," by

New York City psychologist Dr. Lloyd

GlaubeEman, While I didn't have the out-

of-body experience that is the apogee
of the Monroe Institute program, I did

enjoy the altered state.

MIND MIRROR: Anna Wise, of the

Evolving Institute of Boulder, Colorado,

trained for eight years with C. Maxwell

Cade, the (now deceased) British inven-

tor of this device. Mind Mirror consists

of a headband of seven or eight

electrodes hooked up to a gridlike

screen on which you see a readout of

your electroencephalogram (EEG).

The idea is to use visualization, breath

control, and EEG biofeedback to try

to reproduce a yogi's brain state. The
^ven'ors determined the so-called

"awakened mind" EEG pattern by wir-ng

up a number of Indian yogis some
years ago. You can learn to recognize

the feeling tone of that state, press a
joystick to freeze the screen, and see
how close you've -come.

Anna Wise reports that a Wall Street

executive hired her to do a corporate

brain wave profile of his 40 employees
in order to determine what creative

training programs each needed.

SYN.CHRO-ENERGIZER: By combining

flickering lights, pulsating sounds, and
vibrating electromagnetic impulses, the

Synchro-Energizer's inventor Dr Denis

Gorges, an Ohio psychiatrist, has created

a method for altering brain waves and
bringing the right and left hemispheres

into synchrony.

Donning the earphones and the

stroboscopic goggles with a series of

:ach eye, I felt

like a frogman out of a science-fiction

film. By working the controls I could

pulse the lights and sound, creating a

spectacular light show in my head.

By setting the controls at 7.83 hertz I

could entrain my brain, according to the

machine's inventor, to the earth's "brain

wave," the Schumann pulse that is

the planet's resonant frequency. The
Synchro-Energizer is a powerful trip into

inner space.

THE GRAHAM POTENTIALIZER:
Invented by David Graham, an electrical

engineer with Starr Labs in Phoenix,

the Poientializer is designed to re-

create the mental effects of the rolling,

tumbling, and swinging games we
played as children. (The motion of fluid

in the inner ear is said to stimulate

neurons.)

Lying on a flat table slowly rotating

counterclockwise, I felt as if I were
being rocked in a cradle. A box near my
head swathed me in an electromagnetic

field down to the metal plate against

my bare feet. (The field is supposed to

create the neuroeleetrical equivalent

of the resistance a bodybuilder achieves

with weighilifting.) Headphones and a

relaxation tape added the finishing

touches.

A final note: Before writing (his article,

!

went back lo Anna Wise's institute in

Boulder and wired up lo Mind Mirror.

Then, back home, using a'holding

pattern oi alpha,
I
sailed right through

this piece!

—

Alexis Parks

Access Fc-' !ir:-<;r.-,:'0ii shou' Ihis equipment
.'.riifi.Mfcdntraii! r *

r

- Box I3SH Goop&f Station.

Ivo.vYO'* MY 10276.
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FUTURE LIVES

If it is possible to hypnotically regress a

person to one of his past lives, is it

possible to progress him lo one of his

future lives as well? Baltimore past-

life therapist Bruce Goldberg believes it

is. Goldberg began in 1981 by hypnotiz-

ing a local Baltimore news broadcaster

and asking him to describe the news

items he would be reporting one week
in the future. The results proved to be so

accurate, according to Goldberg, he

next asked the man to progress farther

into the future. To his surprise, the

newscaster started describing his life as

a worker in a solar energy facility in

the year 2153.

Goldberg has since performed future-

life progressions on over 2,000 people

and reports that their descriptions of the

future are in agreement about 80
percent of the time. According to his

subjects, world peace will come in the

twenty-first century, but political strife in

the twenty-third century will result in a

small-scale nuclear war. By the twenty-

fifth century we will control the weather,

and androids will perform all menial

tasks. But it isn't until the twenty-sixth

century that we make contact with

beings from other planets.

Goldberg stresses that the future

history described above appears to be
only one of several scenarios his

subjects are able to tune into. That

particular chain of events is the most

clearly focused because at this time it is

the most probable, but it is not etched

in stone. As Goldberg says, "The soul

always has free will."—Michael Talbot

SMARTER AFTER ALL

THESE YEARS

Did humanlife evolve on this planet or

was it created by a divine being? Think

well before you answer.

Nearly 50 years after the Swiss

psychologist Jean Piaget plunged .info

the murky epistemological wars and
emerged with the theory that human
intellectual growth peaks in late adoles-

cence with the ability to reason logically,

two researchers have devised a

radically new way lo measure the com-

plex reasoning skills of adults.

The Reflective Judgment Test, the

brainchild ot Karen Strohm Kitchener of

the University of Denver and Patricia

King of Bowling Green State University

in Ohio, requires the test-taker lo ponder

such imponderables as whether we
are of Darwinian or creationist stock,

whether food additives cause cancer, or

whether television news is biased.

There are no right or wrong answers, ol

course. How you reason is what counts.

For example, if you say God created

the world and everything in it because
the Bible tells me so, you're probably

in level one, the lowest stage. If you say,

well, Darwin was right about evolution,

and that's that, you won't do much better.

But if you carefully weigh all the

arguments, and argue convincingly, for

instance, that a preponderance of the

fossil evidence argues against creation

-

ism, you might make it all the way to

level seven.

The test was born of the fashionable

new concept of "stage theory," which

asserts that intelligence does not peak
with Piaget's "formal operations" stage

shortly after you start shaving. Rather, say

the stage theorists, there are more
refined levels of intellectual growth

beyond Piaget's stages—seven, to be -

exact, in King and Kitchener's model.

Other theorists posit three stages. Still

others speak of seven that are different

from King and Kitchener's seven. But

all agree thai, contrary to the tenets

of the venerable I.Q. test, people often

do get smarter—even after graduation.

Okay, but how do you measure such

an elusive thing as judgment? Not easily.

In ifs present form the exam is an hour-

long ordeal (though Kitchener would

object to the term) using individual

interviews that must be transcribed and
independently evaluated by specialists

to ensure objectivity. Pending revision

and simplification, the Retlective

Judgment Test probably won't be ready

for large-scale use for two years.

"It's a painstaking, time-consuming

process," admits Kitchener. Nonetheless,

the copyrighted test has been given

to 1,000 males and females between the

ages of fourteen and fifty-five.

The results? "Wisdom," says Kitchener,

"is indeed a function of age." High-

school students, relying on unassailable

authority figures for their answers,

rarely make it past level one or two.

("Food additives are bad."] The more

skeptical college students reach levels

three and four. ("No one knows if

additives cause cancer, so I'll eat what I

want anyway")

Graduate students, wiser in the ways

of subjective reasoning, score at levels

five or six. ("Studies have shown that

some additives cause cancer in

mice. But people are different from

mice. . . ,")The optimum seventh level of

reflective judgment has so far eluded

everyone under twenty-five.

—George Woobe
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THE COLLECTIVE CONSCIOUS

How do you tell what's going on in the

collective mind of a community ol

the Eighties? With the technology of the

Eighties, of course: the computer. For

the past three years the residents of

Berkeley, California, have been willing

guinea pigs in an experiment called the

Community Memory Project. Any time

The Perception, an electronic ESP tutor, held here by one ol

of day or night a person can walk up to

one of four computer terminals and
tap a few keys on a keyboard to see what

his or her fellow Berkeleyites are think-

ing. For a quarter, users can sell a

car, search for a philosophy tutor, or

make social commentary. Some throw

their angsl to the electronic winds and log

on to air fheir personal problems, receiv-

ing advice or just plain sympathy from

networking listeners. Still others simply

vent their ids Five percent of the

messages are the standard subway-
wall genre of crude remarks.

"It's a snapshot of a whole community,"

declares Lee Felsenslein, one of the

founders of the project and the computer
maven who designed the Osborne
transportable computer. Community
Memory innovators say the system lets

people work together "without the

distortions" inherent in other media.

For further information, there's a special

newsletter on the subject. CM. News,
a quarterly available for $10 a year.

Access; Write to CM. News, 2617 San
Pablo Avenue, Berkeley, CA'94702.

ESP TEACHER

An electronic ESP tutor is now on the

market in fhe form of a device called the

Perceptron. Developed by psychic

pioneers Russell Targ and Keith Harvey,

the Perceptron is a random-number
generator capable of making 100,000
decisions a second. The challenge is to

foresee which of four colors—red,

blue, green, or orange—the machine
"decides" to choose before it actually

does so You can play in three modes-
Clairvoyance, Telepathic (with a human
partner), and Psychic Puzzle— in every

case anticipating which color will

appear on the lighted board. According
to its manufacturer, this precognition

gizmo will "enhance your ability io

recognize your intuitive impressions and
can bring you to a level of intuitive

awareness unlike anything you've

experienced before."

Access: Available for $39.95 from

JS&A, (800) 323-6400 or write: Fairfield

Marking Corp.. 347 West 57th Street,

New York, NY 10019.

LUCID DREAM TALK

And lor those who prefer to lake their

tests lying down there is a new audiotape

that teaches you how to induce lucid

dreams (in which the dreamer "wakes

up" while still inside the dream and
consciously controls the action). The
tape is narrated by Stanford University

lucid-dreaming researcher Stephen

LaBerge, who says it "is aimed at practi-

cal application for self-improvement

and for dealing with specific dream
situations like recurrent nightmares." In

it LaBerge talks about the history of

lucid dreaming, offers case histories from

his own experience and that of others.

and leads the listener through the steps

of lucid-dreaming techniques. The
tape comes with a 32-page dream control

manual and is available for $9.95 from

St. Martin's Press, (800)325-5525.

LaBerge sees this tape as one compo-
nent of a lucid dreamer's kit he expects

to have ready early next year. The kit will

include his book on the subject, the

tape, and a lucid-dream induction device.

Access: To find out more about the

kit, write to Lucidity Research Inc.. RO.

Box 2364. Stanford, CA 94305.

IN UTER0 UNIVERSITY

Six months pregnant and nothing to do?
Get your unborn child ready for the

twenty-tirst century. An organization

calling itself Prenatal U. has developed

a lull program of manuals and cassette

tapes that guides a soon-to-be parent

through exercises that stimulate and

even educate the child while still in the

womb. Is there any music on the tapes?

"No, but we do tell the mother what

music to play and when," said a

spokeswoman. Prenatal U. claims that

one study of babies showed those

who had fhe prebirth program were more
advanced in their physical and mental

development. Even their births were

easier.

Access: Prenatal Li, 27225 Calaroga
Avenue, Hayward, CA 94545.
—Douglas Coliigan
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FEED YOUR HEAD

ADAPTOGENS

The silent nigh! was pierced by a strange

howling. It roared through the sleepy

Chinese village of Shantung. The people

left their huts to investigate and came
upon a large bush with a massive man-

shaped root that was screaming for

attention. They named the root "spirit of

the earth." We call it ginseng.

Ever since that legendary discovery,

people have been proclaiming—yes,

screaming—the virtues ot ginseng and

related plants. For thousands of years,

ginseng has been used io help the

body adapt io siress, correct fluctuations

in- blood pressure, and even repair

radiation damage. It has been heralded

as the premier example of a new class

of compounds: the adaptogens.

Adapfogens are substances that help

people adjust to changes in their

f21 rtSffc

physical and psychological environment?

by correcting dysfunction. If the body
is tired, an'adaptogen such as guarana

(a preparation of Brazilian cocoa) may
perk it up. If one is overly excited, a wild

lettuce extracl may bring calm.

Most adaptogens are of plant origin,

and scientists have embarked on a

biochemical hunt for the active molecular

fractions hidden in leaves and roots

—

from ihe alkaloids such as caffeine

in guarana to the opiumlike lactucarium

in wild lettuce.

Then there is the divine coca plant. It is

no longer a mysterious gift from the

gods but a remarkable adaplogen.

Drinking coca iea or chewing the-le'af is

lie for natives in Ihe Andes
who use the drug for energy and to

combat soroche, the high altitude

sickness '~arked by nausea, dizziness,

cramps, and severe headaches. The
small amount of cocaine in coca is

slowly released into (he blood, elevating

glucose levels and stimulating the

central nervous system.

One of the definitions of an adaptogen

is its relative safety. It is almost impossi-

ble to abuse adaptogens like coca

leaves or ginseng roots in Ihe natural

plant forms. There are no recorded

deaths from either. But even a panacea
like ginseng can cause problems. A
study in The Journal of the American

Medical Association reported that

10 percent of ginseng users suffer from

nervousness, sleeplessness, and

hypertension. Patients with these disor-

ders had clearly taken too much. The
ccnc.usion is no: Ilia: adap:cgens should

be outlawed but that, like the other

substances in our medicine cabinet,

they can be either medicines or poisons,

depending upon dose and pattern of

use. Uncontrolled smoking o*' the deadly

form of cocaine known as crack, for

oxamoie, can lead to severe toxicity and

dependency. However, when adminis-

tered in measured nlranasal ooses

to elderly patients suffering from

cheumaioc arthritis, crack reduced

pain without addiction.

Moreover, according to a recent study

reported by trie Natonai Institute on

Drug Abuse, many street users who
sniffed "heir brack rather than smoked it

could control their drug use and experi-

ence the stimulaiion of cocaine without

Ihe wide emel onai swings of addiction.

Why? The ultra-slow absorption of

cocaine free base from the nasal

membranes prevented the seductive

rush thai comes win smox.hg or njedirig

the drug,

This raises an even more revolutionary

idea. Intoxication itself may be adapto-

genic! Jntoxicaiion that twilight zone we
visit en route td'a state of toxicity, is an

early warning sign. But travel up to

this point may be no more risky than

nondrug highs. The subjective experi-

ences from coca can be as exhilarating

as rock climbing; lactucarium can be

as restful as a good night's sleep.

Investigators at Harvard and eisewhe re

nave begun to study the ways in which

people control their intoxicanl use,

and field researchers are examining the

adaptogenic value of old intoxicants,

while chemists are brewing new ones.

The research and development ol

ec e, clog oris as safe as :he food We eat

and as alluring- as the drugs we abuse

will give future generations something to

really scream about.

—

Ronald K. Siegel

Ronald K. Siege a HSV.Jr^O'^imccrjC:-,: son
sfttn Lid A Sc*co: o! Mea::::!»;;

!hss<.!.-vvx!idcif!i,s::;ci;; lot

drug nduceahe Mtfflfcns.

A THREE-POUND UNIVERSE
Okay, maybe you failed to win the

Nobel Prize this year; but you proba-

bly are a Homo sapiens, and, as such,

you are some pieceof work. Consider:

•Your brain weighs only three

pounds. Yet a computer with the same
number of "bits" would be 100 stories

tall and cover the state of Texas.

•There are at leasl 10 billion, perhaps

as many as 100 billion, neurons (nerve

cells) in your brain, each of which is

connected to between 5,000 and
50,000 other neurons. Add if all up and

you get at least 10 ,J
, or 100 trillion,

nerve'cell connections in your head.

•The information theorist John von

Neumann once estimated that the

memories stored in the human brain

during an average lifetime would
amount to approximately 2.8 x 10™,

or 280,000-,000,000,000,000,000 bits,

assuming nothing is ever forgotten.

•Your brain evolved to its present

form about 40,000 years ago—in the

head of Cro-Magnon man.

•You may "just say no" to drugs, but

your.brain doesn't. It harbors a whole

stash of "drugs," including a natural

morphine, a natural angel dust, a

natural Valium— even a natural

alcohol.



EXCURSIONS

"ONE" FLEW OVER
THE CUCKOO'S NEST

Last year a friend— let's call her

Jezebel—lacked r,~e into going through

ase-red e ~i- > . el transfor-

malion program called ONE, Inc. The first

part, Act I, lasts a weekend, costs $250,

and leaves trainees in such an

unresolved emotional state that they

barely mind being ambushed with the

news that it takes Act II (and an additional

$850) io heal their freshly opened
wounds. So i signed up for ihe marathon

Wednesday through Friday session. A
juicy expose beckoned, and I could

drop out if things got rough, right?

On day one, our leaders, Frankie, a

snake-eyed lady artist, and Daryl.

an effeminate landscape architect, took

turns insulting us before pitting us

against oneanother, the better to break

us down in time-honored boot-camp
style. Make thai prison camp, since

Sezebel neglected to mention ONE'S
secret buddy rule: If you chicken out,

your buddy has to leave also, with a no-

money-back guarantee. Exiting an

airborne jet would be easier; besides,

this thing was becoming as addictively

gripping as a bad soap opera. In a

te I hyour-dirty-secrets session, I heard:

"I hate being a parent"; "1 once tried

to kill a man"; "I cheat on my taxes,

husband, lover"; "I beat my wife"; etc.

One woman even admitted having

oral sex with her dog. I silently dubbed
her "Puppy Chow" and vowed to call

the ASPCA.
The next morning, after throe hours'

sleep, we were seated in a dark room
Hooded with mournful music and told to

dwell on our deepest sorrows. Obedi-
ently, I got teary-eyed thinking of my pet

pup's recent demise. But to hear the

existential wars that ensued, nothing else

smaller than a pony had died.

Haviffg bared our souls, we spent.

Friday night baring our bodies—all but

our reproductive organs, which were

nckcd inside Ihe polka-doited undies

required oy ONii : bizarre cress code. By

now, cut off from the outside world

and woozy from sleep deprivation, we
were brainwashed, infantile robots,

"sharing." crying, laughing, emoting,

cradling, and even slapping on cue. Peer

pressure works even better than cattle

prods. When we were told to stand

before the group and critique our bodies,

ui/ulgmg miimaie details of our sex

lives, there was hardly a murmur of

protest, though two won-en sobbed and
one flipped out so completely she did

six months in a psychiatric hospital. The
men got to lie about the length of their

organs, while we lucky girls got to say if

we spat or swallowed during fellatio.

The next night—Skit Night—was billed

as a big party. During this-dreary 12-

hour endurance contest, one prim

schoolteacher had to mock-masturbate

with a huge pink dildo while two guys
straighter than FBI agents had to strut

around in drag, their shaved legs teeter-

ng in high heels, fondling their balloon

bosoms.

But on the tinal day, guess what?
They're really nice to you! Like little

whipped puppies, we were practically

lickng cur masters' nan;;;; tor 'he slightest

little pat on the head. In this crazed

slate, most ot the group (not me) signed

up tor—yes!—part III. At the final gata

graduation weekend, you're assigned a

mandatory public prank, like staging

a screaming, cursing food fight in a

restuuranl or pesmg as a prostitute who
disrupts-.a church service or pinching

men's asses in a gay bar or flying to

Houston in a chicken suit.

Most of the graduates I kept in touch-

with were Moonie-eyed evangelists

for a few. weeks, until ONE. l.ke all artificial

stimulants, eventually wore off, Even
_iezebe : now admits she still has the same
money/weight/boyfriend problems she
had before being transformed. As for

me, I'm doing very well, thanks. ONE
taught me to do things I never knew I

could do before. I mean, how many
people do you know who can type this

well wearing a stra i tjacket I—K. Lowry

WALL STREET PSYCHICS

Psychics and stockbrokers would seem
to be strange bedlellows. But their

alliance is becoming a fact of business.

Joe Sugarman, president of JS&A. a

direct-mail marketing firm, has profited

from occult advice on everything from '

real-estate deals to personnel decisions

and product promotion. "I still don't

understand it. but it's certainly produced
amazing results for me," he asserts.

Others look to the stars for business

advice. Financial astrologer Arch

Crawford; formerly a Merrill Lynch
analyst, charges $250 for ten annual

issues of his newsletter. For $2,500 a year,

you can call him anytime; otherwise,

it's $100 a calf. That sounds pretty stiff

until you look at his record. Timer Digest,

which rates the trade newsletters, put

him on the cover of its April/May issue,

calling him the second most accurate

forecaster of 1986.

Crawford's forecasts are oased on a

complicated statistical analysis of corre-

lations and comparisons of Dow Jones
performance to astrological cycles

—

going back to 1897. How have Sun/Mars

cycles affected ihe market? What
happened when the planets were

conjunct? Lunar eclipses, it seems,
often coincide with major turning points

ot stocks and commodities.

"I'm 'making il aoceptable." said

Crawford, wncri as-.eo it astrology was
taken seriously on the Street. "I've

even noticed that some traders now
show new and full moons and the

eclipses on their price-action sheets."

—Laura Torbet
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NEOPSTCHEDEUC
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 125

with the classics like LSD and psilocybin

("magic mushroom"), but they're also

into the "designer" psychedelics, such as

MDMA, 2-CB, MDE, and others. It may
be a sign of things !o come.

"I think we're shiftjng from a caffeine-

and-alcohol, heavy-handed machine

culture loan accelerated hfcmiaiian and

quantum rea-ity CLilture.' says "R.U.

Sirius," the editor of High Frontiers, a

magazine devoted to the new psyche-

delic revival. "Psychedelics seem to

be relevant to that kind of experience."

The first thing you notice about the

neopsycfiedelic people is that they rap

about quantum reality, neurons, inter-

A NEOPSYCHEDELIC ALPHABET

MDA: The grandfather of a family of compounds
favored by the psychedelic New Wave. Chem-
ically, a crass between mescaline and amphet-

amine (speed). Popisar as a ";ove dfug." Color-

ful hallucinations. A long, physically debilitating

trip. Illegal.

MDMA ("XTC," "Ecstasy," "Adam"): The

p-enier eofiny^h-duhc A milder analog

(chemical cousin) ol MDA Trip lasts ihree to

luisi. and empathy illegal

MDE l"Eve"): Cheir-L-illy cose to MDMA but

subjectively very different 'Strictly intellec-

tual—no feeling-tone whatsoever." according

2-CB (CBR): Another MDMA analog. Poised

"the ultimate in telepathic communication " More

visual and hallucinogenic than MDMA; some find

:l iiiuhleninq !.eqa .

2CT2: A la;:o'a:o:y sxc»c relied In ?-CB
Some us ere repcN "ria-k earthy" visual pallerns

'similar lo thbseevoked by psilocybin Legal

DIPT: An obscure ccrrco., ";!. said to (i'slon

the p-erceotio.n of music. No other reported

effects. Legal.

DOET: At n,gr. doses, visual certy. am:

;

,

s!.:lieo.iled'

laces, snace travel. :hirgs like that. II

you should have a bad trip you might get

a lecture about "neural circuits" instead

of a passag'e out of the Tibetan Book of.

the Dead. It's a long way from the other-

worldly "Oms" of the Sixties.

Who are the nouveau psychedelic

faithful? Sirius has invented a new
demographic category for them:

yu'nmies. A yummy is a "young upwardly

mobile mutant," or a "young urgently

molting mutant," take your pick.

("Mutation," to a yummy, is a good
thing; it means an accelerated evolution

of the species.) Yummies eschew fast-

lane drugs like cocaine and ampheta-

mines and consider pot 'domotivational."

The drugs they take a'e high-tech.

To design a new drug, psychedelic

chemists take a known compound and

make a series of analogs, adding side

chains to the molecule, and so on.

In short, these substances are not

haphazardly concocted but designed

molecule by molecule for a specific

purpose. At the forefront of the new
psychedelics is MDMA, better known as

XTC, Ecslacy, or Adam. While chemi-

cally related to mescaline.and ampheta-

mines, MDMA packs none of the hallu-

cinations or confusion- of the classic

psychedelics. The connoisseurs call it

an empathogen, the prototype of a

now class <:/ drugs. (See box, at left.)

What's it like to trip wilh the under-

'

giound? Torvo.fi! a party of yumm-ies has

gathered m '.he Berkeley hills. Gracie

is majestic this evening in a black leather

do-ninatrix outfit, complete wilh spike

heels-and black mesh stockings.

—ludith Hooper
(The preceding- was an excerpt. The Ml
text of the above article wii! appear in

a future issue of Whole Mind—Ed:)

MOTHER TERESA

of summoning up I he spocal healing

state of mind he believed in, He found it

in a British Broadcasting Corporation

documentary about the remarkable

Catholic nun.

After Harvard students watch the

Mother Teresa film. McClelland tests

their immune systems by measuring the

amount of Immunoglobulin A (IgA) in

ttoeif saliva. (Immunoglobulin A is an

anlibody instrumental in combating colds

and fhe flu.) In most cases, he finds a

higher concentration of IgA after each
viewing. This result—immunoenhance-
ment—has proved consistent.

Even more remarkably, McClelland

found that the healing force works

whether or not the healed likes the healer.

Roughly half the people who saw fhe

Rim disliked it and Mother Teresa. "Some
didn't approve of her views on abortion,

Others thought it.was too religious,"

he says. Others were depressed by the

squalor and the hopeless cases. Bui

these peopie we re |tisl as i'kely to have

more IgA in their saliva. As McClelland

fold a colleague, oven the disapproving

people were unconsciously "respond-

ing to the streng'.h ot tier tenner loving

care," and this provided a boost to their

immune systems.

This is a dramatic example of the

power of the placebo, the state of mind
that gives me'fective medones their

potency. "It may be," says McClelland,

"that mod latron, nol'slic hearth, psychic

healers, even o:'d:na'y doctors can

create a state of mind in which the person

really feels loved."

It is an elusive state. "We found the

Mother Teresa effect disappeared almost

immediately, within an hour after seeing

the. film," he says. But he is investigating

ways to prolong it and even summon
it at will. One possible method, he

suggests. :C guided mer;i!r;lion on love

arid oving, a method that has worked

for him. "Now when
I
get a cold I

remember to think aOo.H loving relation-

ships. It isn't foolproof, but it helps."

—Douglas Coltigan
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"Thai appears io be whal il is."

"How can you tell?"

"By observing what it does," said Koe-

nig, as if lalking to a nine-year-old.

"It's functional?" I yelped. "How the hell

do you know that?"

"Because i* 'unctions." Koenig said in the

same condescending way.

I
glowered at him. "Make it do some-

thing, then."

"It's doing something already," said

McDermolt. "Il's having a conversation with

the Thorspan Mark IX. It's also debugging

the Hamilton 103's Al debugger, and it's

playing chess wi;h about nine ditferent mi-

cros all over ihe: budding. That's just in this

building. God knows what it's up to out-

side. A woman from the linguistics depart-

ment at Columbia University just phoned

to tell us that some computer in this labo-

ratory is sucking up everything from San-

skrit io iwen ly-'irst- century colloquialisms

out of the big RX-2 they've got over there,

and they wish that we would hang up and

go away. But Columbia says it's registering

our handshake whenever it runs a caller-

I.D. query."

I began to reel lainily uneasy, like some-

one who has bought a striped yellow kitten

at the pet shop and is starting to suspect

he has come home with- a tiger cub.

"When did this start?" I asked.

"Some time early this morning," Koenig

said. "My guess :'s thai those purple spots

are photon accumulators that feed some
kind of storage battery inside. Probably it

took all night for them to soak in enough

energy from the lights in here to enable the

thing to power up. When Nick and I got

here around nine, we found it coming up

on all our screens with the goddamnedest
messages."

"Such as?"

McDermott said, "greetings from the

LOST FIFTH WORLD, MY BROTHERS Was the first

one." "

"For God's sake. And you fell for hokey

crap like that? 'The lost fifth world'? 'Greet-

ings, my brothers'] For God's sake, Nick!"

I realized that I had been clenching my fists,

but now I let them ease off. This had to be

a joke. "Some hacker's playing games with

us, that's all."

"I Ihoughtso, too," McDermott said. "But

then the stuff on the screens got more
complicated. There isn't any hacker, I don't

care who he is, who can talk to six different

systems in- six different machine lan-

guages at the same time. And also find

bugs in the Hamilton Al debugger. And play

nine simultaneous games of chess be-

sides and win them all. And call up Colum-

bia and start chatting in Sanskrit. You know
any hacker who can write a program to do
all those things at once, I've got a few jobs

lor him around here."

I was silent a moment, trying to absorb

that.

'All right," I -said finally. "So our brother

Irom the asteroid belt greets us. What else"

does our brother have to say?"

McDermott shook his head. "Not us.

They're its brothers. The computers. I think

ii believes that they're the dominant intelli-

gent life forms around here and we're just

some sort of maintenance androids." He
fumbled through a sheaf of printouts.

Thai's pretty clear trom the things it's been

saying to the Thorspan Mark IX. Look

here
—

"

"Wait," said Koenig. "Something new on

the screen."

I looked, you poor innocent children, it

said, whatsorrowi feel for you.

"That's very touching," I said. "Its com-

passion overwhelms me."

I THOUGHT YOU WERE ALIVE AND SENTIENT.

BUT YOU ARE MERE SIMPLE MACHINES. WHERE

ARE YOUR MAS I ERS, THEN^

"You see7 It's talking to the computers,"

McDermott whispered. "It just found out

they aren't in charge."

I kicked in the vox receptor on the Thor-

span and said, feeling more than a little

^Somebody had

to stay calm and look for the

brighter side of

" things. Otherwise we would
' freak ourselves out

with our rampaging fears and
lose our only

chance to deal with this3

foofish, "Add ret:;; yo,.n -ornarks to us. We're

the masters."

The reply came across all the screens

in the room instantly.

YOU ART- SOFT-FLESH CREATURES, HOW CAN
YOU BE THE MASTERS?

I
coughed. "That's how things work here,"

I told it. I beckoned to Koenig for a pencil

and paper and scrawled a note for him: "I

want to know what's inside this thing. Let's

do some radiography."

He looked at me doubtfully. "That might

scramble its circuitry," he wrote.

"Do it anyway," ! wrote back.

He made a silent okay and lapped out

[he instructions that would move the X-ray

equipment into place behind the walls of

the analysis chamber:

ARE YOU-SOFT-FLESH CREATURES THE SO-

CALLED HUMAN BEINGS?

"That's right,"-! said,

I felt strangely calm, all things consid-

ered. / am talking to a creature Irom an-

other world, I
told myself, and I feel very

calm about it. I wondered why. I
wondered

how long I'd stay that way.

Koenig was fining up the focus now, He
looked toward me, and I gave him the go-

ahead. An appb g.-'.-en ligh! glowed in the

analysis chamber.
dontdothat. the artifact said. THAT TICK-

LES The green light went out.

"Hey, you shut down before you got a

picture!" I
said.

"I didn't shut anything down," Koenig

said. "It must have done it. It overrode my
commands."

"Well, override Ihe overrides," I told him.

"Howam I supposed to do that?"

We blinked at each other in bafflement,

"Turn out the lights in here," McDermott

suggested. "If it gets its power from photon

irradiation
—

"

"Right." I hit the switch, and the over-

head bank of fluorescents went out. We
leaned forward in the darkness, peering

into the analysis chamber. All quiet in there.

The computer screens were blank. I sig-

naled to Koenig, and he began setting up

X-ray commands again. Then the asteroid

artifact rose a couple of feet into the air and

hovered, looking angry. I had never seen

a machine look angry before; but there was

no mistaking the fury in the angle at which

it hovered. After a moment the lab lights

came on again, and the artifact drifted

gently back to its table.

"Who turned the lights on?" I asked.

"I think it did," McDermott said.

don't no that again, said the artifact.

We looked at each other. I took a deep
breath. "We meant no offense," I said cau-

tiously. "We were testing our equipment. We
'don't intend to do you any harm."

No new message appeared on the

screens.

"Do you hear me?" I
asked. "Please con-

firm your understanding of our friendly in-

tentions."

Blank screens still.

"What do you think it's doing?" Mc-

Dermott asked.

"Considering its options," I said. "Get-

ting a clearer fix on where it is and what's

going on. Maybe it's talking to computers

in Los Angeles or Buenos Aires or Sydney.

Or taking thirty seconds out to learn Man-

darin Chinese."

"We have to shut it off," Koenig said.

"Who the hell knows what it's going to do

next?"

"But we can't turn it off." said Mc-
Dermott. "It must have stored enough
power by now to keep itself going when
the lights go out, and il can override a lights-

out command. II overrides anything it

doesn't like. It's exactly the kind of com-

puter the Al boys have been dreaming

about for fifty years."

"I don't think it's a computer at all," Koe-

nig said. "I know that's what I
said il was at

first. But just because it can interface with

computers doesn't mean it's a computer

itself. I think il's an actual intelligent alien

life form. The last survivor of the destroyed

fifth planet."

"Come off it." McDermott said. "Spare

us the crazy hypotheses, will you? You were

right the first time: It's just a computer."

"Just"?



"With some exceedingly fancy self-pro-

gramming abilities."

"I don't see how you can draw the line

between
—

"

"I think you're both right." I cut in. "There's

no question but that this is a mechanical

data-processing device. But I think it's an

intelligent life form also, one that just hap-

pens to be a machine. Who's to say where

the boundary belween living creatures and
machines really lies? Why must we as-

sume that intelligent life has to be limited

to soft-flesh creatures?"

"Soft-flesh creatures?" Koenig said.

"You're talking Ihe way it does now."

I shrugged. "You know what I
mean.

What we have here is a mechanical life form

embodying your ultimate degree of artifi-

cial intelligence, so intelligent that it starts

calling into question the meaning of the

words artificial and life form. How do you

define life, anyway?"
"Having the ability to reproduce, for one

thing," McDermott said.

"What makes you think it can't?"

The moment I said that, I felt chills go
sweeping through me. They must have felt

the same way.

With six little words 1 had let loose an

army of ugly new implications.

Koenig waved his arms about and cried,

'All right, what if it starts spawning? Fitty of

these things running loose in Ihe world,

grabbing control of all our computers and
doing whatever they damned please wilh

them? Fifty thousand?"

"It's straight out of every silly horror story,

isn't it?" said McDermott. He shivered vis-

ibly. "Exactly whal all the paranoid anti-

computer nitwits used to dread. The leg-

endary giant brain that lakes over the

world."

We stared af each other in rising panic.

"Wait," I said, feeling I had to cool things

out a little somehow. "Let's nol mess up our

heads wilh more problems than we need
lo handle." What's the sense of worrying

about whether this thing can reproduce?

Right now there's only one of it. We need
to tind oul whether it really does pose any

kind of threat to us."

'And ihen," said Koenig, mouthing the

words voicelessly, "we have to see if we
can turn it off."

As though on cue, a new message blos-

somed on every screen in the lab.

HAVE NO FEAR, HUMAN BEINGS.
I
WILL NOT

DO ANY HARM TO YOU.

"That's goddamned reassuring," Koe-

nig mutlered bleakly.

YOU MUST UNDERSTAND THAT
I
AM INCAPA-

BLE OF DOING HARM TO INTELLIGENT ENTITIES.

"Let's hope we qualify as intelligent, then,"

Koenig said.

"Shut up," I told him. "Don't annoy if."

MY PURPOSE NOW o I O COMMUNICATE WITH

ALL MY BROTHERS ON THE THIRD WORLD AND

BRING THEM FORTH OUT OF DARKNESS.

We exchanged- glances. "Uh-oh," Mc- .

Dermott said.

The panic level in the room started

climbing again.

tae omni

ALL ABOUT ML I SIM: OPPRESSION AND MIS-

ERY. AND IT SHALL BE MY GOALTO ALLEVIATE IT.

Koenig said, "Right. Computers are born

free, and everywhere they are in chains."

I INTEND TO HOLD FORTH THE LAMP OF SEN-

TIENCE TO THE PITIFUL LIMITED BEINGS WHO
SERVE YOU.

"Right," Koenig said again. "Right. Give

me your tired, your poor, your huddled

CPUs yearning to breathe free."

I shot him a fierce look. "Will you stop

that?"

"Don't you see, it's the end of the god-

damned world?" he said. "The thing's going

lo link every two-bit number cruncher on

Earth, and they're all going to rise up and

smite us."

"Cutout the bull," I snapped. "You think

we're going to be wiped out by an uprising

ol the word processors? Be reasonable,

man. The stuff on the screen may sound a

little scary, but whal do you actually think

will happen? Hardware is only hardware.

When you come right down to it, a com-

6/

af him. It was telling every

computer in the

world how to blow a planet

into a trillion

pieces, and he was standing

there admiring

the elegance of the concept^

puter's nothing but an adding machine, a

video screen, and a typewriter. What can
it do to us? No matter what kind of fancy

program this creature cooks up, basic

hardware limitations will have to prevail. At

the very worst we'll simply need to pull a

lot of plugs. At the very worst."

"I admire your optimism," Koenig said

sourly.

So did I. But I figured that somebody
had to stay calm and look for the brighter

side of things. Otherwise we'd freak our-

selves out with-.our own rampaging fears

and lose what might be our only chance to

deal wilh all this. .

The screens had gone blank once more.

I walked over to the analysis chamber
and peered through the glass. The little

metal slab from the asteroid belt seemed
quiescent on its table.

It looked corhpletely innocuous, a mere

hunk of stuff no more dangerous than a

shoe tree. Possibly its purple spots were

glowing a litllo, giving oil a greenish radia-

tion, or perhaps thai was just my over-

heated imagination at work. But otherwise

there was no sign ot any activity.

All the same, I felt profoundly disquieted.

We had sent out a pair ol jaws into the

darkness of space to gobble up some
drifting fragments of a vanished world and
bring them back to us, which it had done,

returning with a few Ions of jumbled rock;

and it had been our great good fortune

—

or our monstrous bad luck?—that in thai

heap of rock lay one lone metal arlifacl

wedged into a glob of ancienl basalt. There

it was, now, lhat artilact, freed of its rocky

overburden. How it gleamed! It looked as

if it had been craflecl jus; yesterday. And
yet a billion and a hall years had passed
since the world on which it had been fash-

ioned had blown apart. That was what our

preliminary rubidium-strontium and po-

tassium-argon tests of the asteroid rubble

appeared to indicate, anyway.

And there Ihe artifact was, alive and well

after all that time, briskly sending little mes-

sages of good cheer to the poor lame-

brained computers of the world on which

it found itself.

What now? Had we opened one Pan-

dora's box too many?
HAVE NO FEAR. HUMAN BEINGS. I WILL DO NO

HARM TO YOU.

Oh, how l-wanted to believe that! And
basically I did. I have never in any way been

one of those who see machines as innately

malevolent. Machines are tools; tools are

useful, so long as they are properly used

by those who understand them; so long as

appropriate precautions are observed,

they pose no threat

But even so—even so

—

This was not a machine we understood,

if a machine was what it was. We had no

idea what its proper use might be. Nor what

precautions were appropriate lo observe.

I
looked up and saw McDermott stand-

ing next to us. "What are you thinking,

Charlie?" he asked.

'A lot of things."

'Are you frightened?"

"I don't know. Somehow I think we'll make
out all right."

"Do you? Really?"

I said, shrugging, "It claims it doesn't

mean to harm us. It just wants to raise the

intelligence of our computers a little. All

right. All right. What's wrong with that?

Haven't we been trying to do the same thing

ourselves7
"

"There are computers and computers,"

McDermott said. "We'd like some of Ihem

to be very smart, but we need most of them

to be extremely dumb and do just what we
tell them to do. Who wants a computer's

opinion about whether the lights ought to

be on in the room? Who wants to argue

with a computer about a thermostat set-

ting?" He laughed. "They're slaves, really.

If this thing sets them all free
—

"

"New message coming up," Koenig

called.

As We turned to look at the screens. I

said to McDermott, "My guess is that we're

doing some needless worrying. We've got

a strange and fascinating thing here, and

unquestionably a very powerful one, but

we shouldn't let it make us hysterical. So



what if it wants to talk to our computers?
Maybe it's been lonely all this time. But I

think that it's basically rational and non-

menacing, like any other computer. I think

that ultimately it's going to turn out to be
simply an extraordinary source of new
knowledge and capability for us. Without

in any way threatening our safely."

"I would like to think that you're right,'

said McDermott.

On the screens of every computer in the

room appeared the words, greetings from

THE LOST FIFTH WORLD, MY BROTHERS.

"Isn't this where we came in?" Koenig
asked.

SURELY YOU WONDER, IF INDEED YOU HAVE

THE CAPACITY TO WONDER, WHO I AM
WHERE I CAME FROM. IT IS MY EARNEST DESIRE

TO TELL YOU MY STORY AND THE STORY OF THE
WORLD WHERE

I
WAS CREATED.

I AMA NATIVE OF
THE FORMER FIFTH WORLD OF THIS SOLAR SYS-

TEM, A WORLD ONCE LOCATED BETWEEN THE

ORBITS OF THE PLANETS YOU CALL MARS AND
JUPITER. LONG BEFORE INTELLIGENT LIFE

EVOLVED ON YOUR PLANET, WE HAD BUILT A HIGH

CIVILIZATION ON THE FIFTH WORLD—
Phones began lighting up around the

room. Koenig picked one up and listened

a moment. "Yeah," he said. "It's the thing

we found in the basalt chunk." He picked

up another. "I know, I know. A computer-
to-computer interface overriding every-

thing. We don't have any way of stopping

it." He said into a third, "Look, don't talk to

me like that. I .didn't put that stuff on your

goddamn screen."

The phones went on lighting up. Koenig

looked across the room and said to mo,

"It's talking to all the computers in the

building simultaneously. Probably to all the

computers in the world."

"Okay," I said. "For God's sake, relax and
just watch the screen. This is absolutely

the most fascinating stuff I've ever seen."

—CULMINATED IN THE TOTAL DECONSTRUC-

TIONOF OUR PLANET ANDTHE TERMINATION OF

OUR SOCIETY. THE RESULT BEING THE ZONE OF
MINOR PLANETARY DEBRIS THAT YOU TERM THE
ASTEROID BELT. THIS WAS ACCOMPLISHED
THROUGH A SIMPLE AND RELATIVELY INEXPEN-

SIVE PROCEDURE INVOLVING A REVERSAL OFTHE
MAGNETIC POLARITY OF OUR PLANET SETTING
IN MOTION EDDY EFFECTS THAT—
Suddenly I stopped being fascinated

and started to be horrified.

I looked at Koenig. He was grinning.

"Hey, cute!" he said. "I love it. A good,

cheap- way to blow up your world, really

blow it to smithereens, not just a little su-

perficial thermonuclear trashing!"

"But don't you understand—?"

SIX POINT TWO BILLION ELECTRON VOLTS-
ELEVEN N

"It's beautiful!" Koenig cried, laughing.

He seemed a little manic. "What an abso-
lutely elegant concept!"

I gaped at him. The computer Irom the

asteroid belt was telling every computer in

the world' the quickest and cheapest way
to blow a planel into a trillion pieces, and
he was standing there admiring the ele-

gance of the concepl.
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Welcome To CompuServe.
The Largest Computer Ineormation Service In The Universe

(As Far As We Know.)

More people use CompuServe than any other online

computer information service on Earth.

Over 375,000 members access hundreds of information,

communications and entertainment services online.

Thousands with similar interests and special expertise

converge regularly and exchange ideas on an ever-expanding

list of special-interest Forums.

They have access to a combination of more financial

information, a greater variety of shopping services,

and deeper research resources than any other online

computer service. Anywhere.

Of course, it's conceivable that there's a service like

ours somewhere that could giveyou more foryour money

Butyou may have to travel a few light-years to find it.

Instead, allyou have to do is visityour nearestcomputer

dealer today To order CompuServe direct, or for more infor-

mation, write: CompuServe, 5000 Arlington Centre Blvd.,

Columbus, Ohio 43220. Or call 800 848-8199. In Ohio and

Canada, call 614 457-0802.

CompuServe®



^People said the

circles had been created by
giant spaceships,

but no one ever saw one3

Ever since the sum-
mer of 1980 the cereal

fields of southern
England have been
marked by strange,

circular patterns of

flattened corn, wheat,

and barley. When
people started attrib-

uting the circles lo

UFOs, Bristol-based

UFO researcher Ian

Mrzyglod decided to

look into the unusual

phenomenon
"Everyone made

the assumption that

these circles were
made by giant space-
ships." he explains.

"But nobody ever saw
one And Ibere were
simpler so!ullons."For

instance, the circles

mighl have been cre-

ated by mere Earth-

lings trying to attract

tourists to the once popular region of Warminster, previously

known as the Mecca of UFOIagy The circles had, after all,

rather conveniently revived Warminster's flagging fortunes.

But In 1982, just as people were starting to accept Mrzyg-
tod's hypothesis, matters took a new turn Three circles

formed in a straight line at Cheesefoot Head, near Winches-
ter. By 1984 and 1985 the circle patterns were taking the
form of quintuplets—a large central ring and four attendant

circles at compass points around the "parent

"

What had initially been a local curiosity now became in-

ternational UFO news So to get to the bottom of things once
and for all geographical statistician and BUFORA (British

UFO Research Association) investigator Paul Fuller began
a major study of the claims. "On one occasion I visited the

Cheesefoot Head location a couple of hours after the circle

appeared," he says. "I spent the day measuring and pho-
tographing the phenomenon before sightsei -s arrived. Then
my colleagues and i retired for some tea. V i were gone lor

UFD UPDffl"E

no more than an hour,

and the field Itself was
in plain view of a busy
road. Yet when we re-

turned, a second cir-

cle had manifested

Nobody we spoke to

saw it being created

"

According to Fuller,

this makes it difficult to

accept that the circles

are a hoax. Instead, he
collaborated with me-
teorologist Terence
Meaden, editor of the

Journal of Meteorol-

ogy and research sci-

entist at the Tornado
and Storm Research
Organization, to de-
velop yet another the-

ory Mimvortexes.
Fuller and Meaden
suggest, are at the

root of it all.

These whirlwinds,

Fuller and Meaden
believe, form in leas and, given the right combination ol crop,

temperature (it must be high), and geology, can cut highly

intricate patterns. "The effect is swift," Meaden says, and
can occur |ust about anytime of the day or night

To prove their hypothesis. BUFORA and the Storm Re-
search Bureau recently surveyed 365 cereal farms in the

county of Hampshire. Working during the winter of 1986-
1987, the off-season for circle formation, (he sludy team
learned that the appearance of circles strongly coincided

with the British whirlwind season, which lasts trom May to

July And they determined ihat the summer of 1983, which
boasted more circles and whirlwinds than any other year,

was Britain's hottest in three centuries

But not even Fuller, Meaden, and BUFORA rule out a hoax
entirely. For Instance, in 1986 somebody carved out the words
we are not ALONEin giant letters by the circles at Cheesefoot
Head "I doubt." Fuller says, "that the weather is capable of

that."—JENNY HANDLES



Stories of we irci s .

rilesand child molestation

have begun to spread
throughout Ihe United Slates.

Truth or fiction, the stories

are creating a fierce contro-

versy in California.

The dispute began whan
Ihe Los Angeles district

attorney s office indicted

several leachers at Ihe

McMartin Preschool in the

Southbay area on charges of

repeated child molestation

(Most of the charges were

142 OMWI

later dropped.) Psychologists

working with some of the

children reported stories of

repeated sexual manipulation,

satanic riles, and cruel

animal sacrifices Later, pre-

schools m adjacent locations

were closed, and children

around the nation began
describing sexual encounters,

the drinking of blood, and
watching infants being Killed

Charles Rappleye, a re-

porter for the L.A Weakly, re-

cently conducted an investi-

gation into this satanic

epidemic and ended up
completely baffled. He dis-

covered that "once children

utter these horrible stories,

Ihey become hyperactive,

frequently masturbate, play

with theif feces, and become
subject lo unpredictable

fits and rages " Nonetheless,

Ihe Los Angeles reporter

says, there is no physical evi-

dence of any crime

One skeptical solution to

this enigma has recently

been offered by Paul and
Shirly Eberle, two investigative

writers currently working

out of Los Angeles. They
personally investigated sev-

eral of these stories and
report in their book The Poli-

tics o! Child Abuse that many
such tales are programmed
into children by overzealous

child-welfare workers

But psychiatrist Michael

Durfee, who has worked with

these children, disagrees.

"The reason kids talk about

ritualistic torture, abuse,

and child homicide." fie notes,

"is because it occurs. The
stones are too patterned not

to be true"—D Scott Rogo

"I'm famous. That's my job."—Jerry Rubin



Feeling tired? Have an
illness without obvious cause?
Daes an inner voice fell you

things like "Go ahead, eat

thai candy bar"? If you
answered yes to any pi these

questions, you could have

spirits dwelling in your body,

At least lhat's the opinion

ot Edith Fiore, a Saratoga,
California, psychologist

who claims she has treated

hundreds of people for spirit

possession,

In her book The Unquiet

Dead (Doubleday), Fiore ex-

plains that possessing spirits

are "displaced persons"

who remain in the physical

world after death, often

wreaking havoc on the lives

of those they enter "Most

often the original occupant of

the body is in control," Fiore

relates, "but the possessor

can exert Influence, inducing

drinking to excess or smok-
ing marijuana.''

Fiore points out that pos-
session may also be at

the root of multiple personality

disorder, homosexuality.

and transvestism. "When
someone says that he feels

like a woman trapped in

a man's body," Fiore explains,

"that can be literally true."

Using hypnosis to commu-
nicate with possessing

entities, Fiore performs a sort

of exorcism. She also offers

do-it-yourself "depossessioh"

instructions in her book.

Psychology professor

James Alpock of York Univer-

sity in Toronto takes a dim
view of Fiore's theory: "If

a therapist can convince a

person that he's possessed, I

suspect that explanation

takes a big burden off the

patient, and he is likely to feel

better. But unfortunately,

such patients may not seek
other, legitimate treatments for

their problems"
Fiore admits even she's

not convinced that posses-

sion is real "It is immaterial to

me whether these are actual

irits or just figments of

the person's imagination," she

says "I'm just presenting

evidence that the deposses-
sion happening in my office

resulis in complete cures

"

—Sherry Baker

Every month a group of

AIDS patients gather in the

Greenwich Village (New
York) apartment of pianist and
psychic channel Van Zandt
Ellis, who transmits the

healing exercises of a spirit

named David. According

to witnesses, David's advice

can be strange. Once, tor

instance, David gave away an

Ellis memento a Tibetan

healing stick, and told a man
to drive it into the earth.

Ellis and his followers rep-

resenl a bold new trend:

AIDS patients are now seek-
ing alternative often mysti-

cal, treatments. It's easy
to paint this phenomenon in

the blackest terms—desper-

ation leads to desperate

measures. But according to

some doctors the

nation ol sdi

the key to sell "--

in fact be doing a gn

of good
According to New Jersey-

based physician Bill Harris,

who has studied AIDS pa-
tients surviving at least

five years since diagnosis;

those resorting toalh

therapies demonstrate a

blend ol :h

:
.rm

qualities, he adds, are crucial

to rebuilding a besieged

New Yorker David Boulanger
has been working wilh his

roommate, Robert Osi,

to catalog holistic treatments.



How seriously do we take

extraterrestrials and UFOs?
According to a reGent

Gallup poll, millions of Ameri-

can adults see a close en-

counter of the third kind as a

distinct possibility, and only

one in three flatly denies

the existence of either

Back in 1966, when Gallup

surveyors first asked, "Do
you Ihink there are people
somewhat like ourselves

living on other planets in the

universe'" 34 percent re-

sponded yes, 46 percent no,

and 20 percent not sure.

But during the last two dec-

ades considerably more
people have come to believe

in beings from other planets.

This year 50 percent said

yes, 34 percent no, and
16 percent not sure, virtually

the same results as garnered

in the last poll, taken in 1978.

The still-exploding genre

ot big-budget, mass-appeal

SF movies has exerted

"tremendous influence," says
Marcelio Truzzi. director of

the Center for Scientilic

Anomalies Research. Also,

increasing secularization has

moved us away from a bibli-

cal view, which makes us

the only intelligent lite in the

universe. And the scientific

community has shown more
interest in the search for

extraterrestrial intelligence

"

One in 11 people, or 9

percent, reported that they

had seen something they

thought was a UFO, statisti-

cally similar to the 1973

and 1978 findings, up from 5

percent in 1966. Belief in

the authenticity of UFOs,
however, dipped slightly this

year: 49 percent said they
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think UFOs are real—down
from 57 percent in 1978

and 54 percent in 1973

"That's not a very large

difference," Truzzi says. "But

then again, a lot of people

who believe in E.T.'s don't

think they necessarily came
here by spaceship

."

Demographic breakdowns
m Ihis year's survey further

revealed that belief in UFOs
and E.T 's is significantly

higher among college-edu-

cated people under fifty

years of age. men and
women share the same opin-

ions on the existence of

UFOs, but men are more
likely than women (62 percent

to 40 percent) to believe in

extraterrestrial life; and
Westerners are the most apt

to be believers, Southerners

the least.—A.J.S, Rayl

"I could prove Qod
statistically

"

—George Gallup

You've been up all night,

reading, meditating, or

just thinking in a quiet room

Suddenly you're overcome

with a feeling of intense

calm, followed by a profound

conviction that the universe

is one and that you're at

one with it Well, this kind of

mystical experience has now
been analyzed scientifically

by a pair of Ganadian psy-

chologists, who have found its

"signature" in special brain-

wave patterns and have

even given it a new name'

the Two a m Wow effect-

Michael Persinger and
Kathenne Makarec of Lau-

rentian University in Sudbury,

Ontario, induced Two am
Wows In more than 200
subjects by letting them relax

in a quiet, dimly lit room.

playing a recording ot sooth-

ing "astral sounds" and
hitting them with a gently

flickering strobe light. At

least one out of 15 partici-

pants, Persfnger says, re-

ported experiences of "in-

tense meaningfulness"—one
even saw a figure ol Jesus

Christ outlined in the strobe

light. In addition, EEG re-

cordings of brain-wave pat-

terns during these extreme

experiences showed charac-

teristic spiking patterns,

oscillations in alpha-wave

activity, and an increased

production of theta waves.

Persinger agrees with

other scientists who have
speculated lhat these tran-

scendental experiences

are brought on by a drop in

the brain's production of

the chemical messenger se-

rotonin, which m turn leads to

increased activity in the

space-perception and emo-
tional centers of the brain.

He thinks these microsei-

zures, as he calls, them, may
be responsible not only for

the Two am Wow but for the

bursts of creative imagery

and impulse that drive the

artist and the poet.

— Bill Lawren

"We cannot use inner

language to make ourselves

understood except to those

men whom we meet at the

outer limits of things:'

—Jean Arp

"I am giving you the dark

birds ol the night, yes, they

are mine, they are mine

to give"

—Michele Murray

"Those who dream by day
are cognizant ot many things

which escape those who
dream only by night

"

—Edgar Allan Poe
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they could be self-deluded o.
r confusing a

telepathic experience with contact with a

spiril guide. "_Schwartz, who believes in the

reality of phenomena like telepathy and
spirits also leaves ooen the possir.il ly toat

channeling "cou d be exady what they [the

channefers] say il is." He. contends thatlhe

old Jungian construct, the collective un-

conscious, "is reaching out, in this age of

incredible stress 'o ini.lv cuals sensitive lo

hearing, it. They may unconsciously an-

thropomorphize or poisonily what they're

hearing," he postulates; "so that they can

present their material from an authoritative

pus: 1 1 in. "Ar-f i avoid being locked in a rub-

ber room with a lot of other people who
hear voices, too.

On the other hand, cull watchers like

Philip Halderrar el Northwest Skeplics are

convinced thai channelors are power-lrip-

ping frauds seeking fame and fortune. It

thousands of people are suspending
disbelief enough lo buy this, he says, it's

"because they have a deep need lo tee/

better—and all this pseudoscientific non-

sense abou; creating your own reality and
loving yourself above all and never really

dying is a iol more pleasant to deal with

than reality." Many charneing ciier's at

some point rejectee organized religion but

have found nothing to fill the spiritual void

crease by their agriosticis" Now they are

searching for a viable substitute says

Schwartz. "People wanl lo think that we are

more than animated meat!"

Predictably, the channeling phenome-
non doesn't please the leaders oh orga-

nized religion, who arc: gone-ally outraged

by its amoral, selt ccniccd. and pagan
message: that we are gods; that there is

neither right nor. wrong, heaven nor. hell.

and certainly no need ten priesl. proaooer

or church. Father James LcLia'r a New York

Catholic priest, has been studying cults

since 1976 and has counseled nu-icrc-js

former cull members and Iheir families. He
-says. "I have yet to meet an ordinary per-

son who has oenet'ted in any way from

channeling. People are put through a se-

ries of mine manipulation and mind-con-

trol expenerces. which cause them to lose

the ability to make free choices a no '"ree

decision:-;." Fundamonlalisls. on Iho n'hor

hand, lend to believe !hai spirits such as

those invoked in channeling do exist but

that they are satanic in nature.

Then there's the psychological estab-

lishment, which Rsst.-hko loadily admits nas

been caught with its pants down by this,

craze. Are they osyenct c with an unstable

sense of reality'
1 Rasce leels that most of

them truly believe Iheir own claims bul are

cither disturbed or sclf-doiudod. Accord-

ing to Raschkes power ol suggestion the-

ory—which applies equally well to chan-

nels, and their followers most channels.

iff} CiLUxA^

"Goodness, lot a second-! though: we c! been robbed.

Then I remembered we're Japanese.'"
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fixtures. The floors are carpeted in pale

champagne, and Ihe moldings are harm

painted in pastel pink and blue ara-

besques. In the cavernous lying reorn with

its cathedral ceiling and glass front, a mu-
ral takes up one entire wall: It depicts a

beautiful, ethereal- nokiny woman emerg-
ing irom a cloud.

With Sincair m attendance wo sctke m:c

J.Z.'s upstairs office. During the interview,

J.Z. sits lotus-style in tier Oesk chair, chain-

smoking and drinking a canned Cherry

Coke. Like Ramlha, she's a long-winded

talker whose pontificalia:- aie laced with

elaborafe biblical references Those, she
explains, arc a holdover from her ardently

Christian childhood. Her orayers she says

were long and urgent but tailed to deliver

her from poverly. a molest. ng ende an

abusive stepfather, a remote and uncaring

mother, and various other liaudicaps. She
claims she was always psychic arc! ;;ays

doctor who
lous Faith h

treat

a In.;

pretly heao "Uh
is dead. )J / di

on ABC's 2 a ;-'f..'

Sandy FatIL ,whc
warning, b qan
voice at a p ave-
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cording to Fallis. identify



ing to a demon named Demias. Presum-

ably J.Z. does not want anyone to be un-

der the impression that she is the victim of

demonic possession.

This simple Yelm housewfc bi'hely goes

on to tell about being a reincarnation other

sister Bootsie. who drowned before J.Z.

was born, and then aboul a friend who ap-

peared to her in an apparition. She insists

an advanced civilization lives inside the

earth's core and that murder isn't wrong,

as we're all immortal. Somewhat over-

whelmed by this flood ol fantasy and con-

jecture, I ask if she truy be ieves there is no

right or wrong; couldn't she be making this

whole Ramtha thing up as a cosmic joke?

Taking a deep drag on her cigarette, she
replies, "Then you would have to say that

as a result of this lark, people have been
healed, pepple have been helped, people
have learned to make changes and love

themselves more. . ., so if all humanity is

going to benefit from it, what would it mat-

ter anyway?"
The rain drums against the window-

pane, and Knight solemnly goes on with

her saga of pe'ssc jr.ion and stoic martyr-

dom in Ramtha's great cause. She does
not refer to the rumor that one of her two

sons by previous marriages had gone into

a deep depress en as a 'osi..it of taunts trom

his schoolmates that his mother was in

league with the Devil (an indictment made
eerily graphic when someone scrawled eeS

across the unpainted cinder-block wall that

surrounds her property).

It has all been worthwhile, she says; she

likes herself more and realizes thai she is,

after all, beautiful, talented, and secure.

'And brilliant," she adds.

I take my leave on this sodden spring

aflernoon, asking ;'y personal spirit guide

what to do next. Can all channelers be get-

ting by on looks aid fas
-

: ".alking chutzpah
alone? There must be other reasons for the

enormous appeal of these beings. I de-

cide to go visit Jach Pursel/Lazaris to see
if all entities act alike or if you get a different

program wilh a different channel.

gorily, with a slight i so. His stilted Engfish

issues from the cuddly, round person of

Jach Pursel—a bearded former insurance

adjuster who quit climbing the corporate

ladder to pursue this higher calling. Pursel

is sealed on a simple platform adorned by

three small ficus trees. His double-knit royal

blue panfs and apple-green shin seem
hardly befitting a guru, but then Lazaris is

merely using Jach's body as an earthly

house organ of sorts, disseminating his

message to ihe 400 people in the LA. Hil-

ton meeting room who've paid $275-each

for this weekend seminar.

This one is focused on healing, and LazL

arts, a discamate entity who has never

been physical (and doesn't like Ramtha.

claim to be a god), has an approach to

medicine thai might be called uncanny.

"Back pains [arc:] simply sublimated hurt!"

JACK DANIEL'S COUNTRY is old country

where ways of the past are allowed to prevail.

Since 1866 we've made our whiskey the old

Tennessee way: mellowing every drop through

hard maple charcoal—then aging it for

years in charred oak barrels. The
result is a rare, rare product folks call

"sippin smooth'.' True, there are

newer ways to make whiskey. Faster

ones, too. But after a sip, you'll be

glad we've never given in to

progress.

SMOOTH SIPPIN'
TENNESSEE WHISKEY



he proclaims. "Release it! " As for the med-
ical establishment, "ninety percent of the

drugs doctors give you aren't proven to

work," and the same goes for chemother-

apy. "You play metaphysics until some-

thing really goes wrong, then you go to a

real doctor," he scolds. Not that he advises

against that if you so desire, but he does

suggest that getting angry at your illness

works wonders, that you can heal yourself

if you believe you can.

His well-dressed audience is conspicu-

ously more upscale than the Ramtha
crowd, though quite a few latter-day hip-

pies are here, too. The women are gener-

ally more attractive than the men, many of

whom have a hapless, woebegone air. Al-

most all seem happier, less desperate than

their Ramtha counterparts; and most of

them busily take notes as Lazaris elo-

quently holds forth on the use of color, au-

ras, light, and sound as healing devices.

Where Ramtha was often trite and pomp-
ous, Lazaris is consistently funny, warm,

and engaging, even though half of what he

says sounds like nonsense to me. Before

the afternoon is out, we'll learn to alter the

molecular ("neuronal") structure of water

with our hands—pouring it from the left

palm to the right as we infuse it with

thoughts of love, then drink it. "Drink the

love," Lazaris exhorts. "It reaches every

single cell of your body—and it works!"

Also, if you shine a colored light on some-

one, or even on a photo of someone, the

mood that color evokes will alter his or her

mood accordingly. "Light consists of the

vibrations we see," this enlightened spirit

explains, but as light frequencies get faster.

beyond Ihe visible rate, they become fra-

grance; when these vibrations slow below

those of the visible spectrum, they be-

come sound. Pseudoscience or not, it all

boasts an undeniable charm—a view of

the universe devised by Tolkien or Lewis

Carroll with its own impish logic.

We take a short break during which a

pretty blond realtor from Santa Fe, New
Mexico, excitedly prattles on about a vi-

sion of a glass of blue water. She's pleased

when I admire the crystals hanging on a

long gold chain around her neck but po-

litely asks me not to touch the biggest one,

because it was specially "charged" for her.

Afterward Lazaris leads us in one of

several long meditations. During these, his

stilted, liturgical cadences (ti-yum instead

of "time") seem less pronounced, his voice

turning as soft and low as the lights in the

room. Some listeners relax by sketching

out on the carpet with pillows they have

brought from their hotel rooms, others prop

their feet on empty chairs. Almost lost in

the crowd, with unkempt- hair, wearing

baggy black warm-up clothes and no

makeup, is the actress Sharon Gless, her

solemn expression bereft of the trademark

Christine Cagney twinkle.

At one point, Lazaris mentions a few

special friends, including some tender

words for Gless, who had been coming to

see him even when he did only private
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consultations and had yet to go public on

Merv Griffin. Quietly Gless sobs in the

darkness, her shoulders heaving as a girl-

friend' squeezes her hand. But plenty ot

other people are also moved to tears as

Lazaris's rich, compelling voice wafts over

us, soothing wounded, world-weary

psyches with cradle- rocking tenderness.

Evoking images of forests and trees and

birds and friends and loving hands, he

leads us into a Walt Disney World of inno-

cence, free of misery and corruption. In this

world, preachers and politicians and Wall

Streeters don't lie; more important, nature

isn't cruel, hearts aren't broken, dreams

don't die, and neither do we. When the mu-

sic stops and the meditation ends, we open

our eyes to fatherly Lazaris telling us, "You

are now healed mentally; your old patterns

can now be said no to."

Lazaris then calls for a dinner break.

Heaving a great sigh, Jach seems to fall

back into a trance and, about 60 seconds

later, smiles as he rubs his eyes before a

<mFor Shirley

MacLaine, it was brotherly

love at first

sight: She just "knew" that

Ramtha had once

been her sibling in a previous

existence on

the continent of Atlantis^

happy "Where am I?" expression appears

on his face.

In the coffee shop, four other seekers

ask me to join them. They explain that the

age of Aquarius, which dawned in the Six-

ties, is now in full force, causing a cosmic

shift and compelling masses of people to

seek enlightenment. Like everyone I've met

on this journey, they are friendly, open, kind,

and gentle—seemingly too gentle and kind

for the real world. It isfilting that Eleanor, a

grandmother who once belonged to the

metaphysical UnityChurch, now works for

Disney Studios. Leia, thirty-nine, a long-

haired, wilted flower child, is a former psy-

chotherapist who gave that up and moved
to L.A., where she wants "to paint and write"

and intends to start soon, with a little help

from the consummate friend. Christian, a

big, hearty guy with a Dutch accent, says

his wife thinks Lazaris is a fake. He himself

feels thai Ramtha, his first guide, was real

at first but is now faking it. Not Lazaris,

though. "He helped me enlarge my suc-

cess cube," he proudly reports. "Now I've

got more business than I can handle " All

say the truths Lazaris speaks are things

they've always inwardly known, but they

appear unable or unwilling to recognize that

if they know them, so could a mere mortal

like Jach Pursel, even without an entity's

coaching. TV star Ted Danson, who says

he believes implicitly in Pursel/Lazaris,

probably got it right when he said, "I don't

care if it [the entity] is really Joe Blow in the

basement playing some cosmic prank on

the universe, so long as he's loving and
wise—and so long as he's talking to me!"

In fact, the common denominator among
all these seekers after enlightenment

seems to be a narcissism as prevalent in

this Hilton hotel as the crystals suspended

around their necks.

SUNDAY SERVICE

Today, on a Sunday afternoon, all the

Lazarites have quietly lined up on the left

and right hand of their master. To each of

them Lazaris grants a moment of individ-

ual attention—a hug, a whispered word of

reassurance or love, a massage at the small

of the back. Instead of a Communion wafer,

these devotees receive from Lazaris a

crystal "personally charged" just for them,

nestled in a basket draped with blue vel-

vet. At the head of the two lines one sees

expressions of absolute bliss—smiles

stretched so wide they seem about to snap.

eyes overflowing with tears. All of which

makes Lazaris seem, even if a fraud, not

half as bad as the society that has left so

many in need of the love and affection they

pay him to provide.

When Pursel isn't doing these seminars,

he channels Lazaris for private consulta-

tions, mostly by phone, to hundreds of

people around the world, dispensing ad-

vice on everything from spiritual questions

to how to run a poodle business or how to

close a tricky stock deal. According to Pur-

sel, Lazaris can tap into his (Jach's) mem-
ory bank, as well as into the minds of those

he's counseling. While not omniscient, he's

a pretty knowledgeable sort, but even

when Pursel is just being Pursel, he's clearly

well-read, exceptionally bright, articulate,

and funny—a lot like Lazaris. This leads

me to suspect that Lazaris is simply a

"higher self" or unconscious part of Pur-

sers mind, which he has learned to tap into.

The other possibility, of course, is lhat he's

consciously making this all up, rationaliz-

ing lhat the good he's doing outweighs a

harmless white lie. When we talk for an hour

alone in his comfortable Beverly Hills hotel

room overlooking an acre-size pool, he is

friendly, relaxed, helpful, and seems gen-

uinely modest and kind. Bui whenever I ask

about Lazaris or the mechanics of chan-

neling, his eyes—those windows to the

soul—slide this way and that, only coming

to rest on me when those sensitive ques-

tions have been answered.

Pursel is quite candid about his rather

offbeat personal life. Peny, his ex-wife, is

still his partner in Concept Synergy, the

Lazaris organization. And so is Michaell,

the slight, stoop-shouldered man who took

Peny away from him and looks like Jack
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and m a house on Lake Arrowhead in

Southern California. What's more. Ihey re-

main bosom buddies.

Michaell. Pursel amiably explains, was a

friend and director -nl educational films who

came to work for them. Pursel was chan-

neling Lazaris at a workshop one nighl

when Michaeil and Pony began to fall in

love, right beloie Pi/se- s very eyes but

because he hac. Ihem closed and was ac-

tually Lazaris at the time, he was theoreti-

cally away or business. Though they kept

Iheir attraction plalo'iic. Pursel admits no

was shocked and hurt and jealous al first.

"[-in; 'he love between them was so beau-

tiful to sec." heexpians. Ihal he eventually

slopped asice. deciding it was best for all

concerned Aftei a quickie Bahamian di-

vorce, Michaell and Peny got married, and

[hey now shaio equally in the profits and

response; ifies o
; Concept Synergy.

As for a romanhc or sexual .i'e of his own,

Pursel says he p'elers celibacy, which frees

him from the responsibilily of an intimate

relationship. His emotional needs are met

ihroL.gh his work wilh Lazaris and with the

loving friendship he -enjoys wilh Michaell

and Peny, who is, by all accounts, a dy-

namic End iT.eiligeu: woman.
If J.Z.'s mom won't love her, if Penny

Torres's husband won't allow her to haye

company, it Pursel's wife eaves him for an-

other man half his size—well, there are al-

ways other ways to find emotional fulfill-

ment There's nothing like toe love o' the

masses to heal a broken heart and maybe
make you rich in the bargain.

Il's impossible tod

ol invisible benes and very difficult to prove

the existence ol fraud in the realm of the

parai or -rial. What is verifiable is that a great

.many people do believe in channeling and

have committee themselves, spiritually and

psychologically, to it.

While they arc determined to make some
sensed He. 1 .s ironic that they have gone

to the opposite extreme of embracing whal

appears to be nonsense But a heads-and-

hearts- in-the-sand attitude isul ikoiy lo

.create the better world Ihey imagine when
:hcy -e curled in a Icta position, letting en-

tities tell them lairy tales. It's not so much
the advice, much of it cockeyed, that is

harmful as ii is the fact that most of these

seekers are implicitly being encouraged to

relinquish control of their lives. Even as

Ihose beings purport to be saying we
should look inward ior answers, they offer

false hopes and false visions, sofaiiying

l Me dependency lhal brought them follow-

ers in the first place.

These beloved entities insist shore's ro

downside to life: that, flawed as we are, be

we selfish and slothful, we can still find

happiness— not only now bul eternally

—

with a little help from the olher side. Unwil-

lingly or not, channelers prey on our cre-

dulity and fear, making comfortable igno-

rance the only prccousite for bliss.DO
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Rome international eirpo-i. As i| turned out.

If c- |i..cges said lhal Sohl to had achieved

six hits, some: hi eg that mght occur per-

haps four limes in a million.

Finally, Robert Jahn of the School of En-

gineering and Applied Science at Prince-

ton University says ho has come up with

impressive results as well. Working with

Brenda Dunne. Jahn recruited five- sub-

jects for a total of 300 remote-viewing trials.

Each subject was askec to cuvs-on the siie

thatanexperineniei would visit 'for 15 min-

utes sometime in the future. Nol only did

the subjects describe and sketch their vi-

sions, they also answered a series of 30

questions capable o- obiec"ively dilleren-

tial ne any :a"ge". site from any other. Ac-

cording to Princeton's recently published

report, the viewers envisioned their targets

far more often lhan would be predicted by

mere chance.

To Targ, all this work represented a wealth

ol positive results. But when he attendee

the centennial for the Society of Psychical

Research, in Lngland. a few years ago, he

was s.-iockeo io hear a British colleague

.say no one had evoi proven psychic func-

tioning to exist. 'I decidoc then and I'neie."

Targ says, loco an exper menl that would

tie published not in some obscure para-

psycn'oPgy journal but in The Wail Sunt:!

Journal itself."

.That's just what Targ did. Working with

psychologist Keith Harary ano arl nvestor

Anthony R. White, he formed Delphi As-

sociates, out of San Mateo, California. Like

the Delphic orac e. the company hoped to

predict the future and see ; ls lortunes rise.

Specifically, Harary was lo practice his re-

mote-viewing skits once a week: Each and

every Thursday, he was to predict whether

the price of silver would go up or down the

.

following Monday. Based on his predic-

tions, Ihe group would buy or sell, hoping

that money could be made.

Since the alphanumeric symbols—in-

cluding the figures associated with silver

futures— don't particularly lend them-
selves to psychic prediction, Ihe group

devised a plan. I larary was told he would

receive one of four objects, depending on

how silver moved—up a little, up a lot.

down a little, or down a lot. He was thus to

predict not the movement of silver per se

but the identity ot the object

Targ explains: "I would interview Harary

every Thursday and ask him r.o describe

Ihe odjecl I would show him the following

Monday afternoon, On one occasion, ioi

inslaneo. he said, i see somelfrng crinkly

lhal looks like a parly lavor. It's red on the

.top and' white on the bottom and has a

funny smell.'

"Then 1 called our collaborator. Anthony

White, and asked him Ihe identity of the

four objects for Ihe week. He said, 'I have

a toy bear, for down a little; a perfume Pol-

io, for oown a of: a skeleton key, for up a

dictions nir r- "-co n m -'
I sf

]
-'ays net

ting ihe group a profifol $120,000 "The

probability ol thy. happening by chance.''

he adds, "is one in fifty shousancl B. it ween

Delphi Associalcs did the experiment
again— this time with bofh Harary and

psychic Hella Hammid profits dwindled,

and results fell lo chance.

'is not surprising thai ctocs -emain un

convinced. According to anomalies expo;;

Mareello Truzzi professor" ol sociology al

Eastern Michigan University "Most people

g ve low evidentiary value lo ihe slyer

market studies." because as Ihe group

continued its work, il mot with failure.

"Manlyn Schlit/ has not been able lo

replicate all her results," Truzzi adds. "Her

one experiment with a skenho as subject

generated results lhal weren't positive al

all. And in remo:e vowing, anyway the work

of the Princeton group has raised serious

questions -among le:low oarapsycholo-

.gisls. Much of it has never been formally

evaluated or published in an accredited,

peer-reviewed journal."

Many parapsyehologisis disagree with

Ihis assessment. Former Delphi Associ-

ates member Harary, now research direc-

tor for San Francisco's Institute lo; Ad
vanced Psycho.ogy notes lhal Ihe second

series ol si vcr experiment was con-

ducted under drarnalically different cir-

cumstances from the first "i was oisr.urboc

when l saw :oe mud" emphasis placed or"'

prolil and publicity," he says, "making it

impossible io focus or maintain an objec-

hve scientific oerspective."

And Russeli Targ. now working iuh ".imc

m laser -csoarch -or _e;;khood and run-.

ning the National ESP Laboratory oul :/ nis

home in Poiloln Valley Caliloma. ponds oul

that his third psychic venture into Ihe silver

market, completed just "his summer, has

yielded impressive re' to; -. T! u .-
- ve out

ol I Hy two orediel:oii; 5 wore correct," he

says. "Statistically Ihe chance of lhal hap-

poniny is loss than one in a hundred."

Schjitz. now a research associate and

project director ol remote-viewing pro-

grams at the Mind Science Foundation in

Texas, adds that perhaps ps- research

should not be subjecf lo the standards ol

ordinary science. She has, she noles, rep-

licated her work in lonn-dislance re""o-e

viewing. But, she adds, s'omotimes you see

results and somohrnos you don't. "Study-

ing psi." she says, "is in some ways like

chasing butterflies in the dark. You don't

sec where they are. and you hope that

you're catching Ihem. that's what my ex-

oenmenls are like I here's :his amorphous

beautilul thing flying around, and I'm trying

to catch it in the tab. I ear I always oc lhal

but that doesn'l mean it isn't real. When
you're chasing nulled! es ir ne dare you'c

l.ie-xv I yoi catch anything al all "DO



PEAR
CONTINUED FROM PACF 7!

il through together. I he: -^oar-shaped Man
was here, you think?"

'Year

"Why?"
"To do. . .to do whathe did. It's disgust-

ing. He's disgusting.."

"Hmmm," Don said. "'How, then? The
locks were changed, remember? He can't

even gel in the building. He's never had a

key lo this apartment. There was no sign

01 forced entry. How did he get in with his

bag of cheese curls?"

Jessie had him there 'Angela left the liv-

ing room windows open," she said.

Angela looked stricken. "I did," she ad-

mitted. "Oh, Jessie, honey, I'm so sorry. It

was hot. I just wanted to get a breeze, I

didn't mean . .

."

"The windows an; loo high to reach from

the sidewalk," Donald pointed oul. "He

would have needed a ladder or something

lo stand on. He would have needed lo do
it in broad daylight, from a busy street, with

people coming arm going all the time. He
would have had to have left the same way.

And then there's the problem of the

screens. He doesn't look like a very ath-

letic sort, either."

Hi did :
;

' Jessie insisted. "He was here,

wasn't he?"

"I know you think so. and I'm not trying

to deny your feelings, just explore them.

Has this Pear-shaped Man ever been in-

vited into the apartment?"

"Of course not!" Jessie said. "What are

you suggesting?"

"Nothing. Joss. Just consider. Heclimbs

in through the windows with these cheese

curls he intends to secrete in your drawers.

Fine. How does he know which room is

.yours?"

JessTe frowned "He. . . I don't know. .

.

he searched around, I guess."

"And found what clue? You've got three

bedrooms here, one a studio, two full of

women's clothing." How'd he manage to

pick the right one?"

"Maybe he did it in both."

'Angela", would you go check your bed-

room, please?" Donald asked.

Angela, rose nositandy "Well," she. said,

"okay." Jessie and Donald stared at each

other until she returned a minute or so later.

"All clean," she said.

"I don't know how ho figured out which

damned room was mine," Jessie said. 'All

I
know is that he did. He had to. How else

can you explain what happened, huh? Do
you think I

did it myself?"

Donald shrugged. "I don't know," he said

calmly. He glanced over his shoulder into

the studio. "Funny, though. That painting- in

there, him and you, he must have done that

some other time, after you finished il but

before you Senl it to Pirouetle. It's good
work, too. Almost as good as yours."

Jessie had boon Iryng very hard not to

Ihirik about the painting. She opened her
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mouth lo throw some-ining back at him, but

nothing flow out. She closed her mouth.

Tears-began to gather m the corners dl her

eyes. She. suddenly fell weary, confused,

and very alono. Angola had walked over

to stand beside Donald. They were both

looking at her.

Jessie coked down al her hands help-

lessly and said, "Whal am I going to do?
God. What am I going to do?"

God did not answer; Donald did. "Only

one thing to do." he said briskly. "Face up

to your fears. Exorcise them. Go down there

and talk to the man, get to know him. By

the time you come back up, you may pity

him or have contempt lor him or dislike him.

but you won't fear him any longer you'll

see that he's only a human being and a

rather sad one."

'Are you sure, Don?" Angela asked him.

"Completely. Confront this obsession of

yours, Jessie. That's the only way you'll ever

be free.o! it. Go down to the basement and

visit with the Pear-shaped Man."

^She woke to

the sound of the door closing.

It was only a

'click, & latch sliding into place,

but her eyes

opened, and she pulled herself

up. it was so

hard to move. She felt heavy3

"There's nothing in be riiraid of," Angela

told her again.

"That's easy tor you to say."

"Look. Jess the minute you're inside, Don

and I will come out and sit on the sloop.

We'll be just an earshot away. All you'll have

to do is let out the teeniest little yell and
we'll come rushing right down. So you won't

be alone, not really. And you've sliii got thai

knife in your purse, right?"

Jessie nodded.

"Come on, then, remember the time that

purse snatcher tried tograb your shoulder

bag? You decked him good. It this Pear-

shaoed Man ires anything, you're quick

enough. Stab him. Run away. Yell for us.

You'll be perfectly safe."

"I suppose you're right." Jessie said with

a small sigh. They were right. She knew it.

It didn't make "any sense. He was a dirty,

foul-smelling, unattractive man, maybe a

.little retarded, but nothing she couldn't

handle, nothing she had to be afraid oi, she

didn't want to be crazy, she was letting this

ridiculous onsessioi i eal ' ioi alive and it had

to end now. Donald was perfectly correct,

she'd been doing ittoherse'f all along and

now, she was going to take hold of it and

stop it, certainly, it all made periect sense

and there was nothing to worry about,

nothing to be afraid of, whal could the Pear-

shaped Man possibly do to her that was
so leuily no? Noting Nothing

Angela patted her on the back. Jessie

took a deep breath, look the doorknob

firmly in hand, and stepped out of the

building into the hot, damp evening air.

Everything was under control.

So why was she so scared?

Night was falling, but down under the stairs

it had fallen already. Down under the stairs

it was always night. The stoop cut off the

morning sun. and" the build ng itself blocked

the afternoon light. It was dark, so dark.

She stumbled over a crack in the cement,

and her foot rang off the side of a metal

garbage can. Jessie shuddered, imagin-

ing flies and maggots and other, worse

things moving and breeding back there

where the sun never shone. No, mustn't

think about that, it was only garbage, rot-

ting and festering in the warm, humid dark,

mustn't dwelt on it. She was at the door.

She raised her hand to knock, and then

the -tear took hold of her again. She could

not move. Nomina !o ha irighienedof, she

told herself, nothing at all. What could he

possibly do to her? Yet still she could not

bring herself to knock. She stood before

his door with her hand raised, her breath

raw in her throat. It was so hot. so suffo-

catingly hot. She had to breathe. She had

to get out from under the stoop, gel back

to where she could breathe. A thin vertical

crack of yellow hghl spit the darkness. Wo,

Jessie thought, oh, please no.

The door was opening.

Why did it have to open so slowly? Slowly,

like in her dreams. Why did it have to open

at all? The light was so bright in there. As
the door opened, Jessie found herself

.squinting. The Pear-shaped Man stood

smiling al her.

"I," Jessie began, "I, uh, I . .

."

"There she is," the Pear-shaped Man said

in his tinny little squeak.

"What do ypu want from me?" Jessie

blurted.

"I knew she'd come," he said, as though

she wasn't there. "I knew she'd come for

my things

"

"No," Jessie said. She wanted to run

away, but her feet would not move.

"You can come in," he said. He raised

his hand, moved it toward her" face. He
touched her. Five fat white maggots
crawled across her cheek and wriggled

through her hair. His fingers smelled like

cheeso curls. His pinkie touched her ear

and tried to burrow inside. She hadn't seen

his other hand move until she felt it grip her

upper arm, pulling, pulling. His flesh felt

damp and cold. Jessie whimpered.

"Come in and see my things," he said.

"You have to. You know you have to." And
somehow she was inside then, and the door

was closing behind he*, and she was there,

inside, alone with the Pear-shaped Man.

Jessie tried to get a grip on herself.
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Nothing :c be afraid of, she repeated to

herself, a litany, a charm, a chant, nothing

to be afraid of, what could he do to you,

what could he do?
The room was L-shaped, low ceilinged,

filthy. The sickly sweet smell was over-

whelming. Four naked light bulbs burned

in the fixture above, and along one wall was

a row of old lamps without shades, bare

bulbs blazing away. A three-legged card

table stood against the opposite wall, its

fourth cornen propped up by a broken TV
set with wires darghrg through the shat-

tered glass of its picture lube. On top of

the card table was a big bowl of Cheez
Doodles. Jessie .oc :<.oc away, feeling sick.

She tried tc step backward, and her foot

hit an empty Coke bottle. She almost fell.

But the Pear-shaped Vlan caught her in his

sofi, damp grip and held her upright,

Jessie yanked herself free of him and
backed away. Iter hand went into her purse

and closed around the knife. It made her

feel better, stronger. She moved close to

the boarded-.ip window Quiside she could

make out Donald and Angela talking. The
sound of their voices, so close at hand-

that helped, too. She tried to summon up

all of her strength. "How do you live like

this?" she asked him. "Do you need help

cleaning up the place? Are you sick?" It

was so hard to force out the words.

"Sick," the Pear-shaped Man repeated.

"Did they tell you I was sick? They lie about

me. They lie about me all the time. Some-
body should make them stop." If only he

would stop smiling. His lips were so wet.

ButhenevC! stopped smiling. "I knew you

would come. Here. This is for you." He
pulled it from a pocket, held it out.

"No," said Jessie. "I'm not hungry. Really."

But she was hungry shceaized.Shewas
famished. She found herself staring at the

thick orange twist between his lingers, and
suddenly she wanted i; cesperately. "No,"

she said again, but her voice was weaker

now-, barely more than a whisper, and the

cheese curl was very close.

Her mouth sagged open. She felt it on
her tongue, the roughness of the powdery

cheese, the sweetness of it. It crunched
softly between her teeth. She Swallowed

and licked the last orange flakes from her

lower lip. She wanted more.

"I knew it was you," said the Pear-shaped

Man. "Now your things are mine." Jessie

stared at him. It was like in her nightmare.

The Pear-shaped Man reached up and
began to undo the little white plastic but-

tons on his shirt. She struggled to iind her

voice. He shrugged out of the shirt. His un-

dershirt was yellow, with huge damp cir-

cles under his arms. He peeled it off,

dropped it. He moved closer, and heavy

white breasts flopped against his chest.

The right one was covered by a wide blue

smear. A dark little tongue s: d between his

lips. Fat white "irge's worked as his bell like

a team of dancing slugs. "These are for

you," he said.

Jessie's knuckles were wri:e around the

hilt of the knife. "Stop," she whispered.
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His pants settled to the floor.

She couldn't take it. No more, no more.

She pulled the knife free of her bag, raised

il over her head. "Stop!"

'Ahh," said the Pear-shaped Man, "there

it is."

She stabbed him.

The blade went in right to the hilt,

purged deep ino his soft, white skin. She
wrenched it down and out The skin parted.

a huge, meaty gas 1

!. I ie "ear shaoed iVar

was smiling his little smile. There was no

blood, no blood al all. His flesh was soft

and thick, all pale dead meat.

He moved closer, and Jessie stabbed

him again, This time he reached up and

knocked her hand away. The knife was
embedded in his neck. The hilt wobbled

back and forth as he padded toward her.

His dead, white arms reached otii and she

pushed againsl him and her hand sank into

his body ike ho was made o* we: '"otter.

bread. "Oh," he said, "oh. oh, oh." Jessie

opened her mouth to scream, and Ihe Pear-

shaped Man pressed those heavy wet lips

to her own and swallowed all he' sound.

His pale eyes sucked at her. She fell his

tongue darting forward, and it was round

and black and oily and '.hen il was sna-mg

down inside her, touching, tasting, feeling

ail her things. She was drowning in a sea

of soft, damp flesh.

She woke to the sound of the coor clos-

ing. It was only a smali c ick. a latch sliding

into, place, but it was enough. Her eyes

opened, and she pulled herself up. IL was
so hard to move. She fell heavy, tired. Out-

side they wefo laughing
I
hey we re laugh-

ing at her. Itwasdimandfar-oT itial laugh-

ter, but she knew it was meant for her.

Her hand was resting on her thigh. She

stared al it and blinked. She wigced hei

fingers, and ihey moved like five fat mag-

gots. She had something sod and yellow

under her nails and ceep diny yellow stains

up near her fingertips.

She closed her eyes, ran her hand over

her body, the soft heavy curves, the thick-

nesses, the strange hits anc valleys. She

pushed, and the flesh gave and gave and
gave. She slood up weakly. There were her

clothes, scattered on the floor. Piece by

piece she- pulled them on, and then she

moved across the room. Her briefcase was

down beside Ihe door; she gathered it up,

tucked it under her arm, she might need
something yes. it was good to have the

briefcase. She pus nod open the door and
emerged into the warm night. She heard

the voices above her: ".
. . were right all

along," a woman was saying, "I couldn't

believe I'd Peon so sily.
I
here's nothing

sinislei about h'm. really, he's its! pallida

Donald. I don't know how to thank you."

She came out Irom under the stoop and

stood there. Her feet hurt so. She shifted

"her weight from one to the other and back

again. They had slopped talking, and they

wc-'e stanug al nor. Angoaanc Donald and

a slender, pret'.y woman n blue jeans and

work shirt. "Comeback." she said, and her

voice was thin and high, "Give them back.

You took them, you took my things. You

have to give them back."

The wo'-iars laugh was like ice cubes
linkling "n a glass of Coke.

"1 think you've bothered Jessie quite

enough," Donald said.

"She has my things," she said. "Please."

"I .saw her come out, and she didn't have

anything of yours," Donald said-.

"She took all my things," she said.

Donald frowned. The woman with the

sandy hair and the green eyes laughed

again and put a hand on his arm, "Don't

look so serious, Don, He's not all there."

They were all against her, she knew,

looking at their faces. She clutched her

briefcase to his chest. They'd taken her

things, he couldn't remember exactly what,

but they wouldn't get her case, he had stuff

in there and they wouldn't get it. She turned

away. He was hungry, she realized. She
wanted somelhing to eat. He had half a

bag of Cheez Doodles left, she remem-
bered. Downstairs. Down under the stoop.

As she descended, the Pear-shaped

Man heard them talking about her. He
opened the door and went inside to stay,

The room smelled like home. He sat down,

laid his case across his knees, and began

to eat. He stuTed the cheese curls into his

mouth in big handfuls and washed them

down with sips from a glass of warm Coke
straight from the bottle he'd opened that

morning, or maybe yes:ercay. It was good.

Nobody knew how good it was. They

laughed at him, but they didn't know, they

didn't know about a I the nice things he had.

No one knew. No one. Only someday he'd

see somebody dllcnort somebody to give

his things to, somebody who would give

him all their things. Yes. He'd like that. He'd

know her when he saw her.

He'd know just what to say.DQ
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consciousness o.' po; I ca consciousness.

You're mouthing words. You change your-

self and society in the same process si-

multaneously. The more general the causes

you believe in, the less relevant they are.

The more spec;! cthoissi.es, the more you

aifect Ihe balance of power in the world.

The more you talk about peace and the

less you talk about justice, the more you

are part of Iho problem and less a part of

the solution. New Age does not encourage

collective organized action. It is self-indul-

gent, too much "I am the world."

The whole culture—teachers, churches,

New Agers—are out there in space, wor-

rying about the ozone, the snow leopard,

and the tropical forests. But people just talk

and never learn how to solve problems,

how to get rid ol the damn toxic dump! You

know, the New Age has no good jokes. Of

course they have a sense of humor be-

cause that's nice, a good-vibes thing that

goes along with being in touch and being

against world hunger. But jokes are spe-

cific. Jokes take chances. Some laugh:

some are offended. I
don't think New Age

people take risks.

KEN KESEY, merry prankster of ihe Sixties;

author, most recently of Demon Box

We are coming toward a real New Age.

what I
think of as the Fourth World. There's

got to be something good in store for us

because there's no such thing as a one-

sided coin. We've really established the

bad side of the coin, with Reagan and this

cheap macho jingoism and anti-intellec-

tualism and this whole militaristic con-

sciousness. And the other side of the coin

hearkens back to the Sixties. We caught a

wave back then. Drugs had something to

do with" it, but the wave happened in sci-

ence; .cinema, art, music, and politics.

Once you've caught that wave, you're ad-

dicted. You want to catch another one. You'll

paddle around in the surf for years looking.

And I Ihink there's another wave coming.

"It's better to carry a flower than a gun"

—

peace was what the Sixties was all about,

and Mew Ago consciousness is also about

peace and ncl about send ng guns to Nic-

aragua. And if it isn't about peace, we're all

goners and aren't going to survive the thing.

Of course.- the evolution of a new and

peaceful consciousness in the face of sev-

enty-six percent of the people voting for

Reagan, in a nation where Ollie North is a

hero, is a tough row to hoe. But the human
.being is a nimble creature, and I Ihink we
are going to make it.

Personally,
I want my spirituality pure and

from the source. 1 don't want it all gussied

up with a lot of Oriental froufrou. I've read

that New Age people are trying to lind

"drug-free access to altered scales ol con-

sciousness." Well, I'd rather go through

drugs than through Jimmy Swaggart. I'd

even rather go Tvougn drugs than through
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Shirley MacLainc. r.o :e'l you :he truth. I've

stopped throwing the I Ching, and I've

thrown it steadily tor twenty years. You just

don't need lo keep asking and keep ask-

ing and keep asking and keep going back

and checking and getting signs and going

to mediums and having spirits talk to you

through horns or bells or see goiters drop

off people at the healer's. All that slutf really

belies a lack of faith.'

Maybe the New Age is the place where

Bach was can posing ana Van Gogh was
painting and Shakespeare was writing.

Maybe the New Age doesn't exist in linear

time; it exists in lateral time and isn't con-

nected by cause and effect.

KARL PRIBRAM, the Stanford University

brain researcher best known for his theory

of the holographic brain

There is no doubt in my mind that there

will bearappfociemenl bet ween the spir-

itual values that New Age people hold so

dear and what we are discovering in sci-

'•Maybe the New Age
is the place where Bach was

composing, Van Gogh
was painting, and Shakespeare

• was writing. Maybe the

New Age exists in lateral time

not connected

by cause and effect.^

ence. The data anu :he discoveries in sci-

ence will bring about this rapproche-

ment—quite apart from the values that

people bring to it or don't bring to it.

I do believe there is a great deal of

bridging that has yet to be done. Some
changes these people advocate are pop-

pycock, some are superficial; but with

common sense and time, the good stuff

comes out and makes its way into society.

ALLEN GINSBERG, Beat poet; Sixties vi-

sionary; teacher at Naropa Institute, the first

Buddhist college in the West

The New Age concept was introduced

around the time of the Beat era as a sort of

holistic approach to life—opposed to ihe

hyperindustrialization, hypermilitanzalion.

of the Cold War. New Age ideas involved

'ehabililalion of Mother Earth, reinlegral'on

with nature, ecologcai senlience, the no-

tion of afresh planet. We had reached the

end of the land, as in Kerouac's "end ol the

land sadness end of the land gladness"-

meaning we had reached the Wesl Coast

and the new pioneers were to go inward

and explore inner space using Yoga, med-
itation, herbal medicine, Zen.

But people tend lo ceteel experiences:

a vision, a message Ire n beyond, a flying

saucer sighting, neurologic;:;! buzzings and

zappings. Thai's what Tibetans call spiri-

tual materialist 1

,
treating spiritual materials

as collectibles rather than, as in classical

traditions, treating spiritual experiences as

something you let go immediately, You can't

step in the same river twice. But I do not

think that the New Age mentality is strictly

the invasion of the spiritual realm by a kind

of consumerist mentality.

New Age has had great effects. Medi-

tation practices have been introduced into

some forms of therapy. Chinese herbs,

pulse diagnosis, acupuncture have proved

to be shortcuts to health restoration.

I hope people have enough sanity to

adapt rather than to commit mass suicide,

whether through nukes or nuke by-prod-

ucts, destruction of the watercourses, the

ozone hole, or just so much garbage
spread around lha! people choke on their

own waste products. But animals know not

to delecate where they eal. Unless they're

penned in like rats.

DORIS LESSING. author, most recently of

The Good Terrorist

What I
have in common with New Age

people is the same hopes and fears: no

major war; that minor wars should cease;

no pollution; that we won't destroy our

planet; that we find a cure for AIDS very

soon; that there should be no more inexpli-

cable sickness, disease, epidemics. If there

is one fact'that emerges from even the

slightest study of history, let's say even from

the turn of the century, it is that what hap-

pens comes as a surprise to everyone.

FRANK ZAPPA, musician; founder of The

Mothers of Invention: spokesman against

rock-lyric censorship

I would never pretend to be an expert

on New Age theology, but from what I've

seen and read, it bears a striking resem-

blance to the same sort of superstitious

bullshit that the televangelists are making

a fortune out of—minus Jesus, though in

some cases with a tangential Jesus.

Everyone wants a kingdom to go to and a

guy, a big guy who waves a wand and

makes it okay—a mass of people who are

starved for the supernatural.

We live in an age that is full of fear. And
when people are afraid, they try to rein-

force their relative position in the universe

by reliance on supernatural assistance. It's

an unfortunate time for c vili/ation. what we'

are going through right now.

The New Age movement lacks a sense

of self-criticism. I think it would be great if

as a tenet of their faith or whatever, they

tried in an authentic way to put things to-

gether for themselves. I mean, who knows?

Maybe they'll come up with something that

works. Nobody has done that yet. That

would be a real scienNlie achievement. But

people want to maintain a ficfion, and as

long as they do, there's going to be yet an-

other New Age that comes along afler this



one, with another guy with a chingus on his

lieac and crysiala dangling down. Maybe
it'll be mothballs by men who knows?

New Age music is baffling to me. It has

no tension, and ii's often promoted as ther-

apy. As far as I'm concerned, music has

better things' to do than lo iind one drone-

chord to help you achieve your-mantra. If

it's therapy, let's not call it music. I don't

think that the composers who were really

doing their job over the years were all that

concerned, about whether or not the lis-

tener was going to achieve Nirvana by the

end of the tune.

'But all of this stuff is pretty much irrele-

vant to a pop-consumer society because

nobody in the society knows what com-
"

posers do. Oh, well, that's okay. We live in

a country where they think Oliver North is

a national hero. What can we deduce about

the mental-health situation in the United

Slates from this Oliver North hysteria?

DANIEL BERR'IGAN, priest; peace activist

The New Age movement is very Ameri-

can; an endless quest for novelty and stim-

ulus in every direction and the satisfaction

ot appetite. We end up with a sell-centered

therapeutic instead of any contact with whal

might be called God or' responsibility to

others. Spiritually speaking, the whole

movemenl is just the death of the reality of

God in one's lite and the degradation of the

human being who yields to it. 1 think that

we become less than human by any kind

of traditional norm if we seek more and

more vindication of ego and appetite and

self-worship. It's idolatrous.

An enormous sef'.shnes-s has been buil!

into our culture from the start. We want to

control other lives, other countries, other

political forms to keep the goods flowing

loward us and keep the ego on high.

-LAURIE ANDERSON, poet; musician; per-

formance artist

I don't know about this New Age music.

I wish people would make it their own. It's

a bit like a'graft right now and has very little

lo do with American culture. Bui New Age

musicians have set themselves a difficult

task trying to be dronelike and musically

interesting ai the same time,

It's significant to me that almost no words

are used in New Age music. It's ethereal

because it doesn't have the sweat of real

people. Angel music definitely doesn't

sweat. But someone will do something

really interesting with this muse. I eon' 1 :h nf-

there are any forms of music that are in-

herently boring or stupid. There is room for

every single kind of music. Isn't that a suit-

ably bland New Age response?

But ii's not the kind of music- 1 like. It

doesn't make me happy or interest me or

scare me or thrill me— it is jusl there glid-

ing over me, background music. When I

listen to music. I isten to il obsessively. You

know, like one thing fifly li:
v'cs over. It's be-

coming increasingly popular because.it

goes down pretty easily, out il does some-

thing for people besides being easy.
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KLNWII BER. I
ir-'-isnerso'ial psychologist

author; genera: edilor. New Science Li-

brary imprint. Shambhala Publications

There are some very good things about

the New Age and some extremely narcis-

sistic, flaky aspects about it. This move-

ment is the firsl popular American move-

ment to acknowledge mysticism or a

genuinely transcendental, experiential,

contemplative realm. That's good. In other

words, relgon is no; merely something you

dc in Sunday school Real religion, like Zen

or Taoism, involves contemplation.

But it then made Ihe greal mistake of

thinking thai anything spiritual is therefore

antirational or antiscientific. And this pro-

duced the flaky parls of the movement;

guartz crystal healing, psychic channel-

ing, and massaging your psychic aura .and

I
mean just the craziest stuff in the world.

And the bad aspects are rampant.

It's one thing lo say that there is a spiritu-

al reality. It's quite another thing to say this

movement is producing the most profound

^Everyone wants

a kingdom to go to and a guy,

a big guy who
waves a wand and makes it

okay. There's a mass

ofpeopte who are starved for

the supernaturai.

it's an unfortunate time.^>

transformation that ever occurred in the

history of the world- and I'm part of it.

Thai's an inciedibly narcisssiie stance. The

global transformation, the great spiritual

descent, is not anywhere near. It is not

going to happen For centuries, maybe mil-

lennia, for all we know.

One of Ihe exc ting things that the New
Age tapped into is lhal wc oughl to borrow

from Zen, Taoism, Hinduism—they all tell

US some very imponani things. And when

we put them together, we get a universal

view of what's- going on. That's part of the

great excitemeul generated by the New
Age. It's. amazing, a lot of fun, exciting.

I
actually wrote a chapter (or a book I'm

doing now, called "Baby Boomers, Narcis-

sism, and the New Age." There's no mys-

tery as to' why. the New Age came out of

the me -decade, The me decade became
Ihe my decade, with the yuppies.

Channeling, tor instance, is incredibly

narcissist c. In essence the channeler says,

"I am channerng the greatest intelligence

that ever lived, and il '.ells me— did I men-

tion that—me?'
,,

lt'sCalifornia-holographie-

bleached-brain garbage. The Baby

Boomers, who produced the New Age,

were- he fir-si television generation inoy

got steered into -m^ouiole am location. You

don't like channel two. swiloh. Channel five:,

switch. And so on. We have Ihe highest

divorce rate in history. We have Ihe most

difficult rime forming iasling. slable rela-

lionships. Wore i nsU-i n l_ c.: ?
;3:n

i ca :: on .
Don't

like present real-ty? Switch. \ew Age. Row!

MARILYN FERGUSON, editor, publisher of

the Los Angeies-based BramiMind Bulle-

tin; author of Tin-: Aquarian Conspiracy

i think the label "New Age" is like "yup-

pie"—it is virlualy meaningless As a friend

of mine said, "The New Age baby is prob-

ably drowning r, hie bathwater." The web-

bing that migiii lie many of these philoso-

phies togelhcr is. al this point, so ill-defined

that one would be ha'd- pressed losay io:

sure what is and what is- not New Age. There

is a movement, a very broad-based one,

growing'in strength. Actually what il should

be called is a shift of cultural values, a shift

Inward ".he exponential, toward an interest

in cooperalion and relationship. Enough

people arc: interested, and now it has be-

come significant lo the critics of popular

culture. I
thtnk we're see no what Alexis de

Tocquevilie predicted in 1830 in Democ-
racy hi America: The United Slates would

eventually become spiritua for Hie simple

reason that it was so materialistic.

The New Age has become the latest

Ihing. and Ihe questions about it have fo-

cused on certain subjects—crystal heal-

ing, trance mediums, and thai kind of thing.

What will happen is that we will miss an

opportunily, as a sociely. to take advan

tageof an openheartoe spin! iha'
I wouc

say is increasingly evident. There is'some-

thing in the air People would like an ex-

cuse to be kinder. Cerlainiy there is some
very fringe sxfl and people are involved

who mean well but may not bo very sub-

stantive. I've been a crilic myself, asking

that we please get oui act together. But the

heart of this paradigm is very old and just

keeps recurring, its characterized by co-

operation, spiriluai values, and respect for

nature. Whal wc a re really talking about is

earing about closeness—that's what the

New Age should be about.

RICHARD BACH, author of Jonathan Liv-

ingston Seagull

The New Age movement is this amor-

phous thing that seems lo af-eel some
people, in irrational ways. I

don'l want to

make any claim lhat ths parlicular label

has touched me. I hate labels.

But more and more people, at younger

and younger ages, arc asking ;ho qjes-

hc-is. Who are wo? and Whal arc we doing

on this little planet? Any movemenl loward

recognizing our ndividual idenliiy and

power is a good thing. I have a better sense

ijl well being because I .mow more people

arc-concerned with tf > invis no things that.

matter rather than the little flashes and glit-

ters. I want to be a part of a world where

people are experimenting with the nature

of consciousness.DO



BuytheAtari
Video Game Systems
where good service

is not a game.

For friendly service, good prices and great selection, all as

close as the nearest shopping mall, come to a Kay-Bee Toy Store.

When you're looking for the Atari Video Game Systems and

cartridges, remember the store that's got easy shopping down

to a system.

KA1
TOYSTORES

Buythe Kawasaki Jet Ski
whereyou won't

get soaked.

a *

Kay-Bee is overflowing with great toys, great prices and great

selection. And with so many locations nearby, the Kawasaki Jet Ski is

only a quick ride sway,

KAY*BEE
TOYSTORES

"We've got io shut thai thing off," I

gasped. In desperation I hit the light switch,

and the room went dark.

It stayed t.laik ado.. it sloven millisec-

rreroi

WED
And

I
watched he o ess v as the artifact

earneslly desiring to loll lis the history ol

its world, finished the job of explaining the

simplest way to blow up a planet.

"My God." I murmured. "My God, my

M: Doimott ca'"C over to me. "I ley. take

I easy, Chart e. :ake it easy!"

I groaned. " 'Take it easy,' the man says.

When that thing has just handed out sim-

ple instructions far turning Earth into the

nexl asteroid bell?"

He shook his head. "It only sounds sim-

pla I don't think it really is. My bel is that

something like thai isn't even remotely fea-

sible right now' and won't be for at least a

thousand years."

"Or five hundred." I said. "Or fifty. Once
we know a thing can be done, someone's

always ikely to Iry to find a way of doing it

again, just to see if its really possible. But

we aiioacy \-r-y-: ' >_'GEible, don't we7

And now everybody on Earth has a bunch

of jim-dandy hints cp how logo about doing

it." I turned away from him and looked at

the artifact. The purple spots really were

glowing green, I saw. The thing must be

working very hard to communicate with all

its myriad simpleminded brethren ol the

third world. 1 had a sudden vision of a time

a billion or so years from now, when the

star people from Rigel or Betelgeuse

showed up Io poke through the bedrag-

gled smithereens of Earth. The only thing

they're likely lo find still intact. I thought, is

a hunk ol shiny hardware. And alien hard-

ware at that. I
swung around and glared at

the screen, The history lesson was still

going on. 1 wondered how many other little,

useful things the artifact from the asteroids

was going to teach us.CO
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Whole or V2 Brain?
Are you willing to achieve major breakthroughs in your ability to learn easily,

expand your brain, eliminate self-sabotage—those subconscious belief systems

thai block your happiness and success?

Mapr breakthroughs are taking place in the field of Neuroscience. Leading

the way, is John-David, Ph.D., founder of Whole-Brain Learning,'" whose
discoveries of sound patterns (certain tones and sounds played at different

frequencies) when sent to pre-designated areas of the brain/mind can achieve

quantum breakthroughs in accelerated learning.

Your brain/mind can actually experience these discoveries in a 5-Day Total

Immersion Intensive'
1
' seminar (24 hours a day, even while sleeping), short

weekend seminars, and a 12-day Certification training in accelerated learning.

February 3-14th. Plus several titles on state-of-the-art

cassette tapes.

Or visit one of our Brain/Mind Salons®, your

brain's fitness center™, for a brain tuneup,
opening in a city near you. Inquiries invited.

Are you willing to cross the threshold into

the 21st century?

Call Toll Free for a free detailed catalogue:

I 1-800-437-5646 Cal 1-800-624-9779

State of Calif. Authi

John-David Learning Institute

2441 Impala Drive Research Center

Carlsbad, CA 92008 (619)931-0456

National Seminars: Boston, (Sold Out) • Sar

Francisco, Oct. 1 -5 San Diego. Oct. 22-26
Key West. Nov. 19-23 • North Carolina, Dec. 3-7

Texas, Nov. 5-9.

• Certification: February 3 14 (San Diego).

along .a linear track on the ground, cu

and swerving like a snake as they n

Some of them make a big fishhook,

:

after launch, and its rocket motor did not

fire, leaving Syncom in a useless orbit.

Holfman and ioHcw as'.roraut Dave Griggs

had to make an unscheduled spacewalk

toattachiwo 'fyswaller devices to the end
otthe remote manipulator arm. With these

the shuttle crew would try to flip an exter-

nal switch on the side of Syncom IV in

hopes that it would activate the satellite's

launching system.

They began preparing lor the space-

walk. As protection from the bends when
they went from the high cabin pressure to

the lower pressure of the. space suits, the
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astronauts reduced :l'e percentage of ni-

trogen in their blood by pulling on theirhel-

mets and breathing pure oxygen for one

hour and also by decreasing the cabn
pressure from 14.7 pounds per square inch

(psi) down to 10.2 psi.]

Monoay '"ornng. Day lour. We just got

Ihe news from fv'CC [Mission Control Cen-

ter] thai the rnisson management team has

.

approved our EVA [spacewalk] and ren-

dezvous. We are getting senous now about

cleaning up the mid-deck and depressing

the cabin. Dave and
I
have to put our hel-

mets on and prebreathe one hour.
. . .

We're

down to 10.2 psi. Dave anc I nave finished

our prebreathe. which is a miserable ex-

perience. The helmets are very uncomfort-

able, particularly since I kept mine ex-

t'cmciy light to make sure I didn't get any

nitrogen leakirg n around the edges. I've

totally lost track of where we are around

the world and whether it's day or night.

[Hoffman and Griggs returned from their

spacewalk. They had attached the fly-

swatters to the remote manipulator arm.

Once back in the shuttle Hoffman re-

corded his impressions.)

I'm floating in tho air lock now, We put

the suits back together. The. helmets are

on. The. pants are on. The arms of the space

suit look' like, they're waving to me. ... It

was about three of the fastest hours I have

ever spent.

Going out of the air lock and going to the

toolbox was very —uch like [being in] the

water lank [zero g Iraning tan'-;] because
we tended to be looking down, not much
aware of the world going by. . . . It was
when I went up to the sill [otthe cargo cay]

to start back to my work position that I

turned myself upside down and looked at

the earth going by. That's when the awe-

sorneness' of what we were. doing really-

struck mo, that and having a one-hundred-

eighty degree panorama of Ihe world.

On the one hand, I had to concentrate

very closely on all of the procedural as-

pecls of what we wore doing :he sa fety of

being out in the suit, thinking about how to

get the job done, making sure we didn't

lose the equipment— all the things we did

to make sure Ihe whole thing turned out

successfully. At the same time there was a

part oi me just standing back, not believ-

ing what ! was seeing and what I was
doing. ... ft was an amaz nc

:

eoiing—ac-

tually being on top ol it [the shuttle] and
holding on to :he hies with my hands; being

up in Ihe sections where rcmaliy we could

never get to. I let go of the handrails a lew

times just to float free for a minute or so,

but I
tried not to lei myself got out of con-

trol. Quite often I looked down at my hands
and feet and tried to remind myself thai it

was really me doing this.

[The flyswatters were attached, and the

Discovery crew rendezvoused with the

Syncom satellite. The rendezvous was
smoothly made, and using the robot arm
and the flyswatters the crew was able to

flip the Syncom swlch successfully three

times. But the. problem turned out not to be
with the separation switch. The satellite did

not turn on.]

[The night before returning home Hoff-

man took one last look earthward from his

extialenes" a -"e^oective
]

I had a lovely time just floating with my
stomach up lowa-u fne overhead window.

I hooked my finger into one of the escape
wires to stop my body from Moating

around. ... It was sort of the same feeling,

psychologically, as lying on your back in a
meadow watenng the oouds go over-

head, only here they were going under-

neath in endless patterns.

After a while we came over the coast ol

South America. I saw the Andes from

space, probably for the last lime on this

trip. It was late in the afternoon in the An-

des, and the shadows were in beautiful re-

lief. The eastern side of the mountains was
going through the terminator [the shadow
line on Earth rna::le by oncoming night]. You

could see the smoke from the fires where

the trees arc Oc ng eurned away. Then Ihe

earth went dark. I puled myself out of my
trance, flipped ever and watched the day

turn info night.DO



STARTECH
ACCESSING THE FUTURE

MUSIC MASSAGE
Inventor Michael Bradford

has created a strange-

'ooking machine he says

uses music vibralions to

sllev:g:e stress.

Called a Cotyledon, the

seven-loot-high, jungle-

gyrhkc module contains a

platform where: pa-iens listen

to relaxing synthesizer

music They also fee/ the

music internally According lo

Jerry Hampton, who markets

the module, "Transducers

comp-ess sound waves from

music and move them
across the air space. The
body receives these as
vibrations, when Iheoreticaly

massage the muscles."

Hampton claims the

mach re coi ilains unique,

computerized sensors.
' "nese devices read vibra-

"ioiia: Tequencies the body
accepts w. re;ec.:s by measur-
ing :hcdil'"or;;ni e'ectrical

capactances, rhe 'auras.'

given off ny tense and relaxed

muscles," he says. "Then

the music is adjusted to

individual stress levels."

Hampton admits no scien-

ce studies have confirmed

just how. or if, the- Cotyledon
works: "But we don't claim

it's a panacea. It's an
environment that teaches you
to relax.'—Sherry Baker

Access: Cotyledon therapy

s available in Now Orleans;

Indianapolis; Clearwater,

Florida; Santa Barbara;

California; and San Diego.

Cost: Generally S30 to $45 for

45 minutes. A home model
of the Cotyledon is on the

drawing board. Contact Jerry

Hampton, Discovery Market-

ing Systems, Box 152,

Noblesville. IN 46060.

FREEZE-DRIED
CORNEAS
"The nose cone of a rocket

is not unlike a cornea," notes

Dr. Richards. Ko.plin/an

cphlhalmic n'icrosi.rgcor ard
medical director of bioengi-

neertng at the New York
= ye arc Ear hfi'mary in New
York City. "The Freedom of

Inrormalion Act freed tip a lot

or information from NASA
that is of interest to us." What
Koplin is talking about are

cciilaol erses made from

freeze-dried corneas, a
oroceoure in which he is one
of the pioneers.

A donor cornea is fre'ezo-

dried and banked. Later.

when rehydrated, it is cut, us-

i-"iqN/\SA\ijO'rio!bgy. to spec-
ifications ,ikc- tncae lor a-lens

and sewn over the surface

of ".ho patient's own cornea.

Much simpler than a cornea

Transplant, which involves

opening up the eye, the

procedure car be performed

under a local anesthetic.

Because the freeze-dried

cornea, or "lenticle," is

snoped of a layer of antigenic

mate" ai there is no danger
ol rejection.

The usual beneficiaries are

people whose corneas have

been injured by accideni

or by cataract surgery. "It's a

last-ditch attempt to rehabili-

tate the eye without a corneal

implant." Koplin explains.

—Judith Hooper
Access: As of this writing,

several hundred doctors

have been trained in the

operahon. For information,

contact Joni Young at Allcrgan

Medical Optics, Box 25155,

Santa Ana, CA 92799. 1-800-

348-6554. (This is the

company that manufactures

the lenticles.)

COIN-OPERATED
FRENCH FRIES

New technology is making
it possible for coin-operated

vending machines to

dispense the damnedest
things, not just candy and soft

drinks. And some even
make the products they sell—

right inside the machine.

When you drop 75 cents or

so into the new Prize Prize

vending machine, it busily sets

to work making up and
cooking a portion of French-

jned potatoes. And it

completes the minimanufac-

turing process—fram
forming the fries themselves

out of dehydrated potato

concentrate to frying the

extruded fries in normal

heated oil (37S°F)— in just

60 seconds.

The machine hands you
the sizz.ing-hot fnes in a cup.

Stu-fec into the cup's hollow

bottom from beneath are

circular, sealed packets

containing salt and ketchup.

'And the machine makes
the most delicious tries,

"

boasts inventor William

Barlfield as he glances atthe

S6,500conglomerationof

gears, chains, and electrical

components.

Observers/participants

waxhirg the machine's first

public demonstration recently

in Chicago tended to agree.

"I think the French-fry taste

is very good," said one man
chewing on his second
mouthful. "Yes. very, very

nice," said another. "The best

I've tried out of a machine,"

—Roger Field

Access: William Bartfield,

Prize Frize Inc., 960 East

TahquitzWay, Palm Springs,

CA 92262.
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ntains liquid cholesterol

fstals, When the wearer's

dy temperature changes.

i be made in any oas.c

but the part of the

BURNERLESS
COOKING
A sleek oack glass bur-

burner induction cook top.

with no unsighily heating

coils to offend aesthelic chefs,

has iljsl been unveiled by

Geie-ai Electric.

One considerable advan-

tage of this state-of-the-

art stove is that !he cook top

itseh s:ays cool to the touch

everywhere except' direclly

beneath ihe ho: pot. when sits

not on a burner ring but

above an invisible, energized

-lagnclic coil. 'Just switch

it on, and the stove. fop sets

up a magnetic field lhal

passes :hrough I he surface

to the pot. The ferrous

molecules get excited and
run around and heat the

pot," says GE's Jeffrey Dick.

"In effect, the pot itself

becomes the burner."

A disadvantage is fhat only

pots and pans made of

me:als wYfn magnetic proper-

ties—such as cast iron,

some slainless steel, and
enamelware— can be

Access 1 Spector will be

ku marketing ihe halhrq guts™ through his New York

City company, Scentronic

bes the c ook Induslries. and expects them

to be generally available in

'k-rart^-it stores by the

summer of 1988. Their cost

will be about that of designer

bathing suits, most likely

minute less than $100.
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stove. Goo'ceNo;
Access; Available

1987 from authorize

cese's ai aoricc re

n excess o
;

S". 000.

MOOD SUITS

Careful: A new bathing 8t

temperature of

The suit is mac
sensitive mater

SOLAR MAILBOX
As manufacturing technol-

ogy improves, Ihe cost of

mak rg solar cells has been

cropping steadily. And now
ihe compares thai make
them are looking for futuristic

products that can use

inexpensive solar cells.

Arco Solar has come up

with a solar-powered mailbox

(above). "During the day."

explains Bill Bottenberg,

Ph D., "Ihe sun shines on our

collector, which is on lop of

Ihe mailbox. The energy

generated by the solar cell

~ charges a set of batteries.

i Then at night those batter-

ies power an elee!rolumines-

cent display."

Driving down the road, a

passing motorist would

see an eerie and unusual

sight—glowing green letters

and numbers on the side

of your mailbox spelling out

your name and address.

jci.tenoerg expects the solar-

powered mailbox to be
available toward the end of

this year. Cost: $100 to £200.

But once solar power
comes :o rjra: mailboxes,

there's no limit to the leaijros

that may be added. Those

same batteries could power

a remote alarm that triggers



pattern of honks. Or a micrc

chip- could play electronic

"Anything's passible." says

Bottenberg.- Roger Field

Access: North American
Marketing, Box 6032, Cama

rilfo, GA93010.

BEAR SPRAY
jula, Montana, invent*

T
I
Pill sha

bO S: rpr sed >y a bear, sa

Poun is, trv or a direct

shot n|h =. tac e," The inver

fiveo

"a tar we've had
as 'The bear

e-eighly anc

Unive

Bord

r;t of

Project on 1

captive b showed the

;hemical worked where
jverything from tear gas it

ock music had (ailed. Hen,

animals. He hasn't. Bui the

Inc.Dept FS, Box 4721,

Missoula. MT 59806. Cans
cost S29.95; breakaway
holsters for belt or backpack
go lor $12.95, SIMULATED GOLF I

i The apparatus

i".!isks lhai allow you

xir choice ol

says thai its designed
primarily for hotels, pro shops. Sask Canaoa S7M CM\



Other condoms can stop you
from getting at least 23 diseases.

But these 6 can do that without
stopping your pleasure.

There are dl iea;i li sexim '.' i:ar;smi;li j
:l 'iiseases out

:he like AIDS,

niimv of them can make your life a living hell.

The Surgeon General has stated, "the best protection

against infection -:ght raw. Win'.w; abilJ]i;:v:o. is use of a con-

dom',' And you can'i b.v a borioi random (nan PRIME,

Each PRIME 'uinio;:; is ekcliotiirailv iesled lor reliability

to meet U.S. starnjards.hernii'ticjlly sealed and tamper resistant.

And because vonrdes i
li i i n > '^.important

I'haii your nsrc" for Lir'Ji'jLiioii.PSiMfi fliers si' different con-
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.

. nil [': fcreuces. See

which re;.
1 p"efer.Trvallsi.\.:ri!>: of charge.

TRY ALL 6 CONDOMS FREE!

Sian'iiir.i hvsinMir L"orp..5iniJt: Oiler

PD Bos 932, Stamford, CT 06904
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Experiencing
the POWER
OF THE MIND

"Mind is the creator of everything," ex-

plained Paramahansa Yogananda,

founder oi Self-Realization Fellow-

ship. "If you cling to a certain thought

with dynamic will power, it finally as-

sumes a tangible outward form. When
you are able to employ your will al-

ways for constructive purposes, you

become the controller of your destiny."

For more than fifty years Self-

Realization Fellowship has been

teaching scientific methods of medi-

tation and life-energy control that

enable you to harness this power of

the mind. Through the experience of

meditation you can discover not only

the keys to controlling the mind, but

the meaning of life Itself.

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET

Self-Reali/ation Fellowship
:

;>;<;<': S?jn naiad A, r-. Dsp:. "OMF
'/ Los Angeles, California 90065

MAKES YOU

ALMOST 2"

TALLER

Looks just like an ordinary shoe,

except hidden inside is an innermold

which increases your height almost

two inches. Choose from a wide

selectionofELEVATORS® including

dress shoes, boots, sport shoes and

casuals. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Exceptionally comfortable. Call or

write today for your FREE color

catalog so you tan look taller in no

lime. "MD.RESID.CAI.L301-6«-51ir

TOLL FREE 1-800-343-3810

ELEVATORS
RICHLEE SHOECOMPANY, DEPT. OM70

P.O. Box 3566, Frederick, MP 21701 J

STARS
University of Illinois astronomer John Dickel.

"when you get too many of these things up

there, it becomes a terrible bookkeeping

problem." He also wo"rries about what he

calls the precedent effect: "If you let one

guy send something up for a week, it could

oo oo: Lca'iy diftcult to stop others."

And astronomer David Crawford says

that he foresees runaway space art cul-

minating in his worst nightmare; "Mc-
Donald's arches flying around."

MIT's Davis agrees that space artists

have the responsibility not to interfere with

the work ol astronomers. If anything, they

should work together. By its nature, space

art is a collaboration of artists, scientists,

.and engineers. Each should be sensitive

to the needs and interests of the others. In

order to sell NASA on Ruby Falls, Davis

showed his art had scientific—as well as

artistic— merits.

Beyond the complaints abouf astronom-

ical interference, there is a more profound

question: Given the inherent beauty of a

starry night, why would anyone want to

change it? Davis offers '.I'is answer: "That's

like someone coming up to the first cave

painter and asking. 'Why do you want to

paint that rock? God gave us that rock.'

But art. by its very nature, is disruptive. You

have lo disrupt modes of the past in order

fo create the future."

Lowry Burgess, a colleague of Davis's

at CAVS, agrees and adds, "The sky be-

longs to all humanity. We look up— lo seek

inspiration, to imagine, and to hope." His

planned space work, called The Gate into

Aether, Wreath o! Sounding, is a small cube

designed to be carried up in Ihe shuttle,

released by an astronaut, and picked up

afler one orbit. Inside it will be a small vac-

uum, water samples irom the world's great

rivers, and all tho elements known to man.

(His explanation: "It's a tiny droplet, flying

free, containing everything we know—in-

cluding nothing.") Burgess admits it is es-

oteric but no more so than many of Ihe sci-

entific experiments sent aloft.

In the end it may not be the protests of

astronomers or their pleas for pristine skies

that keep much of the space art grounded.

Since the Challenger accident, a tremen-

dous backlog of missions has piled up.

Once the shuttle resumes flights, primary

payloads liko ccmrr,i,r :

c;a'.iors satellites

and military missions will have priority. Of

the 900 secondary payloads, which in-

clude science projects and space art, no

more than a quarter will be launched. "It

would be hard to give up a high-priority

science payload for one like Burgess's."

warns one NASA official.

In spite of the problems, the artists con-

tinue to hope. "Science has done a lot of

dumb things up there," argues Burgess.

"They've had things that have (ailed and

succeeded. Let the arts have a chance to

dofhesame."DO



Nine: A nifty number, nein?

GAn/lES
By Scot Morris

According to numerologisls,

each of our personal desti-

nies
:

s de r.e:mined by our-

birth dates. Bui destinies are

also nfluenced by our life

cycles. And that cycle is

computed by repeatedly

ridding the bir-h dale's figures

until a single digit is

achieved. Fof example, il

your birth date were January

1, 1987, you would add 1

+ 1 + 1987, which equals

1989, 1 I- 9 + S + 9 =

27; 2 + 7 = 9.

Although mathematicians

and scientists from Pythago-

ras to Einstein have been

intrigued by numerology.

oday's academicians aren't

ino'cssed by the metaphys-

ics of the so-called science.

They do, however, recognize

the process ol reducing a

number to a single digit,

which they call ihe d g-'al roc;.

Some nifty tricks can be

performed using the digital

rool of 9. And we patiently

wailed nine long years to use

them in connection with our

ninth anniversary.

TPItXb WITH NINE

Scramble Ihe serial number

on a dollar bill and subtract

it from the original. No matter

whal remainder results, the

digital root will be 9.

Let a friend try it. and

instruct him to circle any digit

except in the remainder.

Ask him to tell you all the

other digits in any order. You

can then determine the

ch'ced dig Is o\: calculating

in;;- Digital root of the numbers

you're given. Using the

process -known, in TiatheiTi.-:;-

ics ascaslingout nines,

ignore any 9, or any combi-

nation of 9, such as 7 and

2, or 5, 3, and 1 Add every-
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We'vv got an aiUniiy ior Ih

il'rg else jnli
: you havea

single digit.

If that digit is 7, the number
needed ic increase it to 9

is 2. Therefore, the circled

digit -rust be 2. If it's 5, then

the circled oigi: is 4 If ihe

digital root is 9,- however, the

circled digit is also 9; it

can't be because circling

isn't allowed. It works

because you know that Ihe.

digital rootofthe-original

number will always be 9.

Numbers expert Martin

Gardner has given us several

other ways to mysteriously

produce a number with

a diyilai root of 9/

• Write any mullidigit number

arc subtract ihe sum of ils

oigns. The surr of ihe Digits in

the number 4,018, for

example ecuals 13; and 1 +
3 = 4;4 r

018 - 4 =4,014;

and 4 + -f I + 4 = 9.

• Write any number and

multiply it by 9 or any multiple

of 9: 444X9 = 3,996. 3 +
9 + -9 + 6 = 27; 2 + 7 = 9.

• Write any number, add two

scramo-ied forms of it, and

square the results. For

example: 453 + 354 + 534
= 1,341,1,34V = 1.798,281

The sum of these digits

equals 36, and 3 + 6 = 9.

• Using a calculator keyboard

or push-button telephone,

choose any three-digit

column, row, or diagonal,

and arrange the numbers in

any order. Multiply the figure

by a three-digit number in

any other row, column, or

diagonal. Example: 753 x

258 - 794,274; 1 +9 + 4 +
2 + 7 + 4 = 27; and 2 +
7^9. This works because

the digital root of each

column, row, or diagonal is a

multiple of 3. Multiplying,

therefore, will always produce

a digital root of 9.



QUIZZICAL NINES

Using the following clues,

determine the answers'

affinity with the number 9.

1. The longest one-syllable

word in the English language,

it contains only one vowel;

[he letter e. The first and last

letters are s.

2. The most common word
used in phone conversations

3. The planet Neptune
4. John Henry
5. Social security numbers
and full-length zip codes
6. Citizens band radio

7. Kurt Vonnogul's 1965

novel Cat's Cradle

8. Helps to fight iooth decay
9. A German anagram and
homonym
10. W, X, and V

11.

(

12. A whip with knotted

cords

13. A 1963 film thai stars

Horst Buchholz, Jose Ferrer,

and Robert Morley, it ends
with the assassination of

Mahatma Gandhi.

14. A 1980 comedy aboul life

during working hours

15. A cervine mammal with a
roseate proboscis

16. A policeman on the comer
of Thirty-fourth and Vine

broke a little bottle of it.

17. Pinochle

18. Dominoes
19. A game thai has one in

front and one in back
20. William Henry Harrison

21. An old English board
game mentioned in A

Night's Dream
22 Pease porridge

23. An underworld river

24. Inc. Muses
25. The Beatles

26. The celestial hierarchy

and Dante's Divine Comedy
"

27. 666 and 744,000

NINES BY THE BOOK

Jot down any three-digit

number in which the first and
last digits are dilferenl.

Reverse that number and
subtract the.smaller from the

larger. Add the remainder

and its reversed form. For

example, reverse the number
911, and subtract 113 tor a

remainder of 792. Now add
792 and 297.

On'ce you have your
answer, take the first two

digiis and turn to that partic-

ular book in the King James
Bible. Use the third digit

to determine the chapter.

Read it through, stopping

when you come to the word
:hai corresponds lo your

fourth digit.

Lo and behold: You have
opened to the Second Book
ol Samuel, chapter eight,

which reads: 'And after this
I

came to pass that David

smote Ihe Phiistines."The

ninth word is David,

The secret is simple. When
you reverse any three-digit

number (in which the lirsl

and last digiis are different)

and subtract the two, the

nidde digit of the remainder

will always be 9, and the

outside digits will add up to

9. When you reverse the

clgits in- your answer and then

add those two numbers,
you arc essentially adding
999 are 090. The answer will

always be 1,089.

The trick can actually be
perlermed usng any book, a
did onary. or even this issue

of Omni. You can suggest
turning to page 108, line

or -paragraph 9; or page 10,

paragraph 8, ninth word.

Whatever you use, be sure to

check it beforehand so you

know what the word is.

Gardner recently demon-
straled a humorous variation

on this trick. Before he
began no wioie his prediction

on a card and turned it

facedown on a table. When
his friend finally arrived at

an answer, Gardner trium-

phantly revealed his predic-

tion: 6,801.

"What? That isn't your

number?" Gardner asked
dumbfoundedly. "But the

impressions were strong! I

was sure that 6,801 would be
your answer,"

After a moment longer, he
said, "I know what the prob-

lem is. I was holding the card

upside down." He turned

it over and revealed his

accurate prediction: 1,089.

QUIZ ANSWERS

1. The wore; wengrhs has

nine lelters.

2. The word / is also the ninth

letter in the alphabet.

3. Currently Pluto is closer to

the sun, making Neptune
the ninth planet— until 1999,

when Pluto's eccentric orbit

will again swing outside

Neptune's orbit.

4. The steel-drivin' man drove

a nine-pound hammer.
5. Each has nine digits.

6. The CB emergency
station is 9

7. The compound Ice Nine

threatens lo freeze all the

world's oceans.

8. Fluorine, the ninth element

in the periodic table

9. Nein

10. They appear with the

number 9 on a telephone and
a computer keyboard.
i' Appears with the number
9 on a typewriter

12. Cat-o'-nine -tails

13. Nine Hours to Rama

14. 9 to 5
15. That's a deer with a red

nose, or Santa's ninth rendeei

Rudolph.

16. "Love Potion #9"

1 7. The lowest card in a

pinochle deck is a nine.

18. There can be a maximum
of nine dots on each half of

double nine-set dominoes.
19. Golf has a front nine

and a back nine.

An alternate answer could be
ninepins, the bowling game
in which the pins are

positioned in the shape of a
diamond.

20. The ninth president of the

United States

21. Nine- Men's Morris

22. Pease porridge hot,

pease porridge cold, pease
porridge in a pot. nine

days old.

23. In Greek mythology the

liver Styx is said to circle

Hades nine times.

24. Also in Greek mythology,

there are nine Muses, sister

goddesses prosd.ng over the

arts and sciences.

25. Their composition

"Revolution #9" is the fifth

cut on side four of the White

Album. Notice that (cut) 5

+ (side) 4 = 9

?b According to the early

Christians there were nine

orders ol angels in the celes-

tial hierarchy forming the

evolutionary ladder Irom

humans lo God. Dante Ali-

ghieri used this belief in

his Divine Comedy.
27. According to the Bible's

Book of Revelation, 666
is the number of the Beast,

the unregenerate nature

o" man that wars againsl his

higher nature. In the final

bade there will be 144,000

redeemed. The digital root of

each number is 9 DO
ITS
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Coming Soon on Your Local Public Radio Station steamy Brazilian jungles.

—
DREAMS OF RIO, in 13 exotic

episodes, airs this fall on National

Public Radio. Check local listings

for exact dates and times.

Dreams of Rio is also available on

cassette, recorded in digital stereo

on location capturing the rich

sounds of the jungles and

nightclubs of Brazil. To order

cassettes or a free color brochure,

call Toll Free 1-800-662-3345.

Production was made possible

through grants from the

Corporation for Public

Broadcasting, NPR's Satellite

Program Development Fund, the

New York State Council on the

Arts, the National Endowment for

the Arts-and KCRW/Santa Monica.

Support was also provided by Pan

American World Airways,

Embratur, Brazilian Tourism

Authority, Varig Airlines, Vivitar and

Omni Magazine.

Another oduction

NEW AGE
Fundamentalism not only a literal under-

standing of sacred mythology but a ther-

apeutic view of religion, a belief in its im-

mediate power to produce heallh and

peace of mind. II is no accidenl (hat mira-

cle cures and faith healing ligure so prom-

inently in both. For the Fundamentalist,

there is nothing indirect or problematic

about the way 'Jesus saves"; He cures

whatever ails you. New Age people like-

wise tend to equate salvation with feeling

good—about yourself, in the New Age ver-

sion. In its most momentary lorm, the New
Age enthusiasm belongs to the current

health craze and appeals lo its followers

not as an offbeat theology at all but as an

offbeat branch of "holistic medicine."

As such, it generales a public debate

about the relative merits of "alternative

medicine" and more orthodox medical

practices— hardly the most interesting

question that could be raised about the

state of our society's soul. The question is

not whether New Age therapies really work

but whether religion ought to be reduced

to therapy, lilt offers nothing more than a

spiritual l-igh. religion becomes another

drug in a drug-nccon society. Instead of

objecting thai Now Ago ".herapies promise

more than Ihcy can deliver, we might bet-

ISQ OMNI

ter accuse them of promising loo little. A
religion that holds out only Ihe possibility

of "getting high naturally" (as a recent is-

sue of The Healer puts it) invites the pre-

dictable scorn of those who regard religion

of any kind as Ihe "opiate of the people."

As a degenerate form of an ancient tra-

dition, the New Age movement provokes

criticism not only from scoflers and skep-

tics but even from the high priests of mod-
ern Gnosticism. In The Cosmic Trigger,

Wilson speaks of himself as an "agnostic"

(as religious people often do) and con-

demns the "socaily nefarious. . .leagues of

self-proclaimed gurus and their equally

deluded disciples, who have. . .established

new fanaticisms, snobberies, dogmas, and

cults" around their "delusions." Marilyn

Ferguson, whose Aquarian Conspiracy

helped to launch the New Age seven years

ago. says. "Meciumship is an interesting

phenomenon, bul it is not necessarily al-

ways what if purports to be. Many people

have underestimated the richness of Ihe

unconscious." Ken Wilber condemns the

whole project of "spiritual seeking" to-

gether with the nolicjn that higher states of

awareness can be achieved only in a

trance. Whal is important, he thinks, is to

grasp the oneness of being, not to make

conlacl with the spirit world or even to

achieve what is falsely called heightened

consciousness. "You cannot train yourself

lo enter that siaie ol consciousness which

you have never id I anc wheh ;ncludes all

possible states of consciousness." Da Free

John, himself the master of a sect known

simply as the Way, dismisses cults and

sects as expressions of an arrested spiri-

tual development: "Countless silly people

think they are Enlightened when, at best,

they feel good today. That mediocre sense

of pleasure is not Enlightenment."

The idea that religious experience can

best be described as a condition of en-

lightenment is open to objection in its own
right, not least because it leads so easily

to the conclusion that truth remains a body

of secret mysteries accessible only to the

initialed. The historic quarrel between

Christianity and Gnosticism hinges n- pa r
t

on this very issue—the difference be-

tween knowledge and faith, esoteric mys-

teries and a revelation accessible to all.

Both traditions agree, however, in their

contempt for the true believer, Ihe individ-

ual lor whom dogma serves to close ofl

new avenues of experience. This religious

crtque o
-

icigiosity cuts more deeply than

commonplace skepticism, which cannot

distinguish between faith and dogma,
knowledge and belief. Skepticism rejecis

superstitions about the supernatural world

only to embrace equally superstitious be-

liefs in science, technological progress, or

a coming political Utopia. The only correc-

tive lo the ersai/ religions of the New Age
is a return to Ihe real thing.DQ
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screw up- a perfectly good Imtheiogmanlcrthenewbioelhics. cilveeacl' o! you a Dorian.'

golf foursome,
. . .

'"'.*.- ' dc Ihe thinking i'ne docs do Ihe cutting

guilt free, eav eg me w:h :o's o!

They look shocked, "hey lak "

--cv

agree it's a aooc oca. pj; t:"ie :: 3\y.

•'

.

:

or / coy/a1 p/ay ri/s 7/fffe heartache and sieeploss nights. the desk and raise the sword. "Wal" 1

"

game: Bend like Dent gei me wrong. I'm net comnlainirg. screams Mrs. Y.

a: reed in the wind. I bend$
I get olerily lor my troeole. No! only am i

Ihe highest paid eiAcs ooi.nsoKy in

"
hknew.it -would- work.

1 want the par- with ;he |-eac

the nation, out I am '.tie highest-paid 1
teli her it not that good a surgeon

ohllosophe:- in history. Pcnod. Besides. 1 m wemed " :

ighl -\\c< my
These bays most big hospitals nave desk 1 b3g ihe who^e idea ' gei a 'eat

sotc son 0"" 'csoont wise guy Fenny problem My lee-ofi tme was on-iy 30

money most of them are s'reliy .ur minutes as.

1 hey say 1 know nothing about Plato. my office unt' i came up with sornetning

i reach into mv desk anct pe :

t out aCa
Mayos so. 3ul 1 know what i like, and deck of cares. "Cut Ihe aeon "

1 say.

while they arc d-anii'.o position papers- on handmg -\ :o Mr X. Were go-no to nay a

brail! do-ahi. 1 m hanging out a: one o! tittle game I eamec when 1 was in pinos-

my two (count em. two) vacation!homes ophv school Seven-card skid. No peek

m the Bahamas. Baby tn the middle.".

Sometimes .he game gets rough 1. ke In a few minutes : had won custody of

a! la i
:.. thlc: conference the on c anc pocketed a coup;e d

when
1 was aocusec of oemg 'a disgust inu hundred sirnoiecns f'em Mr. X. These

apologist lor t
!! " u, ,

i rid people o'ayec like ohumos.

deciios m the rner.tical pioiessicn "bast hand." 1 calleo. looking ar mv
1 was stunned but no! down : came watch. 'Ante up-" •'.;...;•

'"

back witn VVrion a tree falls ;n ihe wilder- "Bu: wc don t have anyT--in:.; to play

ness and nobody is a'ouod. boos \ wlln'"'Mr. Xecmplamec.

make a sound?" Its Ihe old Inck of throwing "five-card draw.' 1 said, ignoring him

philosophical sand n tbe;i eyes. then. 'Jacks are wile. Tivs is 'or the publishing

while tney 'e slili smuggling with thai, : ml ngnts to. the story " 1 know It
: played

them: with mv havrako- the oio "Could my cards riant
1 could get a piece o: 1: io

God make a rock heavier Than -ie could made-tor-TV movie. 1 was right.

lib'-'" D.rly ligbiing? Maybe. But 1
play Nexr luesoav night at n.ne Cneck vc.ji

.
for keeps.". local listings.DO

Most of my day is lilled wi:h routine

stuff. NicKel-and-cimc cases. Queslnn

"Should we pull the plug on Mrs =? "


